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ABSTRACT

In the contemporary study of animal behaviour there is an
increasing awareness that laboratory-based and field-oriented approaches
The phenomenon of

are compatible in both theory and method.

schedule-induced polydipsia belongs to a class of events termed
lIadjunctive behaviours.1!

These behaviours have been considered

causally, functionally and adaptively similar to the displacement
activities that are familiar to Ethologists.

In this thesis two

aspects of schedule-induced polydipsia are examined from both a
laboratory and a biological perspective.
Firstly, the temporal locus of schedule-induced polydipsia
was investigated in rats and it was found to be concentrated
predominently in the interval immediately fol lowing food ingestion.
Methodological and theoretical aspects,of this finding are discussed.
Secondly, the species-generality of schedule-induced
polydipsia was tested using ferrets, but no evidence of the phenomenon
was found in this species.
Rats and ferrets were then studied by the comparative method
using observational techniques in a situation that produced
polydipsia in the former, and the differences observed were
discussed in relation to methodological and ecological factors.
Selective aspects of the various approaches to the study of
animal behaviour are discussed in an appendix, as are some biological
considerations of the two species used.

It is concluded that

laboratory and naturalistic approaches, when viewed in the
evolutionary framework, provide a fruitful and balanced foundation
for the study of animal behaviour.
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PROLOGUE

The behaviour of animals is greatly influenced by
the ecological niches they occupy.

The rat typifies

the omnivorous mode of existence, exploiting a range
of food

sourc~s,

and being exploited as prey itself.

The ferret exempl ifies the carnivorous existence,
enjoying the relative luxury of an enriched protein
diet and few predators.

The differing modes by which these two species exist
is reflected in their behaviour within the laboratory
situation.

It is to these differences in behaviour

that the experimental questions in this thesis are
addressed.

1:1

C HAP T E R

1

I N T ROD U C T ION

In recent years the study of animal behaviour has
undergone a number of changes.
issues, and ref

These relate to several

t a changing awareness amongst those

who study animals that many approaches in the past led to
insularity and a lack of dialogue.

Factional

olation

seems a byproduct of the way the various approaches to the
subject developed, and despite numerous polemics and
researches one of the most influential challenges arose out
findings that were obtained from a completely nonacademic source:

commercial enterprise.

In 1951, Breland and Breland reported the
experiences in
optimistically

field of applied animal behavour, and
cribed the application of operant

conditioning techniques to modify the behaviour of various
s

cies for commercial purposes.

that laboratory-based principles

Their results indicated
ly generalised to

behavioural control in a non-laboratory setting.
"We can apply to our training the data
of comparative psychology, utilising
new tricks, new animals.

We can

turn our multiple units - 200 "Clever
Hanses" instead

one.

Furthermore,

the systematic nature of the theory puts
us in a position to advance to new and
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more elaborate behaviour patterns,
to predict resu

and forestall

difficulties." (Breland and Breland,
1951) .
In subsequent publications they confirmed
the financial viability of animal training in commercial
enterpr

,but they also noted frequent and disconcerting

failures amongst their trained subjects, which might be
summarised as,
"Sometimes animals do not do what they
were taught to do."
These aberrant subjects developed behaviour patterns
unrelated to those they were taught to perform, often to
the extent that the subject had to be removed from the
exhibition setting as the behaviours were disruptive;
examples of these are summa
(1961) .

In a

sed in Breland and Breland

instances the animals performed the

trained responses to perfection, yet they developed
alternate patterns of behaviour that often led to the total
exclusion of the programmed reinforcement.
the intrusive behaviour require more ef
time consuming;

Not only did
t and was more

it also increased the deprivation effects

upon the animal, which in turn increased the level of
intrusive behaviour.
This behaviour was accounted for in terms of
"instinctive

ft", which implied the principle,

"where an animal has a strong instinctive
behaviourin the area of a conditioned
response, after continued running the
organism will drift toward the instinctive

1:3
behaviour to

iment of the

conditioned behaviour, and even to
the delay or preclusion
..... It seems obvious

reinforcement
these animals

are trapped by strongly instinc
behaviours, and clearly we have a
demonstration of the

such

behaviour patterns over those that have
been conditioned." (Breland and Breland,
1961) .
The implications of this statement run contrary to
some of the basic assumptions of Behaviourism, namely
that species differences are relatively unimportant as all
responses are equally conditionable to all stimuli.

As

will be discussed later, Seligman (1970, 1972) has
this assumption "the equipotentiality premise,"

ting

Pavlov (1927, 192m, Estes (1959) and Skinner (1938) as
theorists who hold this view.
The Breland's publications did not purport to
justify a theoretical viewpoint;
by pragmatic commercial necessity:

rather they were
they did not de

thesis regarding the operant conditionability

a r

species, but were forced to accept the limitations of
technique:
"After fourteen years of continuous
conditioning and observation of
thousands of animals, it is our
reluctant conclusion that the behaviour of any species cannot be
adequately understood, predicted,

any
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or controlled without knowledge of
its instinctive 'patterns, evolutionary
history, and ecological niche."

(Breland

and Breland 1961).
This viewpoint essentially restates Darwin's
position nearly a century ear

r, in which behaviour

and morphological adaptations were seen as complementary
evolutionary processes:
"In his theory of natural selection
Darwin recognises the importance of
variation and of organic diversity.
The history of life ref

cts as much

an adaptive radiation, with behaviour
of different kinds having evolved in
dif

ecological situations, as it

does a progressive elaboration of better
organisms with nervous systems increasingly like our own." (Ghiselin, 1973).
since

publication of the Breland's work a

number of issues have arisen that challenge traditional
psychological approaches to animal behaviour, and which
directly relate to the views contained in

latter

quotations:

(A) Superstition:
The traditional operant view that animals will
develop

sterotypic

behaviour when presented with re-

inforcement without regard to what they were doing
received strong cri

sm from Staddon and simmelhag

1:5
(1971).

They questioned the simple learning theory

premises upon which this phenomenon rested, arriving
ins

at,
"an interpretation of behavioural change
in terms of interaction and competition
among tendencies to action according to
principles evolved in phylogeny."

(B) Adjunctive Behaviour:
Arising out of Falk's (1969, 1971) studies on
schedule-induced polydips

,was an awareness that a

variety of behaviours occur as adjuncts to specific
behavioural events, that these appeared similar to the
"displacement activities" of ethological research, and
that these adjunctive behaviours were not expl

le in

purely behaviouristic terms, but contained a degree of
species - typicality.

Autoshaping:

(c)

Studies by Brown

Jenkins

(1968) demonstrated

that the simple temporal pairing of lighting a key and
lowing it with the presentation of grain will result in
a pigeon acquiring a key-pecking response, even when it has
no e

t on producing grain.

Williams and Williams

(1969)

further extended this 'phenomenon with the discovery that'
key-pecking will persist even when it actually prevents the
deli

of reinforcement, whilst Moore (1972) demonstrated

that the actual pecking behaviour resembles the more
appropriate consummatory response pattern when water or

1: 6

grain are presented.

(D) Avoidance Learning:
Bolles (1970) presented evidence to support the
view that some avoidance responses are difficult to train,
whilst others are relatively easy, and that these differences are accountable in terms of "species-specific defence
reactions."

He criticised the limitations that preoccup-

ations of traditional theory imposed upon this type of
learning, noting,
"These preoccupations have not really
advanced our understanding of how
such extensions occur, how other, more
natural R s are learned,
a

alL

60 lL tha-t ma;tte.lL how animaL6 /.) WL V--L v e.

VlatWLe.. "

--LVl

(Italics mine).

(E) Behaviour Epigenetics:
Kuo (1967) challenged traditional approaches to the
study of behaviour as being too limited and simplistic in
outlook, and proposed an alternate view in which the
epigenseis of behaviour was seen as the main goal of study.
His views embodied both behaviouristic and naturalistic
data, and the combination of which served,
" ...... to obtain a comprehensive

picture of the behavioural repetoire
of the individual and its causal factors
from stage to stage during development;
and to explore the potentials and
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limitations of new behaviour patterns
("behavioural neo-phenotypes") that
are not commonly

d or do not

exist in "nature" so as to predict or
control the evolution of behaviour in
the future"

(Kuo, 1967, p26)

(F) Preparedness:
Seligman (1970, 1972) suggested that all events
are not equally associ

, but that some events are easily

so (prepared responses), some are difficult (unprepared)
and some are imposs

(contraprepared) .

Th

approach

was further extended by Hinde et al (1973) in an examination of the numerous biological constraints on learning.
In all these instances the issue revolves around
the relative importance of biological factors in animal
behaviour, and corresponds to a major re-examination of
approaches to this subject.

These changes re

to

comparative psychology being criticised on methodological
grounds (eg.

, 1950; Hodos and Campbell, 1969;

Lockhard, 1971), to behaviourism being chal

on

theoretical grounds (Breland and Breland, 1961;

Seligman

1970),

and to

influence of ethology which emphasised

evolutionary and ecol?gical considerations (Lorenz 1954;
Hinde, 1966).

Having passed through a period of polemics

and assiduous debate in the 50's and mid 60's, the study
of animal behaviour now appears to be in a state of reorganisation and fruitful growth - analogous to the
"hybrid vigour" of genetics - as differing emphases and
methodolog

are grafted onto the various phenomena studied.

1:8

The phenomenon studied in this thesis, scheduleinduced polydipsia, is' one of a number of behaviours that
can be studied from several combined methodological viewpoints.

The phenomenon is laboratory-based, occurring in

an experimental environment where most physical variables
are known and control

d, leaving the organismic (i.e.

phylogenetic) variables to express themselves.
comparable to"

It is

placement activities" which are well

recorded in ethological research, and to which naturalistic
observations closely relate, and is measureable both by
the automatic devices of experimental psychology (e.g.
drinkometer records, liquid volume intakes, temporal
distribrition of responses), and by observational methods
(which reveal patterning and sequences of responses).
Due to the nature of the experimental procedure
adopted in the research reported herein learning differences
between species were minimised (since the subject had only
to learn the signal for, and

spatial location of, food

delivery), which in turn provided a valid methodological
justification for the use of the comparative approach.

As

i.s discussed in Appendix 1, the comparative approach examines
both similarities and differences between the groups being
studied.

In this instance, the dissimilar results provide

a useful basis to draw conclusions upon, and to suggest
further hypotheses.

The species selected

study were

from differing ecological niches, and consequently exhibted
different patterns of eating and drinking behaviour.

The

development of schedule-induced polydipsia in the omnivorous
rat is investigated in the light of species-related
influences , whilst the failure to obtain this phenomenon
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in the carnivorous ferret is considered from both a speciesspecific and a methodological viewpoint.

C HAP T E R
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C HAP T E R

TWO

SCHEDULE-INDUCED POLYDIPSIA.

(A)

Introduction.

Since Falks' ini

1 report in 1961, schedule-

induced polydipsia has been a topic

experimental

investigation and theoretical speculation.

The specula-

tion regarding its causation has been a legacy of the
unexpected nature of its discovery, as Falk stumbled upon
this behaviour during investigations on reinforcementschedule effects in food deprived rats.

Its discovery

parallels Skinner's early investigations which led him to
his formulations on the operant control of behaviour, by
a process which he cal

d the "principle of serendipity",

"the art of finding one thing while looking
something else"

(Skinner, 1959).

Falk has discussed the unexpected nature of this
discovery thus:
!!About a

cade ago, a ra

fortuitious

experimental arrangement enabled me to happen
upon the phenomenon of schedule-induced
polydips

Fortunately, I had already worked

on the control of fluid intake in the rat and
from such a context knew the production of
polydipsia as a food-schedule by-product was not
only an unusual one - it was an outrightly
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absurd one.

It was absurd because heating

a large quantity of room temperature water
to body heat and expelling it as copious
urine
pres

wasteful for an animal already
for energy stores.

It is absurd

for an animal to drink itself into a
dilutional hyponatremia bordering on water
toxication.

But perhaps most absurd

was not the lack of a metabolic or pathoregulatory reason for polydipsia, but the
lack of an acceptable behavioural account"
(Falk, 1972).
This quotation emphasises the most dramatic aspect
of polydipsia;

an intake of water far

excess of the

normal daily requirements of the animal.
The essenti

procedures to produce it are that

the subjects be food deprived, that small portions of food
are

livered intermittently, and that a source of water

is freely available.

In this situation Falk noted that

his subjects drank nearly 350% of their pre-experimental
24 hour water intake level in 3.17 hours ie. the animals
were drinking nearly half of the
in a comparatively short time.

body weight in liquid
Since the subjects were

in a state of food deprivation (70 - 80 percent free feeding weight), this water intake was unexpectedly large,
as the normal water intake in food deprived rats is
invariably depressed below free-feeding weight levels
(Adolph, 1947;

Bolles, 1961;

Kutscher, 1969).

The

animals rapidly developed a pattern of bar-pressing until
the reinforcement was delivered, followed by the con-
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sumption of about 0.5 mls of water, and a return to bar
pressing.
The

1 of water consumption was markedly greater

than levels obtained by other methods of

imentally-

induced drinking:
"Such a phenomenon is stange and unprecedented, for the

ls are

drinking approximate

one-half their

body weight in a few hours.

Water

deprivation, heat stress, or osmoticloading techniques do not approach
comparable stimulation of water intake.
Under normal laboratory maintenance
conditions, daily water intake levels
remain r

constant,

even

strong facilitating stimuli induce only
moderate increases"

(Falk, 1969).

As will be reviewed later in this chapter, scheduleinduced polydipsia was also obta

d on a vari

forcement schedules, on delivery schedules that
a bar-press response, and indeed on total
contingent food
con
as

livery schedules.

in other strains of rats,
0

species:

of reinnot
non-

The phenomenon was
(Falk, 1972), as well

rhesus monkey (Schuster & Woods, 1966;

Porter and Kenshalo,1974), chimpanzee (Keller, cited Falk,
1972~

pigeon (Shanab & Peterson, 1969), mouse (Pal

Kutcher and Symons, 1971).

It bears a close rela

onship

to other schedule-induced phenomenon such as scheduleinduced aggression (Ul

ch & Azrin, 1962), schedule-induced

pica (Villareal, 1967), schedule-induced wheel-running
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(Levitsky & Collier, 1968),

schedule-induced air lick-

ing (Mendelson & Chillag, 1970).

This close relationship

led Falk to label such phenomena "adjunctive behaviours":
"The experimental

sign is simple, yet

the behavioural effect is strong and
durable.

Sidman (1960) has wisely pointed

out that: "whenever a simple
is found to exert a power

ration
behavioural

effect, we may suspect that
can be widely generalised."

phenomenon
I

indicated previously that another behavioural
phenomenon, extinction-induced

ssion

reported by Azrin and his assoc

, stands

in the same relation as polydips

to

generating schedule (Falk, 1966a 1966b).
I suggested that when certain s
induce extra, concurrent phenomenon strong
enough to sustain scheduled behaviour in
their own right, that these phenomenon
called "adjunctive behaviours"
In
s

(Falk, 1972).

his 1969 article, Falk pointed to the
between schedule-induced polydipsia and the

i

activities" which comprised a subs

"

part of ethological research in the 1940's and 50's.

He

elaborated these arguments in his 1972
which he concluded that such activities (ie. adjunc
and di

cement behaviours) had an adaptive value

they,

"
of

the organisms' probability
in strength to other

that
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possibilities in the

ronment context

by increasing the gain or operant units
receiving relatively low, but appreciab
facilitation from current environmental
stimuli."
It would seem that this relationship between the
schedule-induced phenomenon and displacement has a major
bearing on the understanding of adjunctive behaviours at
the behavioural/ethological level, and perhaps on the
physiological.

(B)

lacement Activities and Ad unctive Behaviour.

liThe term "displacement activi

II

implies

that the behaviour is misplaced and occurs
outside its proper context.
has

re

But recent

d that the behaviour

is a function, not only of the conflict
or thwarting condition, but also of stimulus
variables which normally operate in its
control.

is one reason for preferring

the term lIadjunctive behaviour ll
imp

,

for it

s only that the observed behaviour occurs

as an adjunct to another behaviour situation
without
adj

uating the appropriateness or
ve gains of that additional behaviour II

(Falk, 1969).
By adopting the term adj uncti ve behaviour, Falk has
circumvented the problem of "irrelevancy" implicit in
thinking on displacement activi
defined as,

Sf

which have been
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"behaviours occurring out of
characteristic motivational context and
in the midst of conflict and thwarting
situations ll

(Zeigler, 1964).

As McFarland (1966) has noted, these behaviour
patterns were described as long ago as 1914,. although it
was Tinbergen and Kortland in 1940 who did the first causal
analysis of

phenomenon.

Originally they were label

"substitute activities" (Kirkman, 1937), the term "displacement activities" being a later choice
1950) .

(Armstrong; 1947,

This latter term is now the preferred rubric, and

arises largely out of the translational equivalence
between·English and the German word Ubersrungbewegungen
which refers to the "sparking over l1 of motivational
energies belonging to one instinct, to another.

The

features of these behaviours were noted by Tinbergen (1952)
as:
1.

Displacement activities are recognisably
simi

to, or derived from, motor patterns

which are normal for the species.
2.

The movements shown appear 'irrelevant',
entirely out of context with the behaviour
diately preceeding or following them.

3.

A displacement activity seems to appear
when an activated drive is

nied discharge

through its own consummatory act(s)."
Clearly,
which the cri

'irrelvant' implies some formulation by
of relevancy are judged, or else these

statements are liable to criticism on the grounds of
teleology, utilitarianism, and anthropomorphism.
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McFarland has eloquently

discussed this issue of relevancy

noting that the use of :the term relevant may be concerned
with either functional or causal aspects of behaviour, when
used with reference to some formulation or model.
"When an activity is observed in circumstances
which are not in agreement with the accepted
formulation, it may be called irrelevant"
(McFarland, 1966).
He discusses varying approaches and concludes that
causal criteria can only reflect the theoretical model
used to account for the behaviour, which is reasonable,
since the animal engaging in the displacement activity must
be responding to some causal influence by the very existence of the behaviour.

He concludes,

"It is argued that it is impossible for
an activity to be truly irrelevant causally,
but it is possible for it to be

function~

ally irrelevant, either in the sense that
it has no survival value, which, however,
cannot be provedi

or in the sense that the

activity fails to fulfill its normal shortterm function".
The classical ethological explanation of displacement
activities related to the energy-based motivational models
of Lorenz (1937, 1950), and Tinbergen (1940, 1951), in'iA7hich
a build up of motivational energy discharging into the next
appropriate behavioural pathway was assumed to account for
the phenomenon.

2:8
"Each of these specif

patterns of behaviour

was assumed to be organised around and
motivated by energy associated with a particular
center, presumably localisablesomewhere in the
central nervous system.

Tinbergen further

elaborated this model by supposing that a
surplus of energy in one center, if blocked or
prevented from being discharged, or in
absence of the appropriate releaser, could
"spark over" to other centers, even centers
controlling quite unre
bergen, 1940, 1951).

behaviours (TinIt had been noted by

a number of ethologists that instinctive
behaviour patterns often occur out of context,
most typically in situations in which the
behaviour

another instinctive pattern is

blocked or frustrated in some way"

(Bolles,

1967, pl03).
Although there were psychological postulations of
energy models of motivation (eg. Freud, 1915;
19

Cannon, 1918;

Warden, e.;t a£ ,1931;

McDougall,

Tolman, 1926)

the ethological models received the greatest criticism,
largely because they were based upon naturalistic data
and were accordingly bereft of empirical validation:
a review of these criticisms see Lehrman (1953), Hinde,
(1959, 1960), and Ze

r

(1964).

"Tinbergen's theoretical account of displacement
had a great deal of appeal, it was ,simple and
elegant, but

did not foster any empirical

attack upon the problems presented by the
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displacement phenomenon.

Hinde and

Zeigler have both suggested that Tinbergen's
energy model was too pat, too facile - it
discouraged an experimental analysis of
behaviour.

Like McDougall's analysis of

instinctive behaviour a generation before,
proposed answers when questions might have
been more valuable" (Bolles, 1967).
Amongst psychological considerations of displacement,
the contribution of Bindra (1959) seems most apposite,
especially in regard to the similarity between displacement
and adjunctive behaviours.

He noted that displacement can

be accounted for in terms of three main features,
1.

An increase in the level of arousal
of the animal bought about by the
obstructing event (ie the conflicting
event, or deprivation effects) .

2.

The relative habit strengths of various
activities within the repertoire of the
animal (ie the prepotency of response
concept) .

3.

The nature of the sensory cues provided
by the altered stimulus situation (ie
those stimulus objects and events within the current environment which act as
cues to evoke the specific behaviours) .

As will be discussed later, these features seem to
apply well to situations producing schedule-induced
polydipsia.
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Beyond the class

Lorenz-Tinbergen model of

displacement, alternative accounts have appeared, which
have some relevance.

For reviews of some of these see:

Van Iersel and Bol (1958), Sevenster (1961), Rowe

(1961) ,

Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950, 1954), Bastock, Morris
and Moynihan (1953), and McFarland (1g66b, 1970b, 1971,
1974).
In comparing displacement activities and polydipsia,
it becomes apparent that a number of similarities exist,
which indicate the possibility that they share a similar
process, although one is evident in the natural environment,ahd.the other peculiar to the laboratory.
"Thus, displacement activities are described
as occurring in situations where an animal
under high drive conditions is engaged in a
phase of the consummatory behaviour and for
some reason
behaviour.

prevented from continuing this
These aie also the conditions

producing adjunctive behaviours:

a lean

animal engaged in eating is prevented from
continuing this behaviour by the intermittence
imposed by the feeding schedule ........ In
both adjunctive behaviour and displacement
activity situations, the interruption of a
consummatory behaviour in an intensely motivated animal induces the occurrence of another
behaviour immediately following the interruption, which is facilitated by environmental
stimuli"

(Falk, 1972).
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(C) Schedule-induced Polydipsia: Some Important Parameters.

The parameters influencing schedule-induced polydipsia are well reviewed:

see Falk (1969,

1971, 1972),

Segal (1972), Hawkins, Schrot, Githens & Everett (1972).
These papers discuss the influence of degree of deprivation,
schedules of reinforcement, magnitude of reinforcement,
type of food, effects of liquids other than water and the
proximal events controlling this behaviour.

Consider-

ation of specific paramenters has been restricted herein
to those that have direct relevance to the research
reported in this thesis.

1. Deprivation Level:
Falk (1969) systematically decreased the level of
deprivation in polydipsic rats until the animals regained
their free-feeding body weights, and found a marked
attenuation in the level of polydipsia after the animals
attained 95% free-feeding weight.

The concurrent bar-

press contingency in this experiment was relatively
unaffected by a decrease in deprivation level, which
indicates that the adjunctive behaviour was under the
control of factors other than operant response rates and
is directly influenced by the level of deprivation.
Falk cites instances where adjunctive behaviours (other
than polydipsia) reveal a similar relationship (eg.
schedule-induced air-licking (Mendelson and Chillag),
schedule-induced aggression (Azrin

~

at 1966).
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"Even though

consummatory activity occurs

unfailingly and the appetitive sequence
(operant pattern) remains at its customary
rate, the operations must define a rather
intense deprivation state in order for
adjunctive behaviour to be induced in its
fully-developed, exagerated form"

(Falk, 1972).

This information is crucial when interspecies
comparisons are attempted, since the motivational states
of deprivation must be as equivalent as possible, and it
may be impossible to apply the 80% free-feeding weight
criterion (as used with rats and pigeons) to other species
which may not tolerate such levels of deprivation.

Thus

preliminary studies of motivational levels are necessary
when using relatively "novel" species, such as the ferret,
to ensure that the subjects' are indeed in "a rather
intense deprivation state".

It can be conjectured that

species such as voles and shrews may not be ab

to

tolerate intense food deprivation (along with the attendant heat loss due to schedule-induced polydipsia) since
they maintain a tenuous balance between activity and feeding, and alternative behaviours might have to be manipulated in order to demonstrate adjunctive behaviour.
Similarly a herbivore, such as the rabbit, may present
difficulties with respect to the considerable storage of
low-caloric cellulose in the caecum which renders conventional deprivation-level manipulations difficult.
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2. Response-Contingency:

As e

as 1961 Falk had demonstrated that the

omission of the bar-press contingency for food delivery
still produced a comparable amount of polydipsia.
This observation disproved

possibility

t schedule-

induced polydipsia was a displacement from

momentarily

low probability of bar pressing to another behavioural
activity.

Since this study, numerous papers have report-

the reliable demonstration of schedule-induced polydipsia using non-contingent schedules (usually
schedules) ego

, Oden and Deadwyler (1965);

(1965);

Reynierse (1966);

(1971);

Wayner and Greenberg (1973).
Schaef

xed-time
Segal

Segal and Oden (1969);

Toates

, Diehl and Salzberg (1966) found that

fixed-time food schedules could concurrently maintain
polydipsia and a bar-pressing response (although

bar-

ssing response had no influence on food-delivery).
interpreted these results as evidence that adventitious
correlations between bar-pressing and food-delivery could
occur, since the barin
pel

sing preceded the delivery of food

ir study, while the drinking occurred as a postt event.

They proposed that this possibility also

suggested that an adventitious correlation between drinking

food-delivery might occasional

occur;

which

subsequently was reported by Schaffer and Salzberg (1967)
in an atypical case (this report will have bearing on
next section dealing with explanations of scheduleinduced polydipsia) .

Wayner and Greenberg (1973) also

reported bar-pressing occurring in a

e

xed-time
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schedule, but noted that this adjunctive bar-pressing
"followed the same time related function as licking and
water consumption".
the two previous

This study does not acknowledge
cited, nor does it provide quantified

distributions of either the licking or bar-pressing
behaviours, but it does propose that the

bar~pressing

behaviour can also be an adjunctive behaviour.

Overall,

these studies indicate that explicit dependancy between
the operant response and pellet delivery is not a crucial
determinant in schedule-induced polydipsia, and that the
operant responses themselves may develop into adjunctive
behaviours.
The use of non-contingent schedules of food delivery
provides the simplest experimental manipulation to produce
schedule-induced polydipsia, since the phenomenon is
relatively uncontaminated by learning factors:

this is

important when comparisons between different species are
attempted.

Thus any given subject has only to learn where

food will be delivered, what signals indicate its arrival,
and that this delivery of food is intermittent.

As some

species do not readily acquire the bar-press response,
inter-species comparisons can be restricted when this
contingency is used:

this problem is avoided with non-

contingent schedules of food delivery.

3. Interval of Food Delivery:

Falk (1966b) systematically varied the interval
between food delivery (using a fixed-interval schedu
from 2 seconds to 300 seconds and found that the maximum
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level of pOlydipsia was attained at about 180 seconds in
rats, whereafter the pblydipsia declined rapidly.
Subsequent studies by Segal (1965)
(1969);

i

Hawkins (1967);

Falk

Flory (1969c) and Hawkins et al (1972) confirmed

this bitonic relationship:

for an extended discussion see

Falk (1972).
This bitonic relationship between the interval of
of food delivery and magnitude of polydipsia has an
important relevance where comparisons between adjunctive
behaviour in different species are attempted, since an
optimum interval of food

livery must be adopted if

adjunctive behaviours of a reliable magnitude are to be
generated, and this interval may vary from species to
species.

4. Type of Food:

Early studies by Stein (1964) and Stricker and Adair
(1966) indicated marked attenuation of polydipsia when food
pellets were substituted with milk portions and wesson oil
respectively.

Falk (1967), however, obtained high levels

of polydipsia using liquid-monkey diet, an observation later
supported by Hawkins

ex

al

(1972).

These later researchers

were unable to obtain levels of polydipsia comparable with
Falk's and they noted that the polydipsia appeared to have
a slow period of development.

They concluded that the

type of food used had "a considerable
development of polydipsic drinking".

luence on the
These studies were

primarily concerned with the differences between liquid and
dry food diets, in line with theoretical speCUlations as to
the role of a "dry mouth" as a causal factor in polydipsia.
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Alternative studies have varied the nutritive
content of dry food in'
caloric factors.

r to examine the role of

Freed (1971) evaluated the degree of

polydipsia against nutrit

content of food pellets,

finding that, "the mean volume of water ingested
with decreased nutrit

content of the pellets";

reased
with

saccharin-sweetened nonnutritive pellets producing
negligible drinking, and 100% nutritive pellets providing
polydipsia at an expected level.

This study is equivocal

however, since the 100% nutritive pellets used were 45 mg
Noyes Laboratory Animal Food pellets, which were substituted randomly half

the time with non-nutritive food

pellets in the 50% nutritive condition.

The use of Noyes

Laboratory Animal Food pellets was subject to criticism
by Christian and

(1973a, 1973b), with respect to

the presence of 7.5% glucose in these pe

which along

with sucrose (in other types of pellet) is known to attenuate polydipsia Burks et al (1967).

,Falk (1967), Segal
Christian & Schaef

" . . . . . . the presence of any

pel

a£

(1965),

r concluded that,
in a Noyes

, whether it is glucose or sucrose,

produces reduced fluid intakes relative to
those that are obtained from Noyes pellets
that contain no sugar",
These studies indicate the importance of oral and
palatability factors in polydips

, although the phenomenon

appears to be reliable and relative
avers

factors.

resistance to some

The adulteration of drinking liquid

quinine (a normally aversive substance) fails to abol

h
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schedule-induced polydipsia (Segal and Deadwyler, 1965).
When the drinking liquid is adulterated with saccharin,
and then paired with ionising radiation, repeated pairings
were necessary to reduce the level of polydipsic behaviour
(¥oll, Schaeffer and Smith, 1969), although this procedure
normally produces a marked aversion to saccharin in thirst
motivated rats with one pairing (Garcia and Kimeldorf,
1960i

Garcia, Kimeldorf and Hunt 1961).
When comparative evaluations behmen species are

attempted, palatibility and oral factors may present a
source of confounding of results.
ecological factors

To some extent,

(ie whether the subjects are carnivores

or herbivores etc), may override simpl"e control for these
factors, which suggests the need for care in the choice of
food and of liquids to be consumed.

(D) Explanatory Attempts.

From the earliest reports of schedule-induced polydipsia, there have been several attempts to explain the
phenomenon, often at the most simple level, such that one
group of authors were moved to remark:
"An examination of the relevant polydipsia
literature led us to conclude that much of
the rhetoric surrounding the theoretical
arguments was superfluous and incomplete,
being based primarily on anecdotes and
unsound predictions, with the primary cause
of confusion being the lack of general
information about the phenomenon",

(Hawkins
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e;t

at,

19 7 2) .

In the same volume,

k commented that:

"Thus a decade of re
traditional physio

has yielded no
calor behavioural

explanation for schedule-induced polydipsia.
Attempts to account
'emotional' s

the behaviour as an

effect of schedules, or as

the animal's way of producing 'emotional
paci

tion'

are not necessarily wrong,

but they are

ly untestable notions".

It is not

to provide an expanded discussion

of many of these accounts of the phenomenon:
see Falk (1969).
accounts is necess

for a

However, a brief consideration of some
in order to relate to some more

recent suggestions.

1. Physiological Factors:
Cons
simple phys

evidence has shown that there is no
logical explanation for the phenomenon on the

grounds of,
(i)

the food deprivation regime

sented to the

subject (eg. Falk, 1967).
(ii)

nephrogenic diabetes ins

(stricker and

Adair 1966).
(i

de facto water deprivation (Falk, 1969).

The physiological evidence

s that the

subjects are in a state of overhydration, as measured by
plasma and muscle water, hemotoc
post session (Stricker and Adair, 1966).

plasma protein
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2. E

rimental Environment Artifacts:
Simple control procedures have eliminated such

explanations as,

(i)

conditioned reinforcing and discriminative
properties of the experimental equipment.

(ii)

taste phosgenesfrom drinkometer currents.

(iii)

type of liquid dispenser.

(iv)

operant response situation demands.

3. Adventitious Reinforcement:

Based upon Skinners'

(1948) concept of "super-

stitious behaviour", schedule-induced polydipsia was
considered as an example of adventitious reinforcement by
Clark,

(1962), and by Segal (1965).

The polydipsic

behaviour develops out of an adventitious pairing of
drinking behaviour just prior to food delivery, thereby
setting up a cha

of behaviour.

However, this view

seems oversimplified, and is untenable on a number of
grounds,
(i)

s

rstition is idiosyncratic and unstable, its'

response topography changes over time:
polydipsia is stable and relatively invariant.
superstitious drinking wou

tend to

precede eating when the probability of reinforcement is high:

polydipsia is generally

a post-pellet phenomenon occurring soon after
food delivery.
(iii)

(Stein, 1964;

Falk, 1969).

the imposition of a "change over delay"

(COD),

which is effective in eliminating adventitous
responding does not attenuate polydipsia
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(Falk, 1964;
(iv)

Segal and Oden, 1969).

superstitious behaviour requires a relatively
short interval between food deliveries to
develop as long delays (in the order of 60100 seconds) do not reliably produce this
behaviour: schedule-induced polydipsia is
reliably produced over long inter-food
intervals (Falk, 1969).

4. Dry-Mouth Theory:
Stein (1964) proposed that the

dry food pellets

used in schedule-induced polydipsia made the subjects
thirsty, and that they then drank to alleviate this state.
This view was further supported by Teitelbaum (1966),
who speculated as to the abolishion of polydipsia if the
subjects were given liquid food portions, or if prehydrated.
This possibility was discounted by Falk (1967, 1969) who
used liquid-monkey

diet, and pre loading of the oesphagus

with water, and still obtained strong polydipsia.

Lotter,

Wood and Vasselli (1973) also presented a dry-mouth theory,
al though they don't seem to have been able to counter the
evidence to the contrary cited above.

5. Timing Behaviour:
Segal and Holloway (1963) suggested that the
subjects were using water drinking as a means of Ilpacing
their response rate" on a DRL 20 schedule, and hence timing
themselves on mediating response sequences such as drinking.
This view was extended by Segal and Deadwyler (1965) who
proposed that drinking was precipitated by thirst (from dry
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pellets)

continued as it provided the subjects with

"timing cues derived from taste and quantity consumed".
However, this view is unacceptable, since VI 60, FR 30 and
non-contingent VI 60 schedules produce polyd
"there

ia although

no regular, scheduled duration that any "timing

behaviour" is required to time"

(Falk, 1969).

Segal

appreciated this point, and fUrther countered her own
proposal by noting that "polydipsia occurs even when a
~~n6o~c~d

alternate response (bar pressing on a v&riable-

ratio schedule) is available"

(Segal and Oden, 1969).

role of timing factors has since been

The

luated in

another approach, which embodies more sophisticated formulations, rather than the abovementioned simplified accounts,
and will be considered separately.

6. Interim Activi

s:

Skinner's classic (1948) experiment of "supers

ion" was re-examined by Staddon and Simmelhag (1971)

in the light of more recent thinking that challenged the
traditional Skinnerian analysis.

They cited both

schedule-induced polydipsia and "misbehaviour" as
examples of phenomena that may involve processes that
suggest a reinterpretation in,
"terms of interaction and competition
among tendencies to action according to
princ

evolved in phylogeny".

By extending the classical Skinnerian experiment
they elucidated the development of two kinds of behaviour
at asymptote, which they termed

'{Yl;t~JUm

ac;tivLti.J2A and
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The

te/unLl1aX ll.e6poYlhe,

is seen as being a

discriminated operant which is "restricted to periods of
relatively high reinforcement probability,"

that period

in the experiment just before food delivery.

Il1tvUm

aQtiv~e6

occur after periods of food delivery (when the

probability of reinforcement is zero) and are interpreted
as interactions amongst motivational systems which express
themselves as appetitive - like behaviours.

Examples of

these phenomena include adjunctive behaviours, displacement
activities, redirection, and "vacuum" activities (see
section B) .
Interim activities are influenced by the availability of appropriate stimuli ("goal objects" in ethological terminology) such that variable and undirected
interim activities become ordered in the presence of these
stimuli, ego polydips

occurs when drinking tubes are

available, pica in the presence of woodblocks etc.
These activities are assumed to have an adaptive significance in that they permit the animal to break away from a
particular behaviour, and to engage in other behaviours
when that behaviour no longer is gainful in combining these
formulations of interim activities and terminal response,
Staddon and Sirnrnelhag conclude that,

"

most distinctive thing about

living creatures is the balance they
maintain amount a number of tendencies to
action, each one adaptive, yet each
destructive
of others."

pursued to the exclusion
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Thus their model attempts to explain polydipsia
(and adjunctive behaviours generally) in terms of a
biological process that draws a parallel between these
behaviours and (the more natural) displacement activities
in a similar manner to Falk (1972), and contrasts with the
timing behaviour account of polydipsia (which sees polydipsia as timing behaviour pelL lie ) .

This approach views

polydipsia as one of a number of behaviours that assist in
helping to budget the organisms' time more efficiently.
"Evolution is notoriously opportunistic
in the sense that adaptation is achieved
by whatever structural or functional means
happen to be availab

(In the present

case) we suggest that the means for insuring
that the animal will not linger in the
vicinity of food (or other reinforcers) at
times when

is not available may be

provided by the facilitation of drives other
then the blocked one".

(Staddon and Simmelhag,

p38) .

This account is significant in that it combines
methodological direction with theoretical
considerations, and as will be

(evolutionary)

scussed later, complements

other formulations on this topic.

7. Arousal
Wayner, (1970, 1972, 1974) proposed an account for
adjunctive behaviours based upon "arousal factors within
the C. N. S. ;

specifically, the lateral hypothalamus (L.R.).

Schedule-induced polydipsia (and adjunctive behaviours
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generally) result from stimulation of the L.H., which is
brought about by the

i~fluences

of physiological deprivatStimulation

ion and the schedule. of reinforcement used.

of the L.H. then produces a state of arousal and activation
within the organism, which manifests itself as adjunctive
behaviour, according to the presence of appropriate stimuli
within the immediate environment.
This theory relates to previous formulations on
non-specific "arousal", "activation" or "drive",
Hebb, 1955;

Berlyne, 1960;

Duffy, 1962;

(eg.

Bindra, 1969;)

in which tlarousal" is seen to function as a general
activator of behaviours.

Arousal concepts have also been

applied to accounts for displacement activities (see
section B);

for example, Bindra (1959) specified an

increase in arousal as one of the major factors of
importance in his analysis of this phenomenon.
Wayner interprets the fact that adjunctive
behaviours develop according to the presence of appropriate stimuli in the environment as a corollory to studies
on electrical stimulation of the L.H. which indicate that,
"The type of behaviour evoked by lateral
hypothalamic electric stimulation depends
upon the environmental stimuli available
during brain stimulation.

By careful

manipulation of the availability of
environmental stimuli it is possible to
switch the type of behaviour evoked:

for

example, from eating to drinking, through
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the same electrodes without alteration
of the

stimulus~current".

(Wayner, 1970).

This view has support from a number of studies, in
particular those of Glickman and Schiff (1967), Valenstein,
Cox and Kakolewski (1969, 1970), White, Wayner and Cott
(1970) and Glickman (1973).

That the stimulus-bound aspect

of adjunctive behaviour was related to L.H. stimulation
received empirical support by Wayner, Greenberg, Fraley
and Fischer (1973), in which they demonstrated that L.H.
electrical stimulation could serve as,
"an adequate substitute for delivery of
the food pellet under typical conditions
of schedule-induced polydipsia".
Unfortunately this study was based upon one
experimental subject, and accordingly the authors recognise the tenuous nature of their findings.

Furthermore,

it is difficult to compare the schedule-induced polydipsia
obtained with this procedure to that of the more usual
approach in such a small sample, and without an analysis
of the temporal distribution of licking behaviour.
However, these findings do implicate the L.H. in the
mediation of adjunctive behaviour, and support complementary theories of displacement.
The importance of Wayner's approach lies in the
clarification of the anatomical systems involved in
adjunctive behaviour.

It is not, in itself, an explanat-

ion of why adjunctive behaviour develops, rather it is an
account of how this behaviour might be mediated by the
nervous system of the organism.

As such it complement$
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other approaches to the phenomenon.

(E

Considerations.

~------~~------------------

Schedule-induced polydipsia has characteristically
been described

as a post pel

phenomenon, ego Falk

(1972) notes,
"Adjunctive behaviour occurs typically
the immediate post-reinforcement
period.

00

In the polydipsic case, a

b~t

dJUvdung eM ue.o immediate1-y aMeJt eac.h peLtet

Ls c.on6urned

*

(Falk, 196

).

This occurs

ona variety of interval and ratio schedules
(Falk, 196

, 1966b).

Although it is

tempting to view this drinking burst as a
fluid-intake response to meal termination,
adjunctive behaviours other than polydipsia
occur in the immediate post-reinforcement
period when water is not present".
The post-pellet locus of polydipsia has been
invoked as evidence in both Stein's (1964) dry-mouth theory,
and in Falk's (1969) suggestion which related polydi

ia

to the low probability of reinforcement shortly after food
delivery.

Despite common acceptance as to the immediate

post-pellet locus of polydipsia (eg. Stein, 1964;
1969;

Keehn, 1970;

S

1,

Wayner, 1970) a number of studies have

noted that it may occur at other later times in the postpellet interval.

* (italic..o

mine J •
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Keehn and Colotla (1971) examined the relationship
between level of polydipsia and the interpellet interval
(using F.I. schedules).

They summarised the

findings

as,
"At shorter Fls drinks occured
frequently shortly after reinforcement,
and drink durations and frequencies
varied

rectly with internal length.

At longer intervals, drinking seldom
occurred after reinforcement but was
more frequent later in

interval.

Late drinks were usually br

f".

Flory and O'Boyle (1972) presented their subjects
with a FI 60 schedule, with an added procedure that
prevented drinking over various 15 second portions of the
interval following food delivery.

They found

this

procedure produced only a slight attenuation of polydipsia,
compared with the usual procedure, whereby water was
continuously available.

Gilbert (1974) extended this

research, restricting access to the water over various
portions of the in

let interval, and concluded,

"that schedule-induced polydips

by

rats is a post-prandial phenomenon
only when post-prandial drinking is
possible ll

•

1.

Schaeffer and Salzberg (1973) analysed the
distribution of licking on a FFI
subject developed polydipsia.
1.

50
At

schedule as their
asymptote they found

These two experiments are further discussed in Chapter 4.
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the licking occurred in the second 10 second interval was
attributed t6 the time,required to ingest the pellet and
approach the drinking spout in the first 10 second
interval.
40
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Successive 10-sec intervals.
However, the data were derived from one subject,
and no replication using a larger sample appears to have
been made.
Killeen (1975), amongst a series of experiments
ex~reining

several behaviour classes, investigated schedule

induced polydipsia in four rats

(one of which was

subsequently discarded because of idiosycratic behaviour)
This study investigated the temporal distribution of
polydipsia at asymptote, and the data were applied to a
mathematical model of the temporal control of behaviour
according to two derived parameters that related to,
" . . . . . . indices of arousal level and

inhibitory processes that detract from
that level".
The results

disconfirn~d

pellet phenomenon, finding that,

polydipsia as a post-
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" •..... while there is some post-pellet
drinking, the maximum rate of drinking
occurs halfway through the interpellet
interval".
While this study presents an eiegant analysis of
the data over a range of interpellet intervals, the results
are equivocal on the basis that the subjects had to barpress to obtain water (on a CRF schedule).

As Wayner and

Greenberg (1973) noted, bar-pressing itself can be
considered as an adjunctive behaviour, which suggests the
possibility of some contamination in these results.

This

methodological factor seems to have been overlooked, as a
drinkometer could record the same data.

imental Direction.

In considering schedule-induced polydipsia, it
becomes apparent that there have been many attempts to
provide an explanatory account for this phenomenon.
However, the comments of Hawkins

et~t

(1972) remain

apposite, for although there ave been several parametric
investigations of specific factors, a number of areas of
uncertainty remain outstanding,
"with the primary cause of confusion
being the lack of general information
about the phenomenon.

(Hawkins

at, 1972).

As mentioned in the previous section, a significant area of contradictory evidence relates to the
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temporal locus of schedule-induced polydipsia..

Clearly

any explanation of thi~ phenomenon must remain premature
unless the temporal locus of this behaviour is defined.
The research reported in this thesis has been
concerned primarily with the temporal distribution of
schedule-induced polydipsia.

The methodological factors

were chosen so as to provide a basis for

specif

generalisation free of many of the factors shown to influence the phenomenon.

By eliminating the bar-press

contingency, and selecting an optimum inter-pellet interval
it was intended to control for sources of contaminated
results, and provide a simple reliable paradigm for other
studies.
A further aspect of schedule-induced polydipsia
which was investigated, concerned the species-generality of
this phenomenon.

As was mentioned in section A, poly-

dipsia has been reported over a range of spec

However,

a number of recent studies have noted a failure to obtain
polydips

irr certain species.

The most significant of these negative findings is
that of

and Wi

e (1977),

were

to

replicate the results of Shanab and Peterson (1969), who
reported polydipsia in the pigeon.

Waler and Wilkie

used a similar procedure as Shanab and Peterson, but found
"Frequently, no measureable amount of
water was consumed;

at most, only

a few grams were consumed.

This

absence of 'schedule-induced drinking
in the pigeon also has been found
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recently in other labs

(Dale~

Fraser)."

They pointed out that Shanab and Peterson's results
were based upon a single subject, and that the level of
drinking reported was not as excessive as that reported in
rats.

They concluded that their negative results,
"adds to the growing list of boundary
conditions for schedule-induced
phenomenon ll

•

A further failure to obtain schedule-induced poly
dipsia was reported by Wilson and Spencer (1975), using
golden hamsters.

They noted that most studies demonstrat-

ing polydipsia have used species that show a decrease in
water consumption when food deprived.

However, hamsters

and gerbils do not show a decrease in water consumption
under food deprivation (Kutscher, stillman and Weiss, 1968a,
1968b) .

Wilson and Spencer related these findings to the

desert ecological niche of these latter species, and commented that,
"more comparative research is needed if the
underlying determinants of schedule-induced
polydipsia are to be specified."
Prompted by Wilson and Spencer1s failure to demonstrate polydipsia in hamsters, Porter, Sozer and Moeschl
(1977) further examined the "species limitations" of this
phenomenon.

Using guinea pigs as subjects they found that

two of three subjects developed schedule-induced polydipsia,
and that these animals,
"usually drank immediately follovling pellet
delivery (in those intervals in which
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drinking occurred) .

II

Signif icantly 1 only one subj ect consumed v,tater to a level
comparable with rats (subject GP-7 consumed an average of
19.55 mls in the last three pOlydipsic sessions, whilst the
other polydipsic subject GP-6 recorded an average intake of
5.2 mls) •

These author's, in discussion their results

state,
" •..... the results of the

sent study

cXeClJtfy demoJlL.6:tJta:te* that schedule-induced

polydipsia can be shown in guinea pigs.
The present data extend the generality
schedule-induced polydipsia to a new
species and indicate the importance of
further studies on the spec

s generality

or limitation of schedule-induced polydipsia and other schedule-induced behaviours".
In the light

their results (with only one

subject showing pOlydipsia to a level comparable with
rats) their assertion that their results lfclearly
demonstrate" polydipsia in guinea pigs seem precipitate,
especially as they also discuss the findings of Freed, Zec
and Mendelson (1977) who,
"have reported that guinea pigs will
display schedule-induced licking of a
cold metal tube, but they 6cUfed

bind

any evidenc.e 06 /':'c.f12.dul.e-induc.ed pofyciLp/':'ia in
guinea pig/':'

1977) .
(* Ltc!LLc.J.:, mine.)

*

(Porter, So zer, and Moeschl,
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In the light of this study the only thing that is
"clearly demonstrated" .is
Porter

e.t

ai'~

need for a replication

study with a substantial sample size.

A further dimension of
examined

ies-specificity was

a report by Symons and Sprott (1976), who

compared two strains of mice;

one of which was susceptible

to the development of schedule-induced polydipsia, and one
of which was not.

By pairing these two strains and sUbject-

fspring to genetic analysis they found evidence

ing the

of two alleles being involved - s

(dominant susceptible)

and sipb (non-dominant recessive) - and they suggest that
there exists genetic variance for this trait.

They

related these findings to ecological and phylogenetic
factors involved in schedule-induced polydipsia.
The likely relationship between schedule-induced
polydipsia and phylogenetic/ecological factors suggests
that it would

a suitable phenomenon to study using a

comparative analysis.

By combining the laboratory

specifications known to induce polydipsia with information
pertaining to

"natural" environment, a synthesis of

the approaches

comparative psychology and ethology is

possible.

This approach allows for an investigation of

both the temporal distribution, and the species-generality
of this behaviour, and also provides a source of further
empirical inves

ion.
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CHAPTER

T H R E E

GENERAL EXPEEIMENTJlL RAT IONA.LE •

In the preceeding chapters discussion on scheduleinduced polydipsia

was concerned with some of it's

fundamental variables, with the relationship between
polydipsia and other behaviours and with some of the
theoretical explanations of this phenomenon.

In this

discussion it was noted that a number of issues were not
empirically resolved; consequently any theoretical account
must remain tenuous.

In particular, two important issues

were highlighted as having significant bearing upon an
understanding of this behaviour.
Firstly, although schedule-induced polydipsia has
been described as "an immediate post-pellet phenomenon,"
some studies have challenged this generalisation, and have
suggested that the temporal locus of this phenomenon may
extend throughout the whole inter-pellet interval.

As

has been noted, the post-pellet locus has been invoked as
evidence against some explanatory accounts of polydips
Secondly, schedu

induced polydipsia has been

reported in a number 'of species, and this species-generality
has been consi

as important to overall accounts of

the phenomenon.

However, many of the reports using other

cies have not been adequately replicated, and doubt
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as to the extent of the spec
exists.
in

s-generality of polydipsia

Clearly the role of phylogenetic factors must

uence any attempt to explain the phenomenon.
The research reported herein concerns these two

issues relating to schedule-induced polydipsia.

In order

that they be studied, an experimental paradigm was devised
that permitted an evaluation of both without compromising
unique features of the data obtained from each.
Essentially this was achieved by keeping the paradigm
simple, by minimising the learning requirements in the
experimental situation, and by permitting an adequate
sampling of behaviours over time.

The paradigm was based

upon each of the characteristics of these two research goals,
the individual features of these are described separately
below.

(A) The Temporal Distribution of Polydipsia

In order that a stable pattern of drinking behaviour
be obtained, a fixed-interval schedule was chosen, since
this schedule permits the subject to learn the temporal
probability

food delivery in a relatively short time.

The inter-pellet interval is a signi
schedule-induced polydips

cant variable in

(see Falk 1966b) as intervals

of less than 30 and greater than 300 seconds induce
insignificant levels of polydipsia in the rat.
second inter-food

l

Thus a 100

interval was selected, as it was near

1. The term "inter-food interval" is used here since it
appl
to those studies using ferrets as well as rats,
and is favoured over "inter-reinforcement interval,"
which term has a specific behaviour is tic interpretation
that may not be valid in this instance.
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the optimal interval, as determined empirically by Falk,
and also it would permLt a convenient time-base for the
analysis of the data.
Since the bar-press response has been suggested as
being an adjunctive behaviour itself (Wayner and Greenberg
1973), and also increases the learning complexity of the
experimental situation, a response non-contingent procedure
was adopted (i.e. a FFI 100 sec schedule of food delivery).
This schedule had the advantage of minimising the learningdemands of the experimental situation and provided sufficient
time between successive food deliveries for the subjects to
engage to some magnitude in the behaviour of interest.

(B) Species Generality Considerations.

The choice of the ferret as a comparison subject
with the rat was based upon a number of considerations.
A major reason relates to the different ecological niches
that these two species occupy.

The rat is a typical

omnivore, deriving energy from a wide range of food sources,
and occupying a broad ecological niche.

The ferret

1S

typical of a small carnivore, living on meat protein that
it obtains either as live prey, or as carrion (Marshall,
1963, reports that ferrets were observed as preying on
diverse species as rabbits, Australian oppossum, rats, mice,
birds, frogs, as well as various carrion).

As a conseq-

uence of their differing ecological niches, rats and
ferrets exhibit different patterns of behaviour in the
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laboratory setting, and these patterns may determine
whether schedule-induced polydipsia (or alterna
adjunc

behaviours) occurs, or not.

These dif

rences

in laboratory behaviour are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5, in which the responses of ferrets to noncontingent food delivery are examined.
Another justification

using the ferret as an

experimental subject related to
subject at
Canterbury.

history as a research

Psychology Department, University of
Over the decade they have been kept, suitable

handling and husbandry techniques have been developed, such
that they have become reliable economical subjects for
animal behaviour studies.
obtained from
going collection

Accordingly, any research

ts would further contribute to the ondata on this spec

Furthermore,

their small size and tractable behaviour make them a suitable carnivore to study, as they pose a minimal danger to
the experimenter (eg, compared with

larger carnivores),

Although they were tractable and tame. they quickly reverted
to the appropriate feral behaviour on

rare instances

when they escaped the laboratory, and thus their behaviour
was presumed to be minimally influenced by their domestic
upbringing.

(C) Equivalent

As has been
of food deprivation

s of Deprivation.

cussed, the generally adopted level
studies of polydips

in the rat is
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80% free-feeding weight.
assume that 80%

However, it is not valid to

free-fe~ding

weight in the ferret is

equivalent to this level in the rat

because of biological

and ecological differences between these
fore a prob

ies.

There-

exists as to the determination of a suitable

level of food deprivation in the ferret that is likely to
produce adjunctive behaviour.
ience within

animal laboratory had suggest-

ed that a suitable level of deprivation in the ferret
extended

rimentation could be obtained by reducing

subjects to 90% free-feeding weight and thereafter maintaining this weight by restricting feeding to once every
24

hours~

Usually this daily food is given either in the

experimental situation, or immediately afterwards.

At this

level of food deprivation the subjects maintained vigorous
eating behaviour without hoarding occurring:

hoarding

behaviour being related to low levels of food depriva
Accordingly, a pilot study was conducted upon two
male and two female ferrets, aged 1 year, in which they were
subjected to four

Is of food deprivation, and a record

of their eating behaviour was made.

The levels of

deprivation used were - 2 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours (all
at free-feeding weight) and 24 hours at 90% free-feeding
weight.

It should be noted that these ferrets were slight-

ly overweight due to over-feeding and lack of activity in
the laboratory environment.

An additional factor

contributing to their being overweight related to the
tendency to hoard food in the home cage (necessitating
regular searches to remove caches from previous feedings).
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Method:
The subjects were tested on the 2, 24 and 48 hour
deprivation conditions according to a randomised design,
and then reduced to 90% of their original weight and retested at the 24 hour deprivation level.
were initial

The subjects

placed in the experimental chamber for 2

successive 15 minute habituation trials (days 1 and 2) this apparatus was used in all successive ferret studies (for details see Appendix 4).

During the experimental

sessions,30 pieces of meat (weighing 1 - 1.5 grams) were
placed in the food receptacle, and the subject introduced
to the chamber.

The results were obtained by observing

the subjects and recording the following data (1) latency of eating.
(2) percentage of food pieces consumed during the
session.
(3) latency before other behaviours occurred after
eating had commenced.
(4) whether hoarding of food occurred.
Results:
These are summarised in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4 .
Discussion:
These data indicate that 24 hour deprivation at 90%
free-feeding weight was the most suitable deprivation level
to adopt for these subjects.
at a reliab

Not only did eating occur

level, but observation of the subjects

indicated that intrusive behaviours (such as "scrabbling"
at the apparatus door, chewing the food receptable, and
hoarding) were occurring to a minimal extent.

A further
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seconds

Table 3.1:

Subjects

2 hours

24 hours

48 hours

24 hours
(90% F.F.W:)

1

Ml

37

12

4

5

M2

61

9

2

3

Fl

46

32

8

2

F2

17

25

3

1

Means

40.25

19.25

4.25

2.5

Table 3.2: % Food Pieces Consumed in

Session

------~~--.----------------~--~~~~~~~

2 hours

24 hours

48 hours

24 hours
(90% F.F.W.)

Ml

13.3

60.0

96.6

100.0

M2

6.6

46.6

93.3

96.6

Fl

10.0

76.6

100.0

100.0

F2

20.0

43.3

96.6

100.0

Means

12.5

56.6

96.6

99.1
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Table 3.3: Latency of Occurrence of Other Behaviours (sees)

2 hours

24 hours

48 hours

Ml

5

54

176

201

M2

2

18

91

97

Fl

37

14

112

165

F2

11

31

194

227

Means

13.75

29.25

143.25

172.50

24 hours
(90% F.F.W.

Table 3.4: Occurrence of Hoarding Behaviour.

2 hours

24 hours

48 hours

24 hours
(90% F.F.vL

Ml

+

+

-

-

M2

-

-

-

-

Pl

+

+

+

-

F2

+

-

-

-
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advantage of this particular level of deprivation related
to the husbandry of this sp

es, since previous

ence with ferrets had shown that they could be
maintained at this level without any deleterious effects
upon th

health.

Accordingly, this level of deprivation

was adopted for the experiments on ferrets.

(D) The General

and Method of Anal sis.

The subjects (laboratory rats and ferrets) were
placed in an experimental situation whereby portions of
food were delivered on a response non-contingent 100 second
schedule of food delivery. The subjects were food deprived
(80% free-feeding weight for rats, 90%
and 24 hours deprivation for ferrets)
at this

ee-feeding weight
and were maintained

1 by post-experimental supplements of food as

necessary.
Water-spouts were available in

experiment-

al situation, and any contact with these was recorded by a
drinkometer onto an event recorder.

Provision was made

for observation of the subjects in the experimental
apparatus.
In

0

the subjects r

that an adequate data sample be obtained,
ved 100 food portions in each daily

experimental session, making a session length of 166
minutes per subject.
Learning requirements within the experimental
situation were minimised by adopting a response noncontingent schedule of food delivery, by using light and
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auditory signals when the food was delivered, and by
allowing the subjects several sessions to adapt to the
experimental environment before test-sessions were
conducted.
The method of analysis employed to

termine the

temporal distribution of schedule-induced polydipsia was
based upon a division of the 100 second inter-food
interval into 20 successive units of 5 seconds duration.
Due to technical short comings, it was not possible to
ascertain the actual number of licks in each 5 second
unit ('bin'), so the data was based upon whether licking
was present or not.

Since there were 20 successive bins,

the distribution obtained by this method was considered
to be reasonably sensitive, especially when suwmated over
100 food deliveries.

The final data obtained by this

method took the form of the empirical probability of
licking occurring in each bin thus generating a temporal
distribution of the licking behaviour.
with the determination of

Concornrnitantly

s distribution,

e amount of

water consumed and the total number of licks in each
session were recorded as additional data.
This paradigm was used in all the studies conducted
on rats and ferrets, although those stud

s reported in

Chapter 6 used a modified form of analysis (see Chapter 6).
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C HAP T E R

F 0 U R

THE TEMPORAL LOCUS OF SCHEDULE-INDUCED POLYDIPSIA.

(A) Introduction:

As has been previously discussed, Falk's
generalisation regarding the temporal locus of scheduleinduced polydipsia as being "an irnmediate post-pellet
phenomenon" has been challenged by other reseachers.

Of

note are studies by Flory and O'Boyle (1973), and Gilbert
(1974), this latter author described schedule-induced
polydipsia as occurring IIwhenever drinking was possible

ll

,

and noted that IIschedule-induced polydipsia by rats is a
post-prandial phenomenon only when post-prandial drinking
is po s s ib 1 e" .

Although these two studies have examined

aspects of the temporal locus of polydipsia, and have
challenged the accepted view of this phenomenon, they are
open to criticism on methodological grounds.
Flory and O'Boyle used a procedure whereby food was
available on a FI 60-sec

schedule, and water was obtained

via a second response lever operating on a FR 1 schedule
This second lever was retractable, and consequently water
was made unavailable over various quarters of the interpellet interval.

Their results noted a slight attenuation

of drinking under those conditions where the water was
partially unavailable, and they concluded that,
"the introduction of the IS-sec periods
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of water unavailability generally
resulted in the shifting of drinking
to the time periods when the water
lever was accessible".
In view of the procedure they used, this conclusion
is hardly surprising, since drinking was impossible in the
absence of the lever.
Gilbert adopted a similar procedure, but removed
the bar-press contingency for water, and substituted a
retractable drinking tube for the water lever.

He used

both contingent schedules (FI 60-sec) and non-contingent
schedules (FFI60-sec, FFI 210-sec) of food delivery and
confirmed similar findings to those of Flory and Q1Boyle.
The importance' of these results notwithstanding, both
these studies have serious methodological shortcomings.
tly, the use of the bar-press contingency (for either
food or water) is a possible source of confounded results,
since Wayner and Greenberg (1973) had demonstrated that the
bar-press response itself may be an adjunctive behaviour.
Secondly, the use of retractable levers and drinking tubes
may introduce the problem of these items becoming
discriminative stimuli, since the probability of these
items being available is variable, and

is possible that

they may acquire attentional (discriminative) properties
related to their availability.

Thirdly, in the absence

of an opportunity to engage in polydipsia (due to the
drinking tube not being present) alternative adjunctive
behaviours may occur, which are not measured, and which may
cease as soon as the drinking tube reappears permitting
drinking.
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An alternative method is that used by Schaeffer
and Salzburg (1973) who used a FFI 50-sec schedule of
food delivery, and recorded the sum of licks occurring
in each of 5 successive 'bins' of 10 seconds duration.
Since the drinking tube remained constantly available,
and food delivery was response non-contingent, the overall
procedure was markedly simpler and free of the difficulties associated with the use of retractable levers and
drinking tubes.

Unfortunately the results of Schaeffer

and Salzburg's study are based upon a single subject, but
they noted that the drinking became "concentrated
predominantly as a post pellet event within the first FFI.
sesson".

A similar procedure was adopted by King and

Schaeffer (1973) in that they divided the interpellet
interval of a FI 60-sec schedule into four 15-sec periods
and counted the number of licks in each period.

However,

they relied upon the bar-press response to provide food,
and therefore the aforementioned criticisms of this
technique are relevant.

The results of this study

confirmed the findings of Schaeffer and Salzburg, namely,
"licking did not occur with equal probability in all
iods of the interpellet interval but tended to occur
immediately after pellet delivery from the early stages of
SIP development".

Since the general experimental paradigm described
in Chapter Three adopted a response non-contingent food
delive

schedule (FFI 100-sec), and the drinking tube

remained in a place throughout the experiment, the results
obtained are comparable with those of Schaeffer and
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Salzburg.

The first experiment conducted was a pilot

study to evaluate the ~ethodological paradigm mentioned
above, and during the course of this experiment a
fortuitous discovery that 'the subject would lick at a
tube which did not permit drinking to occur' provided an
additional methodological dimension, the importance of
which is pursued in the discussion section of this study.

(B) Experiment 1: pilot Study.

Sub ect:
One experimentally naive female hooded rat, aged 180
days and weighing 184 grams served.

The subject was

reduced to 80% free-feeding weight
experiment.

the duration of the

Daily feeding comprised 100 pieces of wheat

in the experimental setting (approximately 5 grams) with a
post-experimental supplement of laboratory animal food to
maintain the desired weight: details of the food and
laboratory housing procedures are given in Appendix 4.
Water was continuously available in the horne cage.

Apparatus:
The experimental apparatus used was Rat Chamber 1
(see Appendix 3 for details) .

The subject was

1 grain

of wheat every 100 seconds from a Davis Universal Feeder.
A drinking tube was continuously available in the
experimental chamber, and was connected to a graduated
pipette and water reservoir.

Two drinking tubes were

used, one having an aperture of 6.0mm
drinking was possible - the

~n~ng

2

(and from which

tube) the other had an
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aperture of 0.8mm
possible - the

2

(and from which drinking was not

licJul1.g :tube) •

Procedure:
The daily horne cage water consumption was recorded
for 7 days before

the introduction of the 80% free-feeding

weight condition, and
data) .

basel

7 days afterwards (to obtain

The subject was then introduced to the

experimental apparatus

a 30 minute period on 2

successive days and given 100 pieces of wheat simultaneously in the food ieceptacle, so as to familiarise the
subject with both the apparatus and the food source.
There followed 14 daily sessions during which 100
pieces of wheat were individually delivered on a FFI 100sec schedule.

Schedule-induced polydipsia was observed

to develop to a stable level (i.e. to asymptote) over the
t 8 sessions.

On sessions 9, 11, 13 and 14 the

licking tube was substituted for the drinking tube, the
drinking tube being reinstated on sessions 10 and 12.
During these experimental sessions the daily level of
home-cage drinking was recorded, as was water consumption
and the number of licks in the experimental situation.
The temporal distribution of schedule-induced polydipsia
was recorded on session 12, while the distribution for the
licking tube was obtained on session 14.

Results:
(a) Water Consumption:

The data pertaining to horne cage

consumption under normal bodyweight and at 80%

feeding

weight are given in tables 4.1 and 4.2, and indicate a

Table 4.1:

Daily Homecage Water Intake: 100% Free Feeding Weight.
Day

1

2

Intake
(m1' s)

13.2

Mean:

12.7 m1 1 s

9.8

3
11. 6

4

5

6

7

10.7

15.9

14.2

13.8

Table 4.2:

Daily Homecage Water Intake: 80% Free Feeding Weight.
Day

1

2

3

4

Intake
(m1' s)

7.4

7.0

9.9

8.4

Mean:

9.25 m1 1 s

5

10.3

6
11.1

7
10.6
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mean daily consumption of 12.7 mIls and 9.25 ml's
respectively.

Water ;consumption under the experimental

condi tions is summarised in columns 4 (ExpvUme..ntal.. ConcLLtion!:J:
WedelL Intake..), 5 (Home.. Cage..: Wa:te/L Inta.ke)

Intakel of table 4.3

and 6

(To.ta.l vaUy WedelL

(SwnmCVty 06 ExpvUmental.. Co nciLtto n!:J J •

The water intake under the experimental condi
in Figure 4.1, showing amount
versus daily sessions.

ons is given

water consumed (mIls)

The data on water consumption

indicate a decrease in daily water intake when
free-feeding weight condition was imposed

80%
s decrease

being in the order of 25%) and an

.in water

consumption in the experimental condi

when schedule:-

induced polydipsia developed (this increase being in the
order of 260% at asymptote) •

During those

Is when the

drinking tube was substituted for the licking tube the
daily water consumption fell back to

normal 80% free-

feeding weight levels.
Number of Licks:

The total number of licks as record-

ed by the drinkometer, are summarised in column 3 of Table

4.3

(SwnmCUty 06 Expe.tU.me..nta1. ConcLLtion!:J) , and also are presented

in

gure 4.2 showing total licks versus sessions.

These

data indicate the number of licks reached asymptote about
session 6, when a stable pattern of about 5800
was recorded per session.

±

400 licks

A decrease in licking occurred

when the licking tube was first introduced in session 9,
but

attained comparable levels as the drinking

tube when further licking tube sessions were conducted.
(c)
The
from se

Temporal Distribution of Drinking and Licking:
stributions were derived from data obtained
12 (drinking tube condition) and session 14

Table 4.3:

Summary of Experimental Conditions
D: Drinking Tube.
L: Licking Tube.

Session

Tube Conditions

Number of Licks

Experimental
Condition
Water Intake
, s)

Home Cage
Water Intake
(ml' s)

Total Daily
Water Intake
(m1' s)

1

D

1984

7.8

3.1

10.9

2

D

2987

18.4

0.9

19.3

3

D

4861

21.7

2.1

23.8

4

D

5409

28.3

0.5

28.8

5

D

6309

29.9

1.7

31. 6

6

D

5796

27.4

0.4

27.8

7

D

6066

33.0

1.3

34.3

8

D

5838

31.6

1.6

33.2

9

L

4893

0.0

7.8

7.8

10

D

6109

34.8

0.6

35.4

11

L

6791

0.0

6.4

6.4

12

D

5994

32.4

3.1

35.5

13

L

6268

0.0

8.6

8.6

14

L

6847

o. 0

9.8

9.8
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(licking tube condition).

The raw data was in the form

of event-record charts; indicating the points where food
delivery occurred on one channel, with drinkometer
contacts on the other channel.

Taking the commencement

of food delivery as the starting point of a cycle, the 100
second interval was divided into 20 successive 5 second
units (bins), the last of these bins being followed by the
There were 100 cycles of food

next cycle.
each

d~ily

livery in

session.

Each successive bin was scored according to whether
it contained a drinkometer record or not, and a distributtion for each cycle was determined on the basis of this
information.

The distributions obtained by this method

were of a binary nature, since scoring was based upon the
presence or absence of drinkometer contacts in each bin,
and thus no information on the mangitude of contacts was
possible (as the record in each bin may have been derived
from one or

more licks).

Having ascertained the distributions of drinkometer
con

ts"

for each cycle, a total distribution of contacts

was obtainable for the daily session by summing each
successive bin across all cycles.

The ensuing

distribution took the form of 20 successive figures

(the

maximum value of which could never exceed 100, since there
were only 100 cycles' per daily session).

These data

could conveniently be expressed as a probability of drinkometer contact for each bin, i.e. as a probability of
drinking or licking over successive portions of the interfood interval.
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The distribution of drinkometer contacts for
sessions 12 and 14 are presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5,
and also on Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

These data are further

considered by breaking the total distribution of drinkometer contacts into 'within session' form to ascertain
whether there were any changes in the distribution and
magnitude of drinkometer contacts over the session length
(Le. to investigate whether a "fatigue" effect was
occurring) .

This breakdown was achieved by summarising

blocks of 20 cycles of food delivery, then devising a
generalised measure of drinkometer contact.

The genera

ised measure was based upon the summation of all drinkometer
contacts in each 20 cycle block, and dividing this figure
by a factor of 4 to convert it into a percentage measure
(there being 20 cycles x 20 bins making a total of 400
possible drinkometer contacts, assuming the subjects
continuously licked or drank to the exclusion of all other
behaviours) .

These data are presented in Tables 4.6

(drinking tube) and 4.7 (licking tube), and are compared in
Figure 4.5.

Discussion:
(a) 'Water Consumption:

The decline in mean daily water

intake from 12.7 ml's to 9.25 ml's when the subject was
deprived to 80% free-feeding weight is an accordance with
the expected results, where a reduction of the order of
25-40% is commonly reported,

(eg. Kutscher, 1969).

Furthermore, the rapid increase in intake when scheduleinduced polydipsia develops, with a concommitant decrease
in home-cage post-experimental intake, follows the pattern

.,

Table 4.4:
The Temporal Distribution of drinkometer contacts:

Drinking Tube

Successive bins:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Inter-food Interval
(secs) :

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95 100

Probability of
drinkometer contact: .00 .00 .12 .19 .28 .27 .32 .27 .26 .23 .16 .13 .13 .11 .07 .06 .04

~03

.03 .04

Table 4.5:
The Temporal Distribution of drinkometer contacts:
. Successive bins:
Inter-food Interval
(secs):

1

2

3

4

5

5

10

15

20

25

6-

30

Licking Tube

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95 100

Probability of
drinkometer contact:.04 .00 .29 .56 .63 .50 .53 .53 .43 .49 .41 .45 .41 .43 .37 .38 .38 .38 .27 .38

Figure 4:3

Temporal dis
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Temporal distribution or drinkometer
contacts.
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Tab

4.6 (Drinking Tube)

Percentage of Drinkometer Contacts per
20 Cycles of Food Delivery.

Cycle of
Food Delivery

1 - 20

21 - 40

% Drinkometer
Contacts

13.5

10.5

Mean

41 - 60
16.75

61 - 80

81 - 100

13.5

13.75

81 - 100

13.6%

Table 4.7 (Licking Tube)

Percentage of Drinkometer Contacts per
20 Cycles of Food Delivery.

Cycle of
Food Delivery

1 - 20

% Drinometer
Contacts

23.5

Mean = 39.5%

21 - 40

41 - 60

61 - 80

40.25

38.25

43.25

52.25

Fi

Percentage or drinkometer contacts

LJ-:5
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reported by Falk.

As Figure 4.1 indicates, the level

of drinking rapidly

ex~eeded

the recorded daily home-cage

level of drinking, and reached asymptote by session 7.
Of particular interest is the daily home-cage consumption
on those days when the licking tube condition was operatingi
the levels recorded on these occasions being within the
normal range of the baseline data (i.e. at 80% free-feeding
weight) .
Number of Licks:

The finding that licking occurred

at a comparable level on a tube that did not permit drinking was both a fortuitous, and totally unexpected discovery.
The drinking tube was cleaned daily, the reservoir and tube
being disassembled at the end of each session, and reassembled and refilled with freshwater at the beginning of
each new session.

At the end of session 8 the drinking

tube was inadvertantly placed in a box containing another
tube, and this was alternate tube was substituted in its
place on session 9.

It was not until the water intake

was measured at the end of the session that the
peculiarity of the results was noted:
level
consumed.

although a high

licking had been recorded, no water had been
An examination of the drinking tube revealed

both the sUbstitution

the tubes and the reason for the

absence of water consumption.

The licking tube had a

2

very small aperture (0.8mm ) which permitted a very slight
water flow if the wire in
removed.

centre of the tube was

This wire was inserted in the drinking tube to

allow air-bubbles to move around a bend in the tube, and
thereby equilibrate

air pressure in the water-reservoir.

In the case of this particular tube, the wire had lodged
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in the aperture of the tube, and prevented water flowing
through

aperture.

Thus the licking tube was similar

to the drinking tube in all respects except
important

the

fference of not allowing the subject to obtain

water.
The finding that the subject would lick without
obtaining water was unexplained, and will be considered in
detail in the General Discussion section that follows.
However, it

important to note that after the f

session with the licking tube,

t

s of licking with this

condition exceeded those for the drinking tube, and
suggested the

stence of a strong phenomenon.

shape of Figure 4.2 is similar in general shape to Figure
4.1, indicating that licking reached asymptote about
sessions 6 and 7 in a similar fashion to water consumption.
(c) The Temporal Distribution of Drinking and Licking:
The data from Tables 4.4 and 4.5, and from Figures 4.3
indicate that the temporal locus

schedule-induced drink-

ing and licking cannot be exclusively described as an
immediate post-pe
subject.

phenomenon in the case of this

Drinkometer contacts were recorded up to the

period immediately before the next food

ivery

(albeit

at a low level of probability in the drinking tube
condition).

If the data from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are

cumulatively summed,

provide data showing a mid-point

between bins 7 and 8 for the drinking

(i.e. between

35th and 40th seconds of the inter-food interval),
wh

in the case of the licking tube the mid-point is

found between bins 9 and 10 (i.e. between the 45th and 50th
seconds of the inter-food interval) .

The only point
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where the probability of drinkometer contact falls to zero
is that point immediately after food delivery, when the
subject is occupied with eating (i.e. within the first
10 seconds of the inter-food interval) .
There are a number of differences between the
distributions of drinkometer contacts under each condition:
(i) The distribution obtained with the drinking
tube is of a lower magnitude compared with
that of the licking tube.
(ii) There is a higher probability of drinkometer
contacts over the latter half of the interfood interval with the licking tube.
(iii) The shape of the distribution for the drinking
tube describes a near normal curve, whilst
that of the licking tube is positively skewed.
A further difference is apparent when Tables 4.6
and 4.7, and Figure 4.5 are considered, showing the within session levels of drinkometer contacts.

These reveal

that the percentage of drinkometer contacts per 20 cycle
block remains relatively stable and at a low level in the
drinking tube condition (a mean of 13.6%) while those of
the licking tube are at a higher level (a mean of 39.5%)
and show an increase across the session (the level in the
last 20 cycle block being over 100% more than in the first
block) .
Consideration of the temporal distributions

(and the

within session differences) between the two tubes must be
limited, since the data is based upon a single subject (and
a single session under each condition) and thereby
render the data as being attributable to idiosyncracy.
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Despite these difficulties, the results indicate the
suitability of the general experimental paradigm in
producing a stable level of schedule-induced polydipsia.

General Discussion:
The Importance of the Drinking vs Licking Topographies:
The discovery that high levels of licking occurred
without water being consumed was unexpected.
critic

In

ing the adventitious reinforcement explanation of

schedule-induced polydipsia, stein (1964) had observed
that emptying the water bottles of polydipsic rats brought
about a complete cessation of licking in a short time and
from this observation he concluded that thirst was the
primary inducing factor for the excessive drinking.
Although this conclusion has been challenged (most notably
by Segal and Oden, 1965) there has been general acceptance
of the empirical findings regarding emptying of the water
bottles.

An exception to this finding has been an

experiment by Cook and Singer (1976), who noted that
emptying the drinking tube produced "a decrease but not
complete cessation in licking".

In th

study they

observed that two subjects continued to lick at
"approximately 1500 licks per 30 minute session even after
eight days with no water present in the tubel!.

They

interpreted these results in terms of the general activation
of the lateral hypothalamus due to the effects

food

deprivation, since they had observed simultaneous increases
in other behaviours (eg. bar-pressing, locomotion, grooming,
floor gnawing) with the emptying of the water bottles, and
they made the added suggestion that those subjects who
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continued licking when the water tubes were empty may have
been responding to the rewarding effects of the drinkometer
current.

This latter suggestion bears reference to the

finding that rats will lick persistently at a metal spout
that is connected to a drinkometer in response to the small
electrical current that activates this device (Slangen and
Weijnen, 1972;

Weijnen, 1972).

In the pilot study, the level of licking obtained
using the licking tube was greater than the level recorded
from the drinking tube, and is comparatively in excess of
the levels reported by Cook and Singer.

The magnitudes of

licking obtained using these two different tubes suggest
a number of possible explanations:
(i)

The results are based upon one subject, and there-

fore might be due to idiosyncratic behaviour in this
animal.
(ii)

The subject might have been responding to rewarding

stimulation effects of the drinkometer current which
sustained a high level of licking in the absence of the
opportunity to drink.
(iii)

The subject may have obtained some rewarding effects

from licking at the relatively cool water-spout in the
absence of liquid intake (i.e. schedule-induced tonguecooling as described by Mendelson and Chillag, 1970).
This is possible as the water tube and reservoir were filled
before each session with fresh tap water at a lower ambient
temperature compared with the experimental apparatus, and
thereby provided a heat-sink that would keep the tube cool.
(iv)

In the absence of a drinking response, an alternative

(but related) response topography might be induced, in this

4:
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case licking behaviour might be an alterative to drinking
behaviour.

The possibility of two topographies being

induced has been suggested by Segal (1973), personal
communication) .

She has observed that some individual

rats licked but removed very little water from

bott

whilst others removed a greater amount for fewer licks
(i.e. this implies that some rats learn to lick at the
tube (( and consume some water as a consequence of this
behaviour)) while other rats learn to drink with minimal
licking behaviour) .
(v)

The subject, having learned of the spatial location

of the drinking tube, .may continue to direct adjunctive
responses to this, location, and in the absence of drinking
tube may continue to emit related responses to the
alternate tube (i.e. licking in approximation to drinking
behaviour) .

(C) Experiment 2:

A Comparison of the Drinking and
Licking Topographies.

Since the pilot study did not examine these
potential explanations for the high level of responding
on the licking tube, the experiment was repeated with
more subjects to further investigate the temporal
distributions of responding on the respective tubes, and
to confirm that the responding to the licking tube was not
an isolated incidence.

Subjects:
2 male and 1 female experimentally naive hooded rats,
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aged 180 days were used.
weighed 278 grams

The subjects individually

(Ml), 341 grams

(M2), and 263 grams (Fl).

They were individually caged for 2 weeks prior to being
food deprived to 80% free-feeding weight.

Housing and

feeding were similar to the pilot study.

Apparatus:
Due to technical limitations in Rat Chamber 1, an
enlarged experimental chamber was constructed to improve
viewing of the subjects, to provide more adequate
ventilation, and to permit drainage of the copious urine
produced during polydipsic sessions:

for details of th

apparatus see Rat Chamber 2 in Appendix 3.

In order that

the size and quantity of food be standardized, the use of
wheat grains was discontinued, and 40 mg An.J..mcU. Food
were substituded:

for de

Pmw

Is of these see Appendix 4.

Food was delivered in the same manner as in the pilot study.
Two identical water tubes and reservoirs were used in
conjunction with the respective drinking and licking tubes.
The drinking tube was
wall (pos

a1way~

sited on the right-hand side

ion A), whilst the licking tube was

on the rear wall (position B);

aR.j)Jay~

sited

these two tubes were

spatially separated to a distance of

13.5 cms, in order

that they might be discriminated between their respective
properties.

Procedure:
Individual daily home-cage water intake was recorded
6 days prior to the introduction of food deprivation to
80% free-feeding we

At this level of deprivation
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individual home-cage daily water intake was again recorded
for 6 days to provide baseline data.

On the last 2 days

of this condition each subject was introduced to the
experimental chamber for a 30 minute period, during which
time 30 food pellets were simultaneously available in the
food receptacle (to habituate the subjects to the
experimental situation and familarise them with the nature
and location of the food).

During these habituation

sessions white noise was present.
Thereafter the subjects received 100 food pel
ena FFI 100-sec schedule for 4 successive days with the
drinking tube only present, during which time scheduleinduced drinking was observed to develop.

On success

days the subjects received the licking tube only on odd
numbered days, and the drinking tube only on even numbered
days, until day 12 when stable levels of responding were
well established.

Days 13 to 18 were data recording

sessions, during which occasions

the temporal distributions

of responding were obtained for the licking tube (on days
13, 15 and 17), and for
18).

drinking tube (days 14, 16 and

Days 19 and 20 were control sessions, during which

times the drinkometers were
rewarding drinkometer e

sconnected, in order that
ts might be evaluated.

Th

control was achieved by recording the amount of water drunk
on day 19 (drinking tube only), and observing the subjects
to see whether they were licking on day 20 (licking tube
only).

During all experimental sessions daily home-cage

water intake was monitored.
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Results:
(a) Water Intake:

The individual daily water intakes for

100% and 80% free-feeding weight are given in Table 4.8
with means, and

the expected decrease of 30-40%

when food deprivation is impos

The daily water intake

under the experimental conditions is given in Tables 4.9,
imental session, and total -

and comprises home-ca

This data is also presented

intake data for each
in Figures 4.6 a

c, along with the 80% free-feeding
level.

weight mean

The daily experimental

session intake indicates a consistent increase to asymptote
about the

session, where a level of polydipsia of the

order of 100 - 200% increase over the mean daily level was
recorded.

Home-cage intake levels were depressed on those

days following sessions with the drinking tube, indicating
a marked

lay in the recovery of normal intake levels.

Number

cks:

experimen

The number of licks recorded in each

session are summarised in Table 4.10, and are

presented in Figures 4.7 a - c .
cons

These indicate

e individual differences between subjects;

Fl

very few contact with the drinking tube, while M2
recorded contacts in excess of 10,000 with both tubes.
pattern exhibited by M2 (magnitude of contacts aside)
similar to the pilot study subject, whilst subjects Ml
and Fl demonstrate dimished licking on the licking tube.
Despite these

diffe~ing

patterns all subjects exhibited

schedule induced polydipsia;

as is shown by the water

intake data.
c

Control Sessions:

The water intake on session 19

indicates that all subjects remained polydipsic although

Table 4.8:

Daily Pre-Experimental Water Intake (m1's)

Subject.

100% Free-Feeding Weight

M1

9.0 12.5 22.0 24.0 18.5 18.0

Mean

80% Free-Feeding Weight

Mean

17.33

11. 4 13.7 12.9 10.1 14.8 14.3

12.86
-"

---

---

H2

21.5

5.5 36.0 19.0 18.0 21.0

iF

12.0 14.5

8.0 18.0 19.0 19.0

20.16
15.08

16.7 11. 5 17.6 14.9 15.2 12.9
6.6

8.1

5.3

9.8 12.3

9 .8

14.8
8.65
I

Table 4.9:

Daily Experimental Session Water Intake:
M1

Session eonditioh

Exp.

Hie

PI

M2
'r'ota1 Exp.

Hie

Total Exp.

Hie

Total

1

D

6.9

4.1 11.2

2.9

B.7 11. 6

5.8

4.4 10.2

2

D

11. 6

5.7 17.1

6.3

7.4 13.7

9.4

1.9 11. 3

3

D

1B.7

0.9 19.6

9.8

4.9 14.7 10.9

0.4 11. 3

4

D

22.6

1.3 23.9 12.8

2.6 15.4 16.3

3.1 19.4

5

L

6

D.

7

L

B

D

9

L

10

D

11

L

12

D

13

L

14

D

15

L

16

D

17

L

18

D

31. 2

3.4 34.6 44.3

0.0 44.3 28.1

0.0 28.1

19

D

36.5

2.9 39.4 39.8

0.9 40.7 26.9

0.0 26.9

20

L

19.4

32.3

34.7

40.9

42.8

42.0

-

-

5.1

5.1

-

0.6 20.0 15.2
7.3

7.3

-

0.3 32.6 19.7
6.2

6.2

-

0.0 34.7 30.5
7.0

7.0

-

0.0 40.9 33.3
2.7

2.7

-

0.0 42.8 41.3
1.6

1.6

-

0.6 42.6 35.1
1.8

4.6

1.8

4.6

-

-

8.3

B.3

-

6.9

1.9 17.1 1B.9
4.8

4.B

-

5.9

5.9

-

4.4

-

6.4

6.4

-

6.8

6.8

-

0.3

5.1

0.3

5.1

-

-

=

L

= Licking

3.8

0.6 26.3
1.4

3.5

'---

D

4.5

0.3 27.7
3.8

2.9 38.0 25.7

2.7

0.0 26.0
4.5

0.1 43.4 27.4

1.4

0.5 24.3
2.7

3.1 36.4 26.0

4.0

0.3 20.7
1.4

2.8 33.3 23.8
4.4

0.0 1B.9
4.0

0.0 19.7 20.4

6.9

Drinking Tube
Tube
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o
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Table 4.10:

Session

Number of

Condition

per Experimental Session.

M1

M2

F1

1

D

984

1386

1849

2

D

1436

1596

1994

3

D

2814

2104

2017

4

D

2998

2349

2333

5

L

1381

2243

81

6

D

3294

3989

3097

7

L

1409

6309

197

8

D

5803

7964

3271

9

L

1884

9107

429

10

D

5617

9644

4469

11

L

2084

10076

275

12

D

6297

11103

5271

13

L

1423

11334

445

14

D

6464

11866

6994

15

L

2803

4423+

16

D

5896

9965

5354

17

L

2373

15825

211

18

D

3536

11041

5401

19

D

20

L

+ Subject was not well.

340
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the drinkometer was disconnected.

Observations of the

subjects every 50 minutes during session 20 indicated that
they continued licking (notably subjects Ml and M2)
although subject Fl did not make many contacts (as was
expected with the lowered performance of this animal in
previous sessions with the licking tube).
(d) Temporal Distributions of Drinking and Licking:
These were derived by the same method as used in the
study,and are presented in Tab

lot

4.11 (drinking tube) and

Table 4.12 (licking tube) and in Figures 4.8 a - c .

A

further analysis is presented by examining the within
session distribution of drinkometer contacts for each
tube according to grouped data bas
cycles of food delivery (as was
study).

upon blocks of 20
scribed in the pilot

This data is presented in Figures 4.9 a - c,

and is derived from the mean number of drinkometer contacts
per 20 cycle block, for each tube condition.

Discussion:
a

Water Intake:

The decrease in daily horne-cage water

intake when the subjects were food deprived is as expected
from the pilot study, and the literature on water intake.
With regard to schedule-induced polydipsia, Figures 4.6 a c clearly indicate

the subjects attained stable levels

of water intake about the eight and tenth sessions, but
that the level of polydipsia (approximately 100-200%) is
not as high as that reported by Falk (1969) who cites
levels of 340% - 400% as being common.
the horne-cage intake d

Significantly,

not return to normal levels on

those days following sessions with the drinking

tube (i.e.

Table 4.11:

The Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer
Contacts:

Drinking Tube.

M1

Subject

PI

M2

14

16

18

14

16

18

14

16

18

1

2

2

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

9

1

0

2

0

0

3

6

59

1

18

3

3

9

Session No.
Successive
5 Sec
Intervals

3
4

30

10

13

76

15

50

14

21

46

5

41

23

20

80

30

67

29

48

56

6

45

31

24

79

39

75

50

52

63

7

46

35

28

71

44

79

56

55

62

8

42

34

28

66

46

75

62

49

52

9

35

31

21

60

47

73

56

39

49

10

35

31

20

54

49

69

45

35

34

11

31

26

16

48

50

65

33

25

17

12

25

23

13

47

47

61

30

13

9

13

17

18

9

59

43

57

27

7

8

14

17

14

8

40

40

50

21

7

5

15

16

10

6

46

41

49

26

6

4

16

14

9

8

38

39

50

14

4

4

17

19

10

8

30

40

41

12

5

5

18

19

7

5

36

40

38

14

5

6

19

12

4

4

42

45

36

9

2

3

20

12

5

2

46

42

31

5

7

5

Table 4.12:

The Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer
Contacts: : Licking Tube.

Ml

Subject

M2

Fl

I

13

15

17

13

15

17

13

15

17

0

1

0

4

1

7

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

13

0

1

0

1

0

3

5

9

6

61

3

33

0

0

0

4

11

19

10

77

14

68

9-

1

2

5

21

29

14

58

25

66

9

3

4

6

12

26

18

46

22

68

12

7

3

7

8

21

20

43

23

66

6

4

3

8

10

15

25

42

32

62

9

7

8

9

13

18

23

47

25

57

6

5

4

10

6

18

16

45

23

52

4

4

4

11

13

21

8

49

22

67

6

2

1

12

15

16

11

46

21

64

5

3

1

13

14

13

12

57

25

64

1

4

2

14

15

14

11

45

22

64

1

6

2

15

10

10

13

48

25

63

2

4,

0

16

15

13

11

54

23

67

3

3

0

17

10

18

17

45

21

63

6

2

0

18

12

13

16

48

23

57

1

2

0

19

7

8

17

51

21

66

5

1

0

20

5

17

14

60

15

71

1

1

0

Session No.
Successive
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when the subjects were polydipsic) and indicates that the
subjects require great~r than 48 hours to excrete the
excess liquid and regain normal functioning.

This find-

ing is in accordance with the physiological evidence of
considerable overhydration as determined by plasma and
muscle water! hematocrit! and plasma protein measures.
The performance of subject M2 on session 15 reflects the
results of the excessive drinking! as this animal consumed
43

mlls of water! exhibited a marked piloerection! and

appeared generally sick at

end of the session and

throughout the next day (as is indicated by the reduction
in number of licks on session 16).
(b) Number of Licks:

From Figures 4.7 a - c

can be

seen that considerable individual differences exist in the
magnitude of licking recorded on the respective tubes.
Subjects Fl and Ml showed reduced responding to the licking
tube! but stab

polydips

on the other! whi

M2 followed

the pattern of the pilot study subject with high rates of
responding on both tubes.

These data lend support to

Segals' observations that there are wide variations
between subjects in licking rates and in the effectiveness
and consequences of licking (i.e. whether little or
considerable water is consumed).
Control Sessions:

The data from these sessions

indicate that the subjects continued to respond to a similar
level as the experimental sessions
was connected).

(when the drinkometer

However! these findings are eqivocal

on two grounds:
(a)

it may be hypothesized that possible rewarding
current effects were present only ln the lick-
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ing tube condition (and that the adjunctive
behaviour was under the control of the wateringestion response in the drinking tube
condition) .

Consequently the control

sessions would not accurately reflect likely
current effects if the data from the drinking
tube condition were considered (i.e. the
amount of water consumed.)
(b)

there may have been too few control sessions
for extinction effects to become evident,
thereby indicating the role of rewarding
current effects.

From the literature it is evident that polydipsia
cannot be attributable to rewarding current effects (eg.
Falk, 1969), but the anomolous findings from the licking
tube cannot be discounted as being due to this factor.
(d) Temporal Distribution of Drinking and Licking:

The

temporal distributions reflect the individual differences
noted in the number of licks recorded under each tube
condition, and consequently require separate consideration.
(1)

The drinking tube distributions:

These indicate that

the maximum probability of contact with the drinkometer
occurs early in the interfood interval (approximately
between 20 and 40 seconds) but that there is some responding throughout the remainder of the interval, especially
in the case of M2.

As with the pilot study, the

probability of drinkometer contact is virtually zero In
the first few seconds of the interval, when the animal is
engaged in eating.

The individual session curves show an

overall similarity in shape and magnitude for each subject.

4:21
However, despite the fact that the maximum probability
of drinkometer contact occurs early in the interval, the
results do not support an exclusively "postpellet
phenomenon" descrirt:ion for polydipsia.
(2)

The Licking Tube Distributions:

The distributions

obtained with this tube reflect the lower levels of
responding recorded by subjects Fl and Ml under this
experimental condition.

The distributions obtained from

these two subjects indicate that responding occurs with
approximate equi-probability throughout the interfood
interval.

The distribution for M2 follows the pattern

of the pilot study, with a high probability of responding
over the bulk of the inter food interval.

As with the

drinking tube condition, all subjects showed minimal
responding at the point of food delivery, as would be
expected of food deprived rats.
(3)

within Session Features:

The data displayed in

Figures 4.9 a - c show that the mean percentage of drinkometer contacts diminish across the session length for the
drinking tube condition, and imply that satiation occurs
in polydipsia.

The drinkometer contacts with the licking

tube show an increase across the session (except for Fl
who exhibited negligible responding under this conditon
anyhow) and support the findings in the pilot study.
Since the subjects do not consume water in this condition,
satiation effects are not to be expected, and the increase
in drinkometer contacts over the session may reflect an
increase of the underlying motivational factors that
govern this behaviour (i.e. an increase in the "arousal"
or "thwarting" factors associated with adjunctive
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behaviour, that may

de~rease

when the subject engages in

consummatory activities such as drinking, wheel-running
etc).

This hypothesis would support a view of responding

to the licking tube as being a product of the incompleted
drinking response, rather than being the
separate response topography.

of a

However, the nature of

this experiment precludes any further evaluation of this
hypothesis, and

must remain as speCUlative.

General Discussion:
The results of this experiment confirm that rats
will persistently lick at a tube that does not permit
drinking, but also indicate that this response
to individual differences.

subject

From these results it is

possible to discount two potential explanations for this
behaviour, namely:
(1)

idiosyncracy on the part of the pilot study
subject (all subjects responded to some degree) .

(2)

lack of spatial discrimination between the
different tubes

(each tube had a separate

location in the experimental situation).
Furthermore, the control sessions data imply that rewarding
drinkometer current ef

may also be

although these findings are eqivocal.

scounted,
It has not been

possible to investigate schedule-induced tongue cooling
effects, nor has the potential role of two separate topographies been evaluated, largely because of the nature of
the experimental paradigm used.
temporal distribution obtained with polydipsia
challenges the "immediate post-pellet" description of this
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phenomenon, although the bulk of the responding does occur
early in the interfood interval.

Where responding to

the licking tube occurs to some magnitude, the temporal
distribution of drinkometer contacts follows a similar
distribution to polydipsic responses, with the added
difference that there are usually more responses late in
the interfood interval.
The pattern of responding tends to slowly diminish
over the session length with polydipsia (implying that
satiation effects are operating) while the responding to
the licking tube tends to increase over the session length
(implying an increase in the underlying motivational
factors operating in this situation).

This difference

in within-session performance might be evidence of either
the existence of two separate response topographies, or
that the licking (without water) topography is a subsidary
response of adjunctive polydipsia behaviour that operates
ln the absence of liquid ingestion and thereby increases
in strength due to the absence of the consumatory drinking
response.

This possibility suggests the need for an

extension of this experiment, with some test of preference
for the respective tubes, as well as a further examination
of the temporal distributions of responding.

(D) Experiment 3:

A Further Comparison of the Drinking and
Licking Topographies.

The previous experiment suggested the need for a
repetition of the procedure, with an assessment of a
possible preference for one tube over the other.

This

issue bears reference to the adaptiveness of scheduleinduced polydipsia as a biological event.

Falk (1972)

has considered the adjustive ends served by polydipsia
(and adjunctive behaviours generally) to which he comments,
. "The question as to whe

adjunctive

behaviour is a toxic manifestation or
a creative deviation cannot be answered
by a description of the topography of
the response.

If the adjunctive

behaviour results

the organism

failing to adjust to environmental
contingencies, or if

behaviour

itself leads to damaging consequences,
then it can be considered as maladaptive
or as a toxic response.

If the

behaviour results in a new behavioural
emphasis working to the benefit of the
organism, then it can be viewed as a
powerful mechanism for adaptive change.
Whether the result is toxic or creative
will be a function not only of the
generator schedule but also of the
environmental c

umstances - the ecology

of the situation".
This statement focuses upon

apparent

physiological maladaptiveness of schedule-induced
polydipsia, since the animal expends considerable energy
consuming, processing, and expelling water through its
body, although

is already in a state of depleted
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energy reserves because of food deprivation.

The water

consumed at room temperature, and expelled at body
temperature, with a consequent energy loss
magnitude.

some

Furthermore, the animal may attain a

physiological state

water intoxication and cellular

overhydration, to which one might impute some degree
aversiveness, since the animal does not attain this state
under normal conditions.

Therefore, given a simultaneous

choice of two seemingly similar topographies, one of which
has a marked physiological cost in terms of energy balance,
it might be expected that the subjects would show a
preference for the alternate(less expensive) behaviour;
i.e. the licking topography.

A converse hypothesis may

also be entertained, in which a preference for the drinking
tube would indicate the role of the "full blown fl
consummatory response of drinking in schedule-induced
polydipsia, with the licking tube behaviour representing
an incomplete response that leaves the underlying motivational factors in a state of unfulfilment.

Subjects:
2 male and 1 female experimentally naive hooded
rats aged 195 days served.

The subjects individually

weighed 278 grams (M3), 296 grams (M4), and 214 grams (F2).
They were individually caged for 14 days prior to being
food deprived to 80% free-feeding weight.

Housing and

feeding were similar to Experiment 2.

Apparatus:
The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 2.
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Procedure:
A similar procedure was adpoted as in Experiment 2
with some minor variations.

Home-cage water intake at

100% and 80% free-feeding weight was individually recorded
for 7 days per condition.

The experimental sessions were

identical to Experiment 2 until sessions 17 and 18, on
which occasions

both the drinking and licking tubes were

simultaneously present.

Days 19 - 24 were control

sessions with the drinkometer disconnected, the drinking
tube being present on days 19, 21 and 23, while
licking tube was present on days 20, 22 and 24.
sessions data was obtained in

control

same manner as in

Experiment 2.

Results:
(a) Water Intake:

The mean daily intakes for 7 days at

100% and at 80% free-feeding weight are

giv~n

in Table 4.13,

and indicate the previously observed decrease in daily
water intake with food deprivation.

The water intake

during the experimental sessions is given in Table 4.14,
and comprises home-c
intake data.

,experimental session, and total

The daily total intake is also

sented

in Figures 4.10 a - c .
The experimental sessions intake show a stab
level of schedule-induced polydipsia developing and
reaching asymptote about session eight.

The level of

polydipsic intake recorded at asymptote was in the order
of 300-400% of the daily intake for each subject at 80%
free-feeding weight.

As with Experiment 2, the daily

intakes were depre

on days following sessions with

Table 4.13:

Water I n t a k e ' s )

100% Free-Feeding Weight
1

2

3

4

5

6

80% Free-Feeding Weight
7

Mean

1

2

4

3

5

6

.-
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8.1

7.0

6.1

8.3

9.3

7.1i

M4

15.3

11. 8

10.4

7.2

12.1

9.8

9.6

10.9

4.9

7.5

6.9

8.1

5.8

9.8

6.1

7.0
I

F2

6.1

7.8

6.9

9.8
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Table 4.14:

Dai

Water In

I
Days

rlmental
condition

M3

Hie

M4

Exp. Total

Hie

F2

.

Exp.Tota1

Hie

3.4 14.1

6.6

0.3

6.9

8.1 15.4

8.1

1.4

9.5

9.6 13.0

Total

1

D

6.4

1.8

2

D

2.6

7.9 10.5

3

D

0.3 11. 8 12.1

4.1 12.8 16.9

3.4

4

D

0.0 17.6 17.6

0.7 19.9 20.6

0.8 18.5 19.3

5

L

5.1

6

D

2.4 21.8 24.2

7

L

8.6

8

D

0.0 31.5 31.5

9

L'

0.7

10

D

1.1 29.4 30.5

11

L

5.9

12

D

2.7 25.3 28.0

13

L

7.0

14

D

0.3 31.8 32.1

i5

L·

2.8

16

D

0.9 29.7 30.6

7.4 25.9 33.3

4.4 31.8 36.2

17

LD

0.7 28.4 29.1

1.4 31.1 32.5

0.2 22.7 22.9

18

LD

1.0 23.9 24.9

0.0 21.9 21.9

3.8 23.9 27.7

19

D*

1.4 28.2 29 .6

o • 8 24.6 25.4

1.9 29.4 31. 3

20

L*

5.1

21

D*

2.9 27.4 30.3

22

L*

3.3

23

D*

1.7 32.6 34.3

24

L*

1. 9

*

Hie
Exp.
Total

-

!

-

8.2 11. 7

5.1

8.6

0.7

5.9

7.0

2.8

5.1

3.3

1.9

7.3

4.1

-

4.1

4.0

-

4.0

3.7 28.4 32.1

2.1 21.4 23.5

o. 4 -

3.7

o. 4

6.8 30.3 37.1
0.0

-

-

0.0

3.3

-

1.8

3.4

8.3

-

-

1.3

7.6

-

3.5

5.2

3.6

8.3

Drinkometer
sconnected
Home-cage intake
Experimenta1ehamber Intake
Total Intake

-

3.6

6.6

3.4

-

1.3

-

-

5.2

3.6

2.4 30.2 32.6
2.7

2.9 ~7.5 30.4
6.6

-

6.8 24.6 31.4

3.0 ~5.7 28.7
3.6

3.3

7.1 22.3 29.4

4.2 27.5 31. 7
3.5

-

1.8 21. 2 23.0

0.5 27.5 28.0
7.6

3.7

0.9 25.7 26.6

2.7 26.8 29.5
1.8

-

-

2.7

1.8 27.9 29.7
i
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the drinking tube (i.e. polydipsic conditions).
b

NUmber of Licks:

The number of licks recorded reached

asymptote about session 8 (in parallel with the water
intake), but unlike the findings of Experiment 2, remained
at this level throughout the

llowing experimental sessions

(irrespective of which tube was present).

The number of

licks per session are presented in Table 4.15 and in
Figures 4.11 a - c .

The curves described by these data

are of similar slope and magnitude for all subjects (unlike
those of Experiment 2).
The data from sessions

(c) Simultaneous Choice Situation:

17 and 18 require separate evaluation as the two tubes
were simultaneously present.
(I)

Water Intake:

The water intake for each

subject under this condition reveal a slight
decrease in the level

polydipsia obtained

(of the order of 3-5 mls), but still show a
significant level of polydipsia (as compared to
daily home-cage levels of drinking).
(II) Number of Licks:

Table 4.16 presents data

on the number of licks recorded on each tube
in

simultaneous cho

situation, as well

as comparative data from

other two

experimental conditions (drinking tube and
licking-tube-only) .

From

s table it can

be seen that:
(i)

there are very few licks recorded on the
licking tube (less than 2%) while high levels
are recorded on the drinking tube.
ind

s a clear preference

This

the drinkina

Number of Licks per Session

Session

Condition

r.13

M4

F2

1

D

1904

2141

896

2

D

3882

3901

1684

3

D

5109

47

3014

4

D

7495

5987

5962

5

L

6410

3477

2914

6

D

7386

7190

6841

7

L

7619

6338

6679

8

D

8990

8246

6487

9

L

7614

7748

6814

10

D

8141

8041

7098

11

L

7847

8113

8411

12

D

9408

7883

6984

13

L

9645

6464

9335

14

D

9164

7595

6764

15

L

7811

9834

5166

16

D

8341

8133

6947

17

LD

7356

8027

6794

18

LD

7312

7021

7312
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Table 4.16:

Number of Licks per Experimental Session
simultaneous Choice Condition

Licking Tube

Drinking Tube

Licking Tube

Drinking Tube

Session 13

9645

Session 14

9164

Session 17

17

Session 15

7811

Session 16

8341

Session 18

93

Iv13

I
I

7339
7219

I

I'lean

8728

Mean

8752.5 Hean

55

I

7279

I

Session 13

6464

Session 14

7595

Session 17

147

Session 15

9834

Session 16

8133

Session 18

23

M4

I
I

7880
6998

J

!'-lcan

8149

Hean

7864

Hean

7439

85

I

f-----

I

6712

Session 13

9335

Session 14

6764

Session 17

82

Session 15

5166

Session 16

6947

Session 18

93

I

7219

Hean

7250.5

!-~ei.ln

6855.5 !'-1can

87.5

I

6965.5

F2

-

I
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tube in a choice situation.
(ii) in the non-choice licking-tube-only condition,
the number of licks recorded are equal or
higher than those recorded on the drinkingtube-only condition, and are of a similar
level to the number of licks recorded in the
choice situation.
d

Control Sessions:

These sessions were conducted with

the drinkometer connected and the data are comprised of:
(a)

levels of water consumption for the drinking
tube condition (sessions 19, 21, and 23).

(b)

Observations as to whether the subjects
continued to lick under the licking tube
condition (sessions 20, 22 and 24).

The water intake data from sessions 19, 21 and 23
indicate the stable levels of polydips
absence of drinkometer recordings.

persisted in the

Observational measures,

taken at 50 minute intervals for a period of 5 minutes,
indicated that the subjects continued to lick at high
rates at

licking tube.

were taken during

No quantified measurements

e sessions, but it appeared that the

levels of licking were of the same order as those observed
during the experimental sessions and confirmed the
observations of Experiment 2.
Distribution of Drinkometer Contacts:
The data

sented were derived by the same method as

in Experiment 2.

These are shown in Table 4.17 (licking

tube), Table 4.18 (drinking tube) and Table 4.19
(simultaneous choice), and respectively present the

Table 4.17:

. Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer Contacts:
Licking TUbe.

Subject
Successive
5-sec
Intervals

Session
13

F2

M4

M3

Session Session Session Session Session
13
15
13
15
15

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

0

0

2

3

.45

34

28

30

16

3

4

58

46

29

55

40

12

5

47

48

18

59

52

15

6

42

49

11

72

57

20

7

40

28

7

73

61

18

8

40

15

12

60

54

25

9

32

10

9

48

58

20

10

33

13

11

39

58

16

11

32

7

5

29

57

17

12

31

8

6

21

52

13

13

29

6

3

13

47

13

14

28

5

4

8

48

13

15

27

3

1

5

40

11

16

30

2

1

3

30

6

17

26

4

1

3

28

9

18

24

1

0

2

26

8

19

21

7

2

1

29

7

20

22

3

0

1

31

7

Table 4.18:

Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer contacts:
Drink

Subject

Tube.

F2

.H4

H3

Successive
5-sec
intervals Sess.14 Sess.16

Sess.14 Sess.16

Sess.14 Sess.16

1

0

0

1

2

1

4

2

0

6

5

2

1

6

3

59

44

48

16

5

11

4

68

52

61

35

15

17

5

70

56

66

49

20

28

6

69

54

55

59

30

40

7

57

47

47

56

35

46

8

44

33

45

53

40

51

9

30

22

35

51

41

50

10

21

15

28

44

41

48

11

21

9

18

35

39

38

12

13

5

12

24

40

40

13

8

4

13

18

36

45

14

8

3

14

17

30

44

15

6

3

10

13

28

46

.

16

6

4

7

12

26

45

17

6

3

4

6

24

20

18

5

1

2

3

24

18

19

4

1

5

5

20

16

20

4

1

4

4

19

18

Table 4.19:

Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer Contacts:
Simultaneous Choice Situation.

Subject

M3

M4

Session
17
L
D C

Session
18
L
D C

Session
17
L D C

F2
Session
18
L
D C

Session
17
D C
L

Session
18
L
D C

1

1

a

1

a a a

1

a

1

1

0

1

0

a

0

1

a

1

2

7

1

8

8

4

1

5

1

0

1

0

0

0

7

1

8

3

50

1 51 45

4 49 37

1 38 17

1 18

2

1

3 46

3 49

4

,58

5 63 63

3 66 54

4 58 30

0 30 11

1 12 55

2 57

5

~3

5 68 64

4 68 58

6 64 39

1 40 23

a

23 56

4 60

6

~1

3 64 61· 2 ~3 52

5 57 43

0 43 32

2 34 57

2 59

7

~4

2 46 52

1 p3 47

2 ~9 43

3 46 35

3 38 48

1 49

8

~4

1 35 34

0 ~4 43

5 ~8 42

2 44 36

1 37 36

1 37

9

~6

1 37 30

1 [31 37

1 38 44

0 44 41

2 43 22

0 22

10

~O

0 20 21

1 ~2 36

4 ~O 34

1 135 42

0 42 13

1 14

11

0..4

1 15 14

0 0..4 26

2 28 30

0 30 41

2 43

5

0

5

12

9

9 12

0 ~2 24

3 )7 27

0 ~7 43

1 44

4

0

4

0..0

0

1

9

1 11

8

1

9 16

2 18 18

1 19 40

0 40

1

0

1

14

8

0

8

7

0

7

9

3 12 12

1 b-3 34

0 34

4

1

5

15

5

0

5

3

1

4

5

1

6

8

1

9 32

1 33

4

0

4

16

3

0

3

3

0

3

4

1

5

7

0

7 28

1 29

L1

1

5

17

2

1

3

4

0

4

5

1

6

3

1

4 24

a

24

6

0

6

18

3

1

4

3

1

4

4

0

4

2

1

3 18

1 19

6

1

7

19

4

1

5

4

0

4

3

a

3

5

a

5 17

a

17

5

0

5

20

3

0

3

4

0

4

3

a

3

5

a

5 13

1 14

7

1

8

L:

Licking Tube Distribution

D:

Drinking Tube Distribution

C

Combined Distributions for both tubes.
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distributions from each session for each subject.

This

information is further pisplayed in Figures 4.12 a - c
(licking tube), 4.13 a - c (drinking tube) and 4.14 a - c
(simultaneous choice).
As with Experiment 2, a within session analysis
of the percentage of drinkometer contacts per block of 20
food cyc

s is presented, as is shown in F

4.15

a-c.

Discussion:
(a) Water Intake:

The recorded decrease in daily

consumption when food

ived confirms the previous

findings in the pilot study and Experiment 2.

The level

of water intake that stabilised about session 8 (i.e. at
asymptote) again re

the findings of Experiment 2,

and confirms the observations of Falk (1969).
Again, a delay in the return of home-cage water
intake to normal

s, after polydips

sessions,

ts the observations of Experiment 2, and reconfirms
the long-term effects of polydipsia on the animals'
physiological system.
{b

Number of Licks:

The development of licking to

asymptote, as shown in Figures 4.11 a - c, does not
follow the pattern of Experiment 2, but may be accounted
for in terms of

greatly increased levels of responding

to the licking tube in this experiment

by~animals.

Unlike Experiment 2, where two of the subjects exhibited
minimal licking on the licking tube,

1 the subjects in

this study showed a vigourous response to this part
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This·

tube.

nding further emphasizes

role of

individual differences under these experimental conditions,
and reflects the behaviour of the pilot study subject.
c

Control Sessions:

The water intake levels recorded

for each subject on sessions 19, 21 and 23 indicate
that disconnecting the drinkometer does not a

t

schedule-induced polydipsia (as already noted by Falk,
Observations of the subjects on sessions 20, 22

1969).

and 24 also confirm high levels of respondina and although
conclusions are lacking in quantified evidence,
-

they would also
findings.

to support Falk's above mentioned

Due to the difficulty in obtaining quantified

measurements of licking behaviour (in the absence of the
drinkometer record) no absolute guarantee that the licking
response is not under the control
ef

drinkometer current

ts is possible, but this prospect seems unlikely when

the overall similar

of the two separate behaviours

(i.e. drinking versus licking) are compared.
(d) Simultaneous Choice Situation:

The data from all

subjects indicate a clear preference

the drinking tube

when a simultaneous choice was possible.

As a result of

this choice, all animals became polydipsic in the cho
situations.

This finding has an important bearing upon

understanding of the licking tube responses, since
imply that the subject "elects" to develop polydips
(with its attendant physiological stress).
(e) The Temporal Distribution of Drinkometer Contacts:
The distributions obtained in this experiment reflect the
individual differences that were observed in Experiment 2.
However, the performances of the subjects in this study
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on the licking tube are markedly different, as all
subjects exhibited high levels of responding to this tube
(unlike the attenuated responding observed in two of the
subjects in Experiment 2).

Generally the curves obtained

from each subject are of a similar shape and magnitude
irrespective of tube condition .
.Individual differences between subjects appear to
be expressed in responding late in the interfood interval,
some subjects showed few responses in this area (eg.
M3 and M4) whilst F2 showed a higher probability of resAll subjects

ponding up to the point of food delivery.

again demonstrated a preponderance of responding in
early portions of the interfood interval, but these results
s

do not confirm an exclusive "immediate post-pellet"

description for polydipsia.
The distributions of responding obtained in the
simultaneous choice situation are similar to

those from

the drinking-tube-only and licking-tube-only conditions
and indicate that the choice behaviour does not influence
results to any significant extent.

This information

lends support to the results showing a preference for

potydip.6ia

OVeJL

aLteJLl1a.U.ve:. be:.havioWL.6, and confirms the power

of the inducing properties of this experimental situation.
The individual differences observed in these results
emphasises the fact that schedule-induced polydipsia (and
adjunctive licking behaviour) do not necessarily follow a
rigid sequence (as compared with reflexive behaviour)
but that a de

of flexibility exists in form and

temporal locus as would be expected in a phenomenon that
has its origins in a complex interaction between motivation-
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al systems, morphology, and the environmental properties
that provide a boundary condition to its expression.
The within sessions analysis showed a general
decline in drinkometer contacts over the session length
the drinking tube condition (as was observed in the
preceeding experiments) while the previously observed
increase over the session of contacts with the licking
tube was not evident (all subjects sho'wed ambiguous
results under this condition) .

Therefore it is not

possible to generalise from these results as to whether
drinking tube provided satiation effects while the
licking tube produced an increase in "thwarting ll or
"arousal" factors.

This hypothesis is further discussed

in the overview at the end of this chapter.
f

General Discussion:

The overall results from this

experiment confirm the previously noted findings that
generally the bulk

polydipsic responding occurs within

the early portions of the interfood interval, but that
sufficient responding occurs in the later portions of this
interval to limit the application of the exclusive
"irmnediate post-pellet phenomenon" description for this
behaviour.

Furthermore, the responding to the licking

tube shows a similar pattern in this experiment.
The finding that subjects choose to respond to the
drinking tube rather than the licking tube implies that
the drinking response is more prepotent than the simple
licking response, and indicates the

stence of powerful

motivational factors that govern this behaviour.
findings have a relevance to the role
factors in schedule-induced polydipsia.

These

phylogenetic
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A further important consideration relates to the
high levels of responding recorded on the licking tube
(in contrast to the results of the previous experiment)
and indicates the existence of individual differences in
behaviour towards this tube.

Because of the individual

variability observed, any generalisations about responding
to the licking tube must of necessity be circumspect.
Unlike responding to the licking tube, schedule-induced
polydipsia was found to be a reliable and experimentally
robust phenomenon from which generalisations can readily
be made.

(E)

An Overview.

The experimental paradigm used in this research
has produced reliable levels of schedule-induced polydipsia
in all subjects, and confirmed the robustness of this
phenomenon.
were not as

Although the levels
hig~

of polydipsia obtained

as some reported in the literature (200-

300% as compared with 400-500%) the experimental water
intake was still manifestly excessive, as can be determined
by the depression of home-cage intake for up to 48 hours
following polydipsic sessions.

During the experimental

sessions all subjects showed considerable physical durability, given the excessive physiological demands of this
phenomenon, and only one subject (M2) showed a brief sign
of ill-health as a possible consequence of excessive
drinking.

All animals were given limited exposure to the

effects of excessive drinking on humanitarian grounds;
although published reports indicate that rats have been
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subjected to polydipsia over periods of several months.
The main

intent~on

the temporal locus

eluc

experiments was to
the drinking, and to do

this with the minimum of intervention with the recording
techniques (i.e. to circumvent the use of levers, retractable tubes etc).

The technique used produced reliab

data as to where in the inter food interval drinking took
place, and indicated that whi

the bulk of the drinking

occurred early in the interval, some responding was possible
throughout the latter portion up to the point of food
delivery.

These responses in

latter portions of the

interval were most subject to individual differences, and
this suggests that a different group of controlling factors
might be involved.

However, within the scope of the

research goals of this study no test of this hypothesis
was possib
The

stence of high

s of adjunctive licking

(without water being consumed) was both an accidental and
puzzling discovery.

This particular behaviour was

contrary to the reported findings from other research, and
was more interesting because of the high levels of
responding that were recorded from some sUbjects.

Unlike

schedule-induced polydipsia, there were wide individual
differences in

degree of adjunctive licking, but most

importantly where substantial levels of responding did
occur, these followed a similar temporal distribution to
polydipsia.

Furthermore, unlike polydipsic responding

which showed a decline over the session length (indicating
satiation effects were operating) adjunc
to increase as the session progressed.

licking tended
are several
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implications from these results that may assist in the
potential explanation tor adjunctive behaviour.
First, two separate topographies may be involved;
one being a drinking response, the other being a simple
licking response.

The experimental arrangement may

influence both (although not to an equal degree) to
produce similar forms of behaviour (i.e. as suggested by
Segal, 1973).
Secondly, the adjunctive licking may be a form of
schedule-induced tongue cooling (as reported by Mendelson
and Chillag 1970) in which case two separate (though
related) adjunctive behaviours exist in close behavioural
proximity.
A third possibility relates to the adjunctive
licking as being an unconsummated compontent of the
drinking response, and is thereby under the same controlling factor as drinking, but owing to the absence of the
consummatory feedback

liquid ingestion, continues to

occur (and increase) because of the lack of a feedback
control.
Finally, a number of minor factors may contribute
to the behaviour (such as rewarding drinkometer current
effects, "learned" licking of the tube, poor stimulus
discrimination of the properties of the licking tube)
but these appear unlikely, as the control sessions data
indicate.

However, these control data are not totally

unequivocal, and would need further investigation to confirm
this suggestion.
As these experiments examined the temporal aspects
of polydipsia, it was not possible to investigate any of
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these accounts for

existence of adjunctive licking.

AccordinglYI any accounts must remain conjectural l but
one significant aspect remains from the choice experiment.
The finding that all subjects in the choice
experiment "elected ll to become polydipsic when a "less
physiologically stressful" alternative was available
emphasises the strength of schedule-induced polydipsia
as a phenomenon.

Whatever the explanation for adjunctive

licking might bel the empirical findings that drinking to
excess is the "preferred" behaviour emphasises the
prepotency of this behaviour in this particular situation.
The previously discussed issue regarding the adjustive
ends served by polydipsia remains unanswered I but given
the present choice datal it is apparent that some of the
simple accounts that have been proposed for this phenomenon
are not

ade~uate

Falk (1972) has considered the

adjustive aspects that relate to adjunctive behaviour l and
concludes:
IIIf all behaviour is assumed to be
either adjustive of pathological
distortions of adjustment I by
definition adjunctive behaviour
must either be directly adjustive
(\vhich it seems not to be)

I

serve

an ancillary adjustive role (which
has not been demonstrated and seems
highly improbably)

I

adjustive reaction.

or be disordered
This last would

have to reduce to a functional
disorder in that no pathological
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This latter point emphasises the fact that polydipsia
appears to have a certain phylogenetic dimension that
colours its expression.

As was discussed in Chapter 2,

the species-generality of schedule-induced polydipsia is
a further dimension that contains questionable results and
indicates the potential role of ecological factors.
is towards this issue that the next experiments are
directed.

It
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C HAP T E R

F I V E

RESPONSES TO NON-CONTINGENT FOOD DELIVERY IN THE FERRET:
AN ASPECT OF THE SPECIES-GENERALITY ISSUE.

(A) Introduction.

As was discussed in Chapter Two, the extent to
which schedule-induced pOlydipsia has been demonstrated
in species other than the rat has been a source of
contention.

Although this phenomenon is frequently

described as occurring in pigeons (Shanab and Peterson,
1969), an attempt to replicate this study met with failure
(Wnalen and Wilkie, 1977). Not only did these researchers
fail to obtain polydipsia in their subjects, but they
also pointed out that Shanab and Peterson's results were
based upon a solitary subject.
Similarly, Porter, Sozer and Moeschl (1977) claimed
to have clearly demonstrated schedule-induced polydipsia
in guinea pigs, although their results were largely based
upon one subject (as two other subjects showed either little
or no drinking) .

Furthermore, these authors acknowledged

the findings of Freed, Zec and Mendelson (1977) who failed
to find evidence of schedule-induce~ polydipsia in guinea
pigs.
As well as there being a paucity of evidence
demonstrating polydipsia in pigeons and guinea pigs,
a failure to obtain this phenomenon in golden hamsters
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has been reported by Wilson and Spencer (1975).

These

authors noted that most studies reporting schedule-induced
polydipsia have used species that show a decrease in water
intake when food deprived, and they were moved to comment
that:
"more comparative research is
needed if the underlying determinants
of schedule-induced polydipsia are
to be discovered".
The lack of agreement as to the species-generality
of adjunctive behaviour has been recognised by Falk (1977)
who states:
"The present evidence on species
differences with regard to
adjunctive behaviour is too
fragmentary to enable the
extraction of general principles".
The significance of determining the species-generality of
adjunctive behaviour relates directly to the explanatory
accounts for this phenomena.

For example, Wayners'

(1972) account of adjunctive behaviour, which is based
upon lateral hypothalamic arousal mechanisms, might be
considered as general account for this behaviour, as it
presumably extends across a range of species.

If a

species-specific dimension is demonstrated, then modifications to this theory would be required.
Falk (1977) has considered the adaptive functions
of adjunctive behaviour, and relates this aspect to a
number of ecological factors that may be involved.

In

particular, he relates the mode by which a species exploits
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food sources in its environment to its propensity to engage
in adjunctive behaviours.

He notes that some animals are

highly mobile hunters (e.g. many carnivores and herbivorous
seed and fruit eaters), and that this mobility is
necessary since their food sources are "patchy"
ability.

in avail-

Other species are relatively less mobile (e.g.

herbivorous grazers and browsers) since they are adapted to:
"exploiting relatively small, densely
supplied home ranges (McNab, 1963).
still other species move to a favourable
place where, with immobile waiting,
prey may be ambushed (e.g. bobcats,
leopards, and many spiders and snakes)".
(Falk, 1977)
Taking these differenes in mobility of foraging into
account, he proposes that adjunctive behaviours serve an
adaptive function of maintaining the animal

~n

a situation

whereby it might otherwise respond in a fugacious manner,
i.e. attempt to move to another situation.

He states:

II

The adjunctive behaviours block
fugacity and keep the organism
engaged with the situation - on
the job".
From this basis Falk hypothesizes as to the propensity to
engage in adjunctive behaviour in species of differing
foraging modes.
"It is possible that if adjunctive
behaviour is, as suggested, a
stabilizing a.ctivity maintaining the
organism's engagement with a situation
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containing escape components,
a minimally fugapious species
may not require the divers
fication of adjunctive behaviour
to protect a nonoptimal, but
feasible, feeding situation".
This refers to the browsing and grazing herbivorous species;
whilst of carnivorous spec

he predicts:

the very mobile hunters

11 • • • • • •

with large prey-search times
relative to prey-pursuit times
(MacArthur, 1972, p61 ff), with
rather low patch~fugacity thresholds, hhould yiud tlOOd-hc..hedule-

induc..ed adjunc..tive behavioun mOht
ILeacU..£y".

(Italics mine)

This prediction bears specific re

nce to the carnivorous

mode of existence, and may relate to the reported findings
on one such species;
observed that whi

the ferret.

Pollard (1968) has

ferrets perform well in the Yerkes

Discrimination apparatus, and in the Hebb-Williams maze,
they do not perform well in the operant bar-pressing
situation.

He has noted that while these animals could be

trained to bar-press, they performed badly on schedules of
reinforcement other than continuous-reinforcement (i.e.
schedules) .

When alternate schedules of reinforcement were

introduced, the ferrets developed "gambolling" behaviour,
leading to long pauses between episodes of bar-pressing, with
a consequent decrease in the number of reinforcements
received.

Pollard concluded that:
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"The evidence suggests that unless
food can be obtained

rapidl~

at

st in the early stages of training,
large numbers of competing responses
are to be expected from this species".
The competing behaviour in this instance was not
related to bar-pressing behaviour, but directed away
from the food-hopper, where the subjects engaged in a
number

activities that prevented their returning to

feed (Pollard, 1973, personal communication).
spec

As this

s exhibits such activities when food deprived, it

was conjectured that they might also develop adjunctive
behaviou~s

in a response non-contingent situation.

Accordingly, ferrets were placed in an analogous experimental situation to that known to produce schedule-induced
behaviour in rats, in order to test this hypothesis.
Two adj uncti ve behaviours vlere selected for
investigationi

these being schedule-induced polydipsia and

schedule-induced wheel-running.

Polydipsia was selected

to further examine the species-generality of this
phenomenon ap!wpof.>

the issues previously

Schedule-induced wheel-running was s

scussed.

ected because it is

well demonstrated in rats (e.g. Levitsky, 1967; Levi
and Coll

1968;

Segal, 1969), is ammenable to automatic

recording techniques, and is an "activity" related
behaviour.

This latter point bears reference to what

Breland and Breland (1966) call "cheap" behaviour.

In

discussing the behaviour of the porpoise they observe:
"It is important to realise that the
behaviour of the porpoise is very "cheap",
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Activity comes readily and easily and
at low cost in terms of risk and
organismic commi ttment I'.

(p86).

They further point out that in designing experimental
situations for porpoises and
"other quick-moving "cheap behaviour"
animals, it is important in the first
place to make the behaviour sufficiently
difficult so that it "means something"
to the animal".
This concept of "cheap" behaviour has relevance to the
behaviour of ferrets, since this species is known to
engage in highly active behaviours in the experimental
si tuation (the "gambolling" behaviour as described by
Pollard, 1968).
As was discussed in Chapter 3, a further
justification for using the ferret as an experimental
subject related to the ongoing research programme with
this species within the Department in which these studies
were conducted.
The experimental paradigm used to investigate
the behaviour of ferrets was identical to that used in
studying schedule-induced polydipsia in the rat.

The

only differences related to the experimental chamber used,
and the type of food provided.

Experiment 1:

Attempts to obtain Schedule-Induced
Polydipsia in the Ferret.
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Subjects:
2 male and 2 female experimentally naive ferrets
aged approximate

310 days served.

The subjects

respectively weighed 1325 grams (Ml), 1550 grams (M2),
800 grams (Fl), and 950 grams (F2).
Apparatus:
A similar experimental situation was used, as
in the rat-studies (Chapter 4), with a larger experimental
chamber substituted.

Details of the Ferret Chamber are

given in Appendix 3.

The food comprised small pieces of

fresh meat (weighing approximately 1.0 - 1.5 grams) which
were dipped in cod-liver oil to facilitate their use in
the automatic

feeder~

Procedure:
The individual daily home-cage water intake was
recorded

for 7 days prior to the subjects being food

deprived to 90% free-feeding weight.

The subjects were

then maintained at 90% free-feeding weight by feeding
once every 24 hours.

Home-cage daily water intake was

again recorded for 7 days.

The subjects were then given

30 minute habituation sessions in the experiment setting,
over 3 successive days, with

I-covered meat portions

being freely available in the food receptacle.
There followed 18 daily sessions, in which the
subjects received 100 food-portions on a FFI 100 secone
schedule of delivery, with water continuously available
from a drinking spout that was connected to a drinkometer.
White noise was present during all sessions.

Home cag:::

water was available continuously, and daily intake was
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monitored for each animal.
Results:
a

Water Intake:

The home cage daily intake at 100%

and at 90% free-feeding weight are presented
5.1.

Table

This indicates no appreciable changes in the
1 of intake with foocr deprivation.

The daily

water intake over the experimental sessions is given in
Table 5.2, and again indicates no change in

level

of intake.
(b

Number of Licks:

These are presented in Table 5.3,

and reveal a low level of responding in a sporadic
ttern.
(c) Uptake of Food:

The subjects consumed all the meat

portions within the

imental session, as a post-

session examination of the chamber revealed no evidence of
hoarding.

Observation of the subjects during the session

revealed that they

0

did not take a

of food

immediately after it was delivered, but engaged in gambolling about the door, returning to take several pieces of
meat at a later time.
Discussion:
The results indicated that there was no evidence of
schedule-induced polydipsia in these subjects, butc_ number
of methodological considerations may have accounted for
these findings.

stlYr the subjects may have been

insufficiently food deprived.

Secondly, the meat portions

may have contained sufficient

to depress drinking

behaviour to the low level recorded.

Thirdly, schedule-

induced polydipsia may take longer to develop in the

Table 5.1:

Daily Water Intake (m1s).

Condition

Day

M1

M2

F1

F2

100% Free-

l

54

60

38

22

Feeding

2

49

52

19

26

Weight

3

30

47

28

30

4

16

26

8

33

5

37

48

24

16

6

31

21

19

17

7

39

23

28

16

36.5

39.5

23.4

22.8

Mean
90% Free-

l

41

28

14

27

Feeding

2

27

33

23

21

Weight

3

32

43

21

29

4

38

49

34

19

5

26

42

26

29

6

35

41

18

20

7

40

39

17

34

34.1

39.3

21.8

25.5

iMean

Table 5.2:

Experimental Session Water Intake (mls).

Ml

M2

Fl

F2

1

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.9

2

0.0

0.0

1.7

0.3

3

1.4

3.1

0.0

0.0

4

0.1

0.0

0.5

0.0

5

0.0

1.1

0.0

0.0

6.

0.0

4.1

0.0

0.0

7

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

8

2.3

0.0

2.1

0.0

9

0.0

0.0

4.2

. 0.0

10

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

12

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13

0.9

0.8

0.0

0.0

14

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.1

0.0

0.0

16

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

17

0.4

0.9

0.0

0.0

18

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.0

Session

Table 5.3:

Number of Licks.

Ml

M2

Fl

F2

1

47

0

0

lOS

2

0

0

147

31

3

203

391

0

0

4

11

0

57

0

5

0

lIS

0

0

6

0

432

0

0

7

0

21

0

0

S

364

0

2S1

0

9

0

0

SIS

0

10

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

S6

0

12

0

0

0

0

13

122

140

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

15

0

615

0

0

16

0

0

S3

0

17

76

77

0

0

IS

0

0

34

0

Session

ferret than in the rat.

This latter possibility seems

unlikely, but could be: tes

by further exposing

subjects to the experimental situation.
portions were found to be unsa

The meat

sfactory, since it was

difficult to control for portion size, and the cod-liver
oil was found to cause an undesirable stickiness in the
delivery tube.

Thus the food was changed to "Dog Sausage"

(see Appendix 4 for details) as this was less moist,
constant densi

, and was easy to cut into equal sized

pieces (of about 1 gram weight) .
with the food changed to this latter type, and with
the subjects having had 18 sessions exposure to the
experimental situation, a repeated experiment was conducted, with

subjects being fUrther food deprived to 85%

free-feeding weight, in order to encourage the potential
development

schedule-induced pOlydipsia.

Experiment 2:

A Replication at a Greater Level of
Deprivation.

Apart from the greater level of food deprivation
and the different food, this experiment was identical
to Experiment 1.
Results:
After 18 sessions both the water intake and the
number of licks s

11 remained at the same level as in

Experiment 1 - see Tables 5.4 and 5.5.

An observation

of the subjects indicated that they still occasionally
persisted in gambolling about the door in

of going

to the food receptacle to eat, but this behaviour was

Table 5.4:

Experimental Session "'later Intake (m1s)

M1

M2

F1

F2

1

0.0

1.9

0.8

0.0

2

0.0

1.2

0.0

0.0

3

1.'7

0.0

0.2

1.2

4

0.5

0.0

4.3

0.2

5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6

0.4

0.0

1.8

0.0

7

0.0

0.7

0.3

0.0

8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

9

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.0

10

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.0

11

2.9

0.1

0.0

0.3

12

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

13

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.3

14

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

15

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

16

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

17

0.0

0.9

0.0

0.1

18

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

fSession
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Table 5.5: Number of Licks.

Session

M1

M2

F1

F2

1

0

168

88

0

2

0

96

0

0

3

249

0

39

120

4

62

0

599

12

5

0

0

0

0

6

47

0

152

0

7

0

93

44

0

8

0

0

0

71

9

0

80

0

0

10

0

97

0

0

11

394

7

0

32

12

0

0

95

0

13

0

0

0

163

14

89

0

0

0

15

0

0

203

4

16

18

29

0

0

17

0

128

0

6

18

0

0

0

59

~.
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less frequently observed than when fresh meat portions was
used.
Discussion:
Once again the results indicated that no scheduleinduced polydipsia developed in these subjects.

However,

another methodological criticism would be levelled at the
possibility that the water-spout may not have had sufficient
discriminative properties for the subjects to direct sustained behaviour towards it.

Although some licks were

recorded, these were always sporadic in occurence, and
less than 1 ml of water was consumed in any session.
Accordingly, if water was sUbstituted with another more
preferable liquid

(e~g.

milk) then this may serve to

sensitize the subjects to the tube.

Laboratory experience

had demonstrated that ferrets showed a preference for
milk which they drank avidly, and this would provide a
suitable substitute liquid to sensitize drinking behaviour.

Experiment 3:

The Effects of Substituting Milk for
water.

Apart from the substitution of milk for water on the
first 7 sessions, this experiment was a repetition of the
previous two studies with the subjects maintained at'
free-feeding weight.

85~

After receiving milk on the first 7

sessions the subjects then received water for the remaining
11 sessions.
Results:
(a) Milk Intake:

The data on milk intake are given in

Table 5.6, and indicate a high level of consumption,

Table 5.6:

Experimental Session Milk Intake (mls).

-.
Ml

r~2

Fl

F2

1

204

176

54

42

2

248

160

46

36

3

174

156

84

36

4

360

344

186

78

5

190

130

58

86

6

396

132

38

43

7

201

184

92

59

Session

Table 5.7: . Number of Licks.

I

Ml

M2

Fl

1

4731

2094

1816

1494

2

5390

1847

1692

1182

3

3944

1716

3269

1247

4

7831

6284

4619

2693

5

4292

1392

2144

3298

6

8943

1499

996

1674

7

4557

2684

3727

2386

f.>ession

F2
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compared to the daily water intake.
r~flects
,

licks recorded also

The number of

this hiah level of contacts
~

with the drinking-tube, as Table 5.7 reflects.
Observation of the subjects revealed that they
were satiated on milk ear

in the experimental session,

and consequently did not eat all the food portions that
were subsequently delivered.

The numbers of pieces of

food not consumed at the end of the session are given in
Table 5.8.

Despite the amount of milk consumed there

was no evidence of overhydration (i.e. quantit

of urine)

as in the case with polydipsic rats.
b

Water Intake:

in place of milk

Immediately after a reversion to water
th~

subjects indicated a similar pattern

of no contact with the water tube (as was observed in the
first two experiments), see Tables 5.9 and 5.10.
Discussion:
The results clearly indicate that the subjects
more readily consumed high levels of milk on the days
when this was present

the experimental situation.

These data also indicate the potential levels of liquid
intake in these animals under conditions of high palatability;

levels which were not obtained with

this experimental situation.

wate~

in

Despite a total of 47

sessions each of 166 minutes duration (discounting 7 sessions in which milk was available) no evidence was found
of schedule-induced polydipsia in the sample of ferrets
used.

Contacts with the drinking tube were of a sporadic

nature, with insignificant levels of water being consumed.
Homecage water intake leve

over this period remained

Tab

5.8:

Number of Food Portions Unconsumed.

M1

M2

F1

F2

1

42

29

45

21

2

57

37

37

30

3

38

18

53

44

4

49

61

76

52

5

41

48

34

49

6

65

67

31

41

7

43

31

43

33

Session

•

Table 5.9:

Experimental Session Water Intake (mls).

I

Ml

M2

Fl

8

0.1

0.0

1.3

0.7

9

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.2

10

1.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

11

3.8

1.5

0.8

0.0

12

0.3

0.0

0.6

4.8

13

0.0

0.7

0.1

3.4

14

0.0

0.9

0.0

1.1

15

0.6

0.6

0.0

0.6

16

a.a .

0.0

2.6

0.0

17

0.0

0.4

0.0

1.2

18

0.0

0.0

1.4

0.0

Session

Table 5.10:

Session

F2

Number of Licks.

Ml

M2

Fl

F2

8

18

a

161

52

9

a

a

74

27

10

126

a

a

a

11

262

214

104

a

12

66

a

81

413

13

a

130

10

291

14

a

173

a

184

15

143

126

6

47

16

a

a

309

a

17

a

84

a

226

18

a

a

178

0
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relatively unaffected by this experimental manipulation
(unlike those of rats where significant decrease in homecage intake occurred following polydipsic sessions).

It

is concluded that the procedure which produces shceduleinduced polydipsia in rats does not produce similar behaviour in food-deprived

ferrets~

Hence it appears that a

boundary condition to schedule-induced polydipsia is
involved, regarding the species-generality of this
behaviour (as has been demonstrated with at least one other
species:

the golden hamster) .

not discount the possibility

However, these results do
other adjunctive behaviours

being demonstrated with this species.

Experiment 4:

At~empts to obtain Schedule-Induced

Wheel-Running in the Ferret.

The same subjects as used in the previous three
experiments served.

They were maintained at 85% free-

feeding weight, as they did not appear to suffer any
deleterious effects upon their health at this level;

a

level that should maximise the development of potential
schedule-induced behaviours (as compared with 90% freefeeding weight) .
Apparatus:
The same experimental chamber was used as in the
previous studies with the addition of a suitably sized
activi ty wheel.
in Appendix 3.

The details of this vvheel are given
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The design of this activity wheel was strongly
influenced by the

beha~iour

of the subjects, since a

number of mishaps befell it until modi
i t "ferret--proof tl

cations made

(i.e. relatively indestructible).

Initially the subjects used the flexibility of the
diamond-mesh near the top of the wheel to assist in
their escaping out into the research room.

When this

was remedied they then succeeded in fracturing the
welding around the axle and the hub through the torsionalstress induced by their changing direction whilst the
wheel was in motion.

With the axle and hub suitably

strengthened to prevent future facture of this welding, a
subject then pulled the gauze mesh that formed a "floor"
of the activity wheel into the main experimental chamber,
thereby jamming the activity wheel in place.

with this

repaired, the wheel was found to be reliable and strong,
despi te the necessity for a lightvleight design (dicta ted
by fact that a sturdy heavy structure would possess
excessive inertia, and would thereby prove impractical for
the ferrets to stop it readily) .

The degree of "destruct-

ive ingenuity" exhibited by the ferrets in these early
stages confirmed their suitability as subjects for an
experiment examining high activity levels of behaviour.
Procedure:
Having rectified difficulties with the activity
wheel the subjects vlere then given daily sessions in the
apparatus, during which time they received 50 pieces of
meat on a FFl lOa-sec schedule.
was 83.3 minutes.

Thus the session length

In all, each subject received 21

sessions in this situation.

The number of revolutions,
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and the frequency of food delivery were recorded
Esterline~Angus

event fecorder

on an

(with a secondary record

of revolutions being provided on a separate counter
also) .
Results:
The data on the number of wheel-revolutions per
session are given in Table 5.11, and parallel the results
from the earlier experiments, in that they shQw a low
level of responding of a sporadic nature.
Discussion:
The results indicate a failure to demonstrate
schedule-induced wheel-running in ferrets.

Like the

attempts to obtain schedule-induced polydipsia in these
animals, an experimental manipulation that has been shown
to produce increased wheel-running in rats apparently
does not produce the same effects in ferrets.
results have a signi

ance for any account for

These
schedule~

induced phenomena, as they imply limitations upon the
species-generality of such adjunctive behaviours.

While

it would be premature to discount the possible existence
of schedule-induced behaviours in ferrets, the present
results indicate that at least two commonly obtained
adjunctive behaviours in rats do not readily occur in
ferrets.

Any explanation for this discontinuity would

necessarily be speculative.

It is of interest to note

these data do not support Falk's prediction regarding the
propensity to engage in adjunctive behaviour in the
carnivores (see page 5:4 ), although this is further
considered in Chapter 7.

However, there remains a

methodological problem that does have some bearing on these

Table 5.11:

Session.

Number of Wheel Revolutions

:r-n

M2

Fl

F2

1

178

29

14

476

2

361

97

11

615

3

204

582

0

118

4

18

133

3

0

5

2

0

0

0

-6

0

0

0

96

7

14

64

0

0

8

0

17

0

0

9

38

4

0

28

10

106

5

7

47

11

11

0

0

31

12

0

32

38

0

13

0

106

0

14

4

0

0

6

15

71

0

0

0

16

0

3

8

0

17

29

0

0

0

18

2

0

2

18

19

18

35

0

3

20

0

2

0

0

21

41

0

0

5

Session

21

\

•
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results, and relates to the nature of the laboratory
method by .which schedule-induced behaviours are
investigated.

One of the prime reasons for selecting

drinking and wheel-running as schedule-induced behaviours
to investigate in the ferret (apart from the fact that they
are well demonstrated in rats) is the ammenability of such
behaviours to automatic recording.

Despite the obvious

benefits of automatic recording the experimenter is still
ignorant to the larger extent, as to what behaviours the
subject may be engaging in from moment to moment, and
consequently much valuable information may be lost as a
result of this prescription for automatic recording.

It

is to this question that the research in the next Chapter
is directed, since a comparative analysis of what the two
species do in an analogous situation may provide some
clarification of the results obtained.
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C HAP T E R

S I

X ..

RESPONSES TO NON-CONTINGENT FOOD DELIVERY:
A COMPARATIVE OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS.

(A)

Introduction.

In discussing their experiences with a variety of
animals over an eighteen year span, Breland and Breland
(1966) made the following comment about the value of
observational methods in their research:
"Thus, we feel the observations

~re

of considerable value in the understanding of animal behaviour in
general and that our interpretive
hunches stand generally on pretty
firm ground.

It has been largely

this observational material, plus
the considerable background reading
we found necessary in order to make
sense out of the behaviour of our
animals, that led us to the naturalistic evolutionary theoretical look
at behaviour which we have just
presented".

(p. 71)

This statement bears signal reference to an issue
arising out of the experiments which have been described

in Chapters 4 and 5;

for although the results have
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elucidated the temporal locus of sCHedule-induced
polydipsia in rats,

an~

have

~ndicated

that this

behaviour does not readily develop in ferrets, there
still remains an unanswered question as to what other
behaviours occur in the experimental situation?
The benefits that are bestowed by the use of
automated recording instruments are readily apparent,
since accurate and consistent data can be recorded over
long periods, with a consequential gain when analysis of
the data is attempted.

However, beyond the measures of

behaviour obtained from drinkometer contacts, activitywheel revolutions, and amounts of water consumed, there
exists an array of behaviours that are unrecorded, and
unobserved.

An implicit problem with automation of

data recording is that other sources of potentially
valuable information are disregarded.
with respect to the experiments described in the
previous two chapters, a number of questions are raised
appertaining to the differing behaviours of rats and
ferrets.

Firstly, there is the question of what be-

haviours change in frequency when the rats develop
polydipsia, since this phenomenon progressively increases
in magnitude until it reaches asymptote.

Secondly, with

regard to the ferrets; a question arises as to what
behaviours occur between successive food deliveries, and
whether these behaviours reveal any temporal. patterning.
A third consideration, again applying to the ferrets, is
whe

there are any defined patterns of behaviour that

may be ammenable to investigation through the design of
appropriate equipment (e.g. do ferrets engage in
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scratching behaviour that may be inyestigated through
the provision of a small tread-mill etc.?)
,

These questions may be answered, in part, by
observing the behaviour of these species using a timesampling procedure.

Furthermore, this approach provides

an opportunity to apply to these two species the
comparative method of analysis discussed in Appendix One.

(B) General Experimental Rationale.

The use of observational time-sampling measures of
behaviour is a technique that has been commonly applied to
the study of exploratory behaviour and responses to
novelty (e.g. Bindra and Blond, 1958;
1958;

~voods,

1962).

Bindra and Spinner,

This technique has also been applied

to an assessment of the effects of septal and frontal
ablations in rats (Lubar, Herrmann, Moore and Shouse;
1973), and to aspects of avoidance responding in rats
( Ba urn, 19 70) .
Important features of the time sampling technique
relate to the frequency of observation, the choice of
behaviour categories to be described, and the method of
analysing the data.

These are considered separately below.

(1) Frequency of Observation.
The frequency with which observation occurs is a
significant determinant of the quality of data obtained.
C1ear1~

if behaviour is sampled every second, it will

provide a more comprehensive description of what the
subject is doing than if it were sampled every 30 seconds.
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These considerations are reviewed b¥ Delius (1969),
Al~mann(1974).

Andersson (1974) and

In general, the more frequent the time sample is
taken, the more accurate the description of the behavioural
events becomes.

In the case of the research

described in

this chapter, a time-sample was taken every two seconds,
providing a data-base of fifty observations per cycle of
food delivery.

(2) Choice of behaviour categories.
An important aspect of the choice of behaviour
categories is that they be descriptive as far as possible,
rather than interpretive.

(Bindra and Blond, 1958).

Also the categories chosen need to be mutually exclusive,
allowing only one category to be recorded on any given
observation.

Bindra and Blond comment on the necessity

to adopt an order of priority system when two categories
occur simultaneously, so that only one category is scored;
in practice this was found to be necessary, athough the
behaviour categories adopted were found to be readily
classifiable in most instances.

A further suggestion

that Bindra and Blond found important relates to the need
to make the categories exhaustive, thus the necessity for
a 'miscellaneous

category (covering those behaviours that

occur infrequently).

(3) Method of analysis.
As there were several categories of behaviour some
method of simplifying these categories for purposes of
analysis was deemed necessary.

This related to the fact
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that several categor
(Le. two or three

of

behaviou~

cat~gories

were "collapsible"

could be combined because

of their overall similarity to make up one overall
category) .

An example of collapsing categories can be

taken from the overall category imme.cUa:te. 6ood-oJUe.Jtte.d
be.havio~

which was comprised of the observed categories

of "Eating" and "Head in food hopper".

1

Also, as the various categories were recorded over
a regular time cycle, it was possible to derive temporal
distributions for each category of behaviour.

However I

it was necessary to use only the "collapsed" overall
categories in order to simplify the presentation of the
temporal distributions for each experimental subject.

(4) The behaviours studied.
An observational ana

is of the behaviour of rats

and ferrets in this experimental situation gives rise to
an array of empirical questions, and therefore it
was

It necessary to impose restrictions upon the

experimental goals of the study.

ConsequentlYI

was

decided to concentrate solely upon schedule-induced polydipsia in the rats, and to ignore other potentially
interesting phenomena such as schedule-induced wheelrunning and schedule-induced responding to the licking-tube.
This latter behaviour was excluded from the analysis
because it was an unexpected discovery that was not fully
understood in terms of causation and properties (although
1. To avoid confusion between the general categories of
behaviour and the overall "collapsed" categories, the
latter are always presented in italics.
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it is a subject worthy of more

exte~sive

examination).

Thus the goal of this experiment was to examine
the changes in the various observed behaviours in rats
as schedule-induced polydipsia developed, and to compare
these data with the behaviour of ferrets in an analogous
situation.

It was anticipated that the experimental

data would help to explain why polydipsia did not develop
in ferrets.

Also, this would indicate potential

behaviours that may be suited to some future experimental
manipulation in this species.

(e) The Categories of Observed Behaviour.

The categorisation of behaviour was relatively easy
in the case of the rat experiments, as precedents existed
in the work of Bindra and Blond, and Bindra and Spinner.
However, the ferrets provided a more difficult problem
as no pre-existing categories were available for this
species.

Consequently a brief pilot study was undertaken

with a surplus naive subject, in which the animal was
observed and its behaviour categorised in a similar manner
to that of the rat.

These categor

s were found to be

satisfactory in the subsequent experimental study.

(1)

A~n______~___t_o
___s_t_a_n_d_a_r
__d_i_s_e__c__
a_t_e~~_i~e~s.

In order that some standardisation of the categories
be achieved, each category is described below, with the
rules for applying priority of recording whenever. this was
appropriate.

Furthermore, most behaviours are shown

photographically at the end of this section.

The
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photographs give some indication of· the topography of the
~espective behaviours;:

but naturally some behaviours are

difficult to show by this method.
The rapid and unpredictable movements of the subjects
made photography difficult.

To minimise movement effects,

a high shutter speed was used (1/500th sec.) with a high
speed

(Kodak 400 X, ASA 400/Din 27, at an aperture

2
setting of f/14 to f/2 ).
was sti

At these settings the lighting

not ideal for photography, given the rapid

movements of the subjects across the experimental chambers.
Accordingly, some categories did not photograph Vlell
and have been left out.

An additional problem related to

the distractibility of the subjects, who tended to engage
in a limited repetoire of behaviours in the presence of

the photographer.
stationary for long

Consequently, the rats o£ten remained
iods or approached the door and

sniffed the small gap at the bottom.

The ferrets tended

to engage in protracted bouts of scrabbling at the door,
and rarely exhibiteathe appropriate behaviours to be
photographed.

The photographic sessions occurred two

days after the final experimental observational session
(i. e. day 17).

(2) The categories of behaviour: Rats.
(a) Head in the food receptacle:

(H).

This category

included all those occasions when the subject had its
head in the food receptacle.

The receptacle was

transparent, providing a reasonable view of the subject
(although it was sometimes di

icult to ascertain what

behaviours were occurring in the receptacle when the
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subject had its back to the viewing. position) •
behaviours that

occurr~d

other

simultaneously while the subject's

head was in the hopper included eating, and sniffing.
However, a priority rule was applied in this instance (as
noted in Bindra and Blind), so that H became the recorded
category.

As expected, this behaviour tended to occur

in the immediate interval

lowing food delivery (where

it often recorded an occurrence of 100%) with few
instances being recorded later in the interfood interval.
See Plate R 1.
(b) Eating:

(E).

Although the rats often commen

in the food receptac
removed the food
to consume.

eat-

(i.e. in category H), they frequently

llets to the outside of the receptacle

Thus E followed H in most instances.

Because of th

close relationship categories E and H were

"collapsed" in the data analysis to provide an overall
category entitled .Dnmedtate 6ood-oueYJ..ted behavioU/l.6

deference

to the role of the food receptacle, this overall category
being shown as category 1 in the analysis.
(c) Ambulation:

(A).

This category describes the general

ambulatory movements of the rat, whe
running.

See Plate R 1.

be walking or

It differs from other locomotor categories in that

it involves the animal changing its

1 location within

the horizontal plane of the experimental chamber.

This

category was classified as locomotion by Bindra and Blond.
The major problem encountered with

category related

to the category S (sniffing), since the animal frequently
exhibi

the characteristics of sniffing behaviour while

it was moving.

In these situations a priority rule was
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applied, in which A took

precedenc~over

S, unless the

animal was actually in close physical proximity (i.e.
approximately 5 ems or less) to an object (towards which
the animals head was oriented, and the animal was sniffing).
See Plate R 2.
( d) S ni f fin g:. ( S) .

This behaviour entailed rapid move-

ments of the vibrissae, usually with nose-twitching and a
directed head-orienting response.

Bindra and Blond note

that "sound of sniffing" is another characteristic of this
behaviour, but with white-noise present this was inaudib
As mentioned in the case of ambulation, sniffing took
a lower priority when the subject was engaged in general
movement;

however

it would be unreasonable to assume

that sniffing did not occur on these occasions to some
degree.

This situation is a good example of the need for

a priority rule in observational experimental situations,
See Plate R 3.
(e) Rearing:

(R).

The rearing behaviour consisted of the

subject raising its front paws off the floor, and arching
its back upwards along the vertical plane.

Bindra and

Blond classified this behaviour as an example of sniffing,
but since a clearly defined postural change occurs (involving an overt change in vertical orientation) it was
scored as a separate category.

Rearing was also included

touching the walls of the chamber when standing upright.
See Plate R 4.
The categor

s A, S, and R were grouped together

under the overall (collapsed) category of ac;Uve.
be.havio~

~J1veldiga.tOfLY

(being shown as category 2 in the analysis).

This

grouping was based upon the assumption that such behaviours
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involve "active information seeking" about the immediate
environment, and is

an~assumption

that is derived from

the "organism-information approach" as discussed by
Garcia, Clarke and Hankins (1973).

Details of this

approach are further elaborated in sub-section 4 of this
section of the chapter.
(f) Drinking:

(D).

Drinking was defined as responses

directed at the drinking tube, and was unique in that it
was more objective than the other categories because of
the independent verification of this behaviour through the
drinkometer recordings.

Strictly, this category defines

licking behaviour, but as the rats developed polydipsia
within a few sessions it was classified as drinking.

As

the goals of this study were directed at investigating
schedule-induced polydipsia, this category was not
"collapsed" but remained separate as category 3 in the
analysis.

See Plate R 5.

(g) Grooming:

(G).

Grooming behaviour was described as

the licking, scratching, and preening of any part of the
body, and also "nibbling" of the tail while this appendage
was held in the forepaws.

This behaviour was directed

towards the animals body, with little or no activity
overtly directed at the rest of the immediate environment,
while the animal was engaged in grooming.
Since the rats engaged in this behaviour to some
magnitude, and did not move about the experimental
environment while engaging in grooming, it was classified
as a form of !.:J;ta;tLOVl.MIj behavloUll.

This label applies only

to the fact that the subjects were not engaged in active
locomotory activity, as obviously they were not sitting
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See Plates ~ 6 and R 7.

still while grooming.
(h) Stationary:

(F).

This category was defined as sitting

motionless, in a hundhedor prone position, with occasional
trembling of the body, and with the eyes open.

This

category is sometimes termed "freezing" (e.g. Bindra and
Blond) but the term stationary is preferred here since it
is less interpretive.

See Plate R B.

As with category G (grooming) the subjects were
not engaged in any overt locomotory activities, and
accordingly F and G were IIcollapsed" into the overall
category of ).)tailOl1aJLy beha.vioWL6,
category 4 in the analysis.

appearing as overall

As with the overall category

2 (a.c;t[veil1ve.6UgcdofLybeha.vioUJt.6) category 4 also falls into
the schema of the
(i) Miscellaneous

organism~nformation

(M) .

approach.

This category was adopted to

make the categories jointly exhaustive, and provided a
means of identifying several low probability behaviours.
These included defecation, urination, gnawing of the
floor, pica, and climbing up the inside of the food hopper.
Empirically this category accounted for

s than 2% of

the total observed categories, and consequently did not
contribute greatly to the overall analysis of the data.
In the data analysis this category is included in with
category 4 as it was of very low frequency.

(3) The categories of behaviour:
(a) Bead in food

receptacle (B).

Ferrets.
Th

category was

similar to that in the rats, with a priority rule being
applied to cover other behaviours that occurred simultaneously in this situation (i.e., in ferrets these other
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behaviours included eating, licking·and sniffing while
the head was in the foqd

le) .

Unlike rats, the

ferrets also adopted another behaviour towards the food
receptacle, in which they lay prone and motionless with
ir heads resting in the receptacle.

This second

behaviour (Hi) was clearly different in that the animal
lay prone, whereas in category H the animal was standing
on

1 four feet and was engaged in active movement of the

head and neck.

This alternative behaviour (Hi) tended

to occur over the latter portions

the inter-food

interval, whereas H tended to occur about the period
immediately following food delivery.
described in part (d) 6f this section.
(b) Eating:

(E).

Hi is further
See Plate F 1.

Again, this behaviour followed a

pattern to that observed in rats, with eating

simi

occurring in the food receptacle (and hence being scored
as H) or immediately following H when

animals withdrew

the food outside of the receptacle and consumed it in the
chamber.

The dog sausage used as food tended to crumble,

so that the subjects often spent time licking up the
small "crumbs"

t over, and this behaviour was also

scored as eating.

See also Plate F 1.

As E invariably followed H early in the
interval, and came under the overall category of

-food

immediate

nood-oltieVlted behav..[oUlL, it was included in with H in
"collapsed" category of this name in the analysis (i.e.
being shown as category 1).
(c) Sniffing:

(S).

This category describes a simi

behaviour to that in rats, with rapid movement of the
vibrissae and a directed head-orientation being the main
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indices o£ this behaviour.

Unlike~this

category in rats,

there was a mi::limal retationship \'lith ambulation, as
sniffing behaviour tended to occur while the ferret was
standing still (and remaining standing on all four feet).
Thus the priority rule was rarely used in this instance.
Sniffing has been accorded a single overall category in
the analysis on the basis that, although it can be
considered as an ac.:t.iv(l. A..I1VeJ.:,Ltga:tOJty beftav..LouJt,

it differs

from other such behaviours in ferrets in that it does not
involve physical manipulation of objects in the environment (as is the case with scratching behaviour). In the analysis sniffing is shown as overall·category 3. See Plates F2 and F3.
(d) Head in hopper but immobile:

(Hi).

This category

described a common tendency for the ferrets to lie prone
on the floor with their heads resting in the food
receptacle when engaged in this behaviour, the subjects
were motionless, and tended to remain in this posture until
food was delivered.
next category.
(e) Immobile:

is considered in relation to the

See Plate F 4.
(I).

A similar category

to Hi, except the

animal's head is not resting in the food hopper.

As with

Hi, the ferrets often remained in this posture over long
sequences of observation, only moving when food was
delivered.

As Hi and I were both similar in appearance

and in temporal pattern (tending to occur most frequently
towa

the end of the inter-food interval) they were

combined into the "collapsed" category of
behavioUft/.:, (category 2 in the ana

s) .

/.:,;tatiol1aJty

Unlike the

"freezing" behaviour of rats, this behaviour in ferrets did
not seem to be related to external noises etc., but rather
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in response to the low temporal probability of food
delivery.

During bouts of this behaviour the animals

rarely had their eyes closed.
(f) Scratching:

(Sct).

See Plates F 5 and F 6.

A frequently observed behaviour

in ferrets were bouts of protracted scratching at the
floor of the chamber (where a piece of steel diamond mesh
was fixed to provide a contact point for the drinkometer) .
Also very occasional scratches were directed at the food
hopper, or the cover over the door to the activity wheel.
The animals usually arched their backs, and scratched
at the object with alternate sweeps of the fore-paws.
During bouts of scratching the animal!s head was directed
towards the object being manipulated in this way.
See Plate F 7.
(g) Scrabbling:

(Scb).

This behaviour was similar in

frequency and temporal pattern to the previously described
behaviour of scratching.

It di

ered

i~

topography in

that the animals invariably lay on their sides, whi
directing this behaviour towards the door of the chamber.
Scrabbling was always achieved by a sweeping

motion of the

fore-paws, the hind paws remaining outstretched and
relatively immobile.

The behaViour was most commonly

observed when the

ts heard external noises, or

observed movement outside the chamber, and follows a
simi

pattern to "

extraneous stimuli.

zing" in rats in response to
(No plate availab

).

Because scratching (Sct) and scrabbling (Scb)
were similar, in regard to temporal patterning, and to
the use of fore-paws, these categories ,,,ere "collapsed II
into the overall category of

-6CJ1..aXc.Jun.g be.havJ..oWL
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.

in the analysis) .
(h) Miscellaneous:

As with the rats, this category

was used to make the categories jointly exhaustive, and
included a number of low frequency behaviours.

These

behaviours included defecation, licking at the drinking
tube, rearing, grooming and ambulation.

Unlike the

behaviour of rats, the ferrets did not engage in grooming
and rearing behaviours to any magnitude, and also tended
to remain immobile for long periods, with a result that
ambulation was not frequently recorded as a separate
category.

P.mbula tion, when it did occur, was mainly

subsumed under the categories of sniffing and scratching,
according to the priority rule.

The miscellaneous

category is shown in the analysis as category 5, since it
occurred with a higher frequency than was observed with
the rats.

(4) A summary of the overall categories: the organisminformation approach.
In the foregoing description of the respective
categories of behaviour, an overall summary has been
applied to various groups of
the analysis.

behaviour in order to simplify

This overall summary is presented in Table

6:1, and shows the abovementioned categories of behaviour
in a simplified form.

2

The overall summary has been based upon the
organism-information approach (as discussed by Garcia,
Clarke and Hankins, 1973) and also embodies elements of

2. To assist with the interpreting of the results, a
detachable copy of Table 6:1 is located in a sleeve on
the inside rear cover.

Table 6:1.

A Summary of the categories of behaviour .

..

A: Rats.
Name of Behaviour

Names Overall Category
ClassifiCB.tion.

1

Analysis
Category
No.

Head in food
receptacle

H

Eating

E

Ambulation

A

Sniffing

S

Ac.;t{.v <?-

Rearing

R

inv eAuga:toJt~ 2.
b<?-haviouM .

Drinking

D

Imm<?-dia:t<?cYU<?-nX<?-d
b<?-havioUJt.

l.

~ood

Locomotion

Polydipsiaj Sc.h<?-dlLte3.
iJ1duc:-ed po,tljLicking

dipJ.:.-ta.

Grooming

G

S.ta t ionary

F

Freezing

lMiscellaneous

M

Defecation, Mi!.:. c.<?-llinurination,
<?-OUi; .
pica, gnawing, climbing.

lB.

S.tcUio na/L1j
behaviouM .

4.
4.

Ferrets.

Head in food
receptac

H

Eating

E

Imme.cUa:te
~ood-

- - -"
Head in food
receptacle but
immobile

Hi

Irnmobi

I

Sniffing

IS

Scratching

Sct

Scrabbling

Scb

iMiscellane(:)Us

M

Defecation,
licking,
rearing,
grooming,
ambulation.

l.

oU<?-nXed
behavioUJt.
StwonafLlj
behavlouM .

2•

Svu·~Mng.

3.

ScJta:tc.hing
b<?-havioUJt.

4.

jI.,tL!> c.eUan -

5.

eoUi; .
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Staddon and Simme1hags (1971) concepts relating to
of behavioural variation.

adaptive behaviour and., princip
Garcia eX ai..

comment that an organism can be.seen,

"as an information-seeking entity
operating in a complex environmental field"
Accordingly the behaviour of the organism can be
considered as,
"as a paftV1.ne.d .6e.que.nce. beginning with
aJwlL6ai..

a

and oJtie.n.ta...:tLon,

passing through

cop.ing appe.t1tive. pha.be., and terminating

in a conoummatotLlj pha.be..
haviour

If coping be- .

blocked be·fore consummation,

or if consummation is delayed, then the
segments of the original sequence may
be

cU..6place.d,· wi th adjunctive behaviours

directed at features of the environment
which have de.mand

Oft

.Lnce.n.:tLve. characteristics.

For example, the hungry rat waiting for
his intermittent food reward drinks water
because it is there.

The hungry pigeon

walks in circles because it must wait within
the confines of the Skinner box".

(author's

italics) .
This formulation sees the various behaviours
that occur between successive food deliveries as a form
of information-seeking, in that the animal develops
meaningful relationships between these behaviours and
the likelihood of food delivery.
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This proposal by Garcia
principles to Staddon

~nd

"superstitious" behaviour.

cd af!. embodies similar

Simmelhag1s account of
In this latter account,

adjunctive behaviours are seen as occurring when the
appropriate stimuli (i.e. goal objects) are present
in the period following food delivery (where there is a
low probability of reinforcement, or food delivery) .
This period is associated with the occurence of interim
activities, and these activities are seen to resemble
appetitive behaviour.
Adjunctive behaviours and displacement behaviours
are considered to be very similar to interim activities
in Staddon and Simmelhags' theory, as exempli
following statement:
"Finally, our account of the adaptive
significance of adjunctive behaviour,
as a reflection of the intergrative
capacities of the organism which enable
to strike an efficient balance among
a number of activities, finds a counterpart in MCFarlands'

(1966) account of

the significance of displacement behaviour:
I

Thus it is suggested that the functional
significance of displacement activities is
that they are the by-product of a mechanism
which enables animals to break away from a
specific course of action, when progress in
that course of action comes to a standstill
(p.23l)'

by the
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We conclude, therefore, thatvinterim,
adjunctive and

~isplacement

behaviours

may be grouped together on the basis of
similar functional properties, similar
probable causal factors, and similar
adaptive role".
This statement has significance beyond the
theoretical relationship between interim, adjunctive and
displacement behaviours, as it provides a working
hypothesis about the likely behaviour of various species
during the period following food delivery in the
experimental situation.

Since these three phenomena

appear in "thwarting" or "conflict" situations, in a time
when the chances of feeding are slight, and "enable the
animal to break away from a specific course of action",
then the behaviour of different species may reflect the
temporal and sequential patterning
these phenomena.

commo~ly

found with

This patterning should occur in the

period following food delivery (i.e. the period of interim
activities), and may reflect the patterns appropriate to
the ecological characteristics of these differing species.

(D) A Comparative Observational Experiment.

The behaviour of food deprived rats and ferrets
individually placed on a FFl lOO-sec schedule of food
delivery was observed and recorded according to the
categories described in the previous section.
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..

Subjects:
(I)

Rats:

Two\experimentally naive male hooded

rats aged 180 days served.
weighed 294 gms

These subjects respectively

(Rl) and 337 gms

(II) Ferrets:

(R2).

Two experimentally naive male

ferrets aged 330 days served.

Their respective weights

were 1073 gms (Fl) and 1146 gms

(F2).

Apparatus:
The rats were tested in Rat ChambeJL 2,

under

similar conditions as in the previous studies described
in Chapter 4 (experiments 2 and 3), with the exception
that the licking-tube was absent.
tested in the

FeNLU ChambeJL

The ferrets were

under similar condi tons

as described in Chapter 5, with the drinking tube continuously available.

The ferret activity wheel was not

available during this experiment.

Procedure:
Both the rats and ferrets were weighed, and food
deprived to 80% and 85% F.F.W. respectively over a period
of 7 days.

The rats then received a 30 minute habit-

uation session in the apparatus, with 50 food pellets
being placed in the food receptacle, in order that the
subjects familiarise themselves with the location and taste
of the food.

The rats then received 17 daily sessions,

on a FFl 100-sec schedule, with 100 pellets being delivered
per session.
12 artd 15.

The subjects were observed on days 1, 3, 8,
On day 17 the subjects were photographed.

The ferrets were placed in the apparatus for a 30

6:20
minute habituation session on day rofthe.rat experiment
in order that the observational sessions be staggered over
different days.

During the habituation session 50 pieces

of food were placed in the receptacle to familiarise the
subjects to the location and the type of food.

The

ferrets then received 16 daily sessions on a FFI 100-sec
schedule, with 100 pieces of food being delivered on each
session.

The ferrets were observed on days 1, 3, 8 and

12, and were photographed on day 16.
The observational sessions comprised three separate
sampling periods during each daily session, in which the
behaviour of each subject was recorded every 2 seconds for
a duration of 10 food cycles (i.e. 1,000 seconds, 500
observations) so that a total of 1,500 observations per
session were obtained over a total of 30 cycles of food
delivery.

The sampling periods were spaced evenly over

each daily session, and were comprised of food cycles 5-14,
45-54, and 85-94.

These spacings of the sampling periods

were designed as controls for within session effects.
The selection of observation days was based upon the
previous studies on schedule-induced polydipsia in rats,
where this behaviour appeared to reach asymptote around
days 6-8 under similar experimental conditions.

Thus

days 1 and 3 ought to reflect the early development of
schedule-induced polydipsia, and days 8 and 12 should show
this behaviour at full strength.

The observations on day

with the rats were of a special condition introduced to
examine the effects of removing the drinking tube (and
thereby denying the animals the opportunity to show polydipsia) .

The drinking tube was removed on day 13 in this

6:21

condition, in order that other

behav~ours

might develop

over the ensuing 2 days;<
The choice of observation days for the ferrets was
determined by the necessity to maintain an equivalent
situation as that with the rats.

The ferrets did not have

any special conditions imposed on day 15.
Apart. from recording 1,500 observations per subject
in each daily session, additional data were obtained from
the rats on the number of licks, and amount of water
consumed, as polydipsia developed.

This information

served as comparison data with the previous experiments on
schedule-induced polydipsia.

Method of analysis.

The data were analysed by two

different techniques.
(a)

The occurence of each specific category as a

percentage contribution to the total data pool.

This

measure was a gross assessment of which categories changed
in frequency over successive sessions.
(b)

The temporal distributions of each overall

category of behaviour (e.g. imme.dia;te. t;ood-o.tU..e.nte.d be.havioWt,
schedule-induced polydipsia, etc.)

over each session.

Instead of presenting the distributions for each overall
~ategory

separately,

adopted whereby the

a

modified form of presentation was

c.umulaUve.

frequency of successive

overall categories is shown for each temporal 'bin' in the
cycle.

Thus the observed frequency of any given overall

category can be assessed in relation to
overall categories simultaneously.

~

the other

It was felt that this

presentation would simplify the interpretation of the data,

6:22

as well as giving a total picture of which categories
contributed most (or IG!ast) at any point in the food cycle,
thereby indicating the presence of any clear patterning of
the various groups of behaviours observed.

(b)

Schedule-induced polydipsia.

licks and water intake
Table 6:3.

The number of

daily session is presented in

These data indicate that the subjects

developed polydipsia to a similar pattern and magnitude as
the previous subjects (see Chapter 4).
(c)

The cumulative temporal distribution of over-

all categories.

These data are presented in Figures 6:2

a-e (subject RI) and 6:3 a-e (subject R2).

In these

figures various overall categories are coloured so as to
assist in their discriminabilitYi

these colours do not

imply any special significance of the respective categories
beyond making them clearer.

Discussion:
(a)

Percentage occurrence of each category.

The

results indicate that some categories of behaviour appear
relatively stable in occurrence over sessions (H, E, and

.

Table 6: 2.

Percentage occurrenCe of categories· per session .

Subject R1.

Day 12

. Day 15

9.73

9.14

13.20

2.06

4.53

3.20

7.53

7.74

15.06

11.26

9.09

4.40

S

26.60

17.80

18.86

18.14

21. 27

R

3.34

15.35

5.80

4.00

2.07

D

8.20

22.40

28.26

35.66

-

G

29.66

9.54

13.46

13.14

23.60

F

. 11. 27

5~06

7.73

6.80

27.73

0.27

1. 27

0.03

0.B6

0.20

H

6.40

10.73

6.73

8.93

8.27

E

5.40

2.94

6.26

3.20

8.07

A

10.33

17.93

5.40

7.93

2.46

S

22.BO

17.13

24.46

15.26

18.54

R

6.07

14.53

2.53

3.B6

1.13

D

10.94

18.33

25.93

33.94

-

G

1B.33

B.94

15.13

1B.60

41. BO

F

19.46

B.20

11. 66

6.54

19.40

M,

0.27

1.27

1. B6

1. 74

0.33

Day 1

Day 3

Day 8

H

8.66

11. 46

E

4.26

A

Category

j

M

Subject R2.

Figure 6:1 Percentage occurence of respective categories.
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Table 6:3.

Water intake and number of licks. per subject
each session.

R1
Session

number of
licks.

R2

m1' s consumed.

Number of
licks.

m1's consumed.

1

1946

9.3

1398

2

2791

12.4

2313

9.1

3

4093

17.9

2877

14.7

4

5271

21. 2

4865

23.8

5

7044

24.8

7402

27.5

6

7380

25.3 .

9418

29.0

7

8185

28.1

10068

33.8

8

9607

34.3

9716

34.7

9

9482

33.8

12485

35.2

10

9871

36.7

10611

33.4

11

10563

39.4

1170

34.1

12

9945

36.5

12562

6.6

.

37.2
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M)

as would be expected, since H and Eare tied in closely

with the delivery of fpod and the rate of its consumption,
while M was of a very low frequency and no trends can
be discerned from it.
The categories A and R

(active inVeA;UgatolLY behaviowu:')

indicate an initial low level on day I, followed by an
increase on day 3, and then a general decline, as may be
expected as the subjects gained experience with the experimental environment (i.e. this might be considered as an
instance where the "information content" of the environment becomes diminished with exploration and familiarity) .
The other

ac.;Uve inVeA;UgatolLY behavioUA, S, shows a high

:in ci de nce on day I, then appears to decline more slowly

(allowing for the individual differences in this category).
As would be expected of an adjunctive behaviour,
the percentage occurrence of drinking increases with the
development of schedule-induced polydipsia.

This trend

is also reflected in the data from Table 6:3 showing the
experimental sessions water intake and number of licks.
categories G and F reveal an overall similarity
(reflecting their overall category of ,o:ta.:t.ionMy behavioWU:, )
in that they initially occur with a high frequency (suggesting a reaction to the "novelty" of their environment), then
decline.

Significantly, these two behaviours were the

most effected by the removal of the drinking tube, and
show a great increase in occurrence on day 15.

This

implies that they are closely related to displacement
activities, since
(i)

they occur with the highest frequency,

when the environment is "new"

been fully investigated), and

(and has not

6:24
(ii) When the familiar envivonment of the experimental chamber undergo.,es a reduction in

II

stimulus complex-

ity" 3 with the drinking tube being removed (i.e. the
animal has even less potential activities to engage in).
However, since the data are ipsitive, then care in
interpreting trends is necessary in the case of the data
from day 15;

since changes in the percentage occurrence

of all behaviours must be expected when one behaviour
(schedule-induced polydipsia, which accounted for over 30%
of all categories on the previous session) is removed from
Despite this caution, it is significant that

the sample.

G and F most reflect the changed conditions on day 15, as
opposed to the other remaining categories.
(b)

The cumulative temporal distributions of the

overall categories.

Figures 6:2 a-e and 6:3 a-e reveal

an interesting pattern over the successive days of
observation.
Category 1 -

(hnmeciLate 6ood-oJUented behaviouJt6 j shows the

learning of the temporal probability of food delivery,
.since the early sessions indicate a pattern of sporadic
occurrence of this behaviour throughout

the food cycle.

However, the latter sessions show a very high probability
of this behaviour occurring after food delivery, usually
to the exclusion of other behaviours, followed by a rapid
decline to a minimal level throughout the rest of the interfood interval.

3. "stimulus complexityI' in this sense refers to the number
af stimulus items in the experimental environment with
which the animal may interact.

6:25
Ca tegory 2 -

(aetive ,{ytvuUga.to!t!J behaviou.JrA)

appears to

occur with equi-probability throughout the period
following food delivery in the early sessions, but changes
in pattern as

schedule~induced

polydipsia develops, when

it is more frequently observed at the end of the interfood interval.

Thus, this category is displaced to a

greater extent by the development of polydipsia.

As

noted in the previous discussion, the removal of the drinking tube did not markedly effect the distribution and
magnitude of this category.
Category 3 (schedule-induced polydipsia) follows the
expected pattern of a behaviour that develops to asymptote,
and occurs in the period following food delivery.

The

"post-pellet" locus of this phenomenon is clearly
demonstrated on days 8 and 12, where a substantial
of time

i~IDediately

by this behaviour.

portion

following food consumption is occupied
Of added interest is the diminished

occurrence of polydipsic behaviour towards the latter
portions of the inter-food interval, indicating that this
behaviour is not an exclusive post-pellet phenomenon.
Ca tegory 4 (,!J.t.at.iOYLM!J behav,{olVLO)

initially occurred at a

high frequency in the period following food delivery on
day 1, with a decline on day 3 (when category 2 shows
an increase, as noted in the previous discussion).

with

the development of polydipsia, category 4 shows a similar
pattern to category 2, in that both these categories'
appear to be displaced by the drinking, and tend

t~

occur

with increasing probability towards the end of the 'inter""'
food interval.

On days 8 and ,12 both categories 2 and 4

show a near equal probability of occurrence.

6:26

with the drinking tube removed on day 15, category 4
expanded to occupy

th~

space left by the absence of

drinking behaviour, and as previously discussed, this
appears to be in response to a decline in the complexity
6f the environment under this condition.
In general, these data indicate that as the subject
learns the temporal probability of food delivery, scheduleinduced polydipsia develops to occupy the period following
eating and tapers off towards the latter portion of the
interval, when active investigatory behaviours and stationary behaviours increase in frequency.

The removal of the

drinking tube appears to promote an increase in stationary
behaviours, possibly because .of the .lack of a suitable
object (i.e. the drinking tube) to direct behaviour towards.

(2) The Ferret Experiment.
Results:
. (a)

Percentage occurrence of each category,

These

results are presented in Table 6:4, and are further shown
in Figure 6:4.
(b)
categories.

The cumulative temporal distribution of overall
These data are presented in FigureS 6:5 and

(subject Fl) and 6:6 a-d (subject F2).

As with the rat

data, various overall categories are coloured in to assist
in their discriminability.

Discussion:
(a)

Percentage occurrence of each category.

As

with the results from the rats, II and E show a stable level
of occurrence as would be expected given the limited

Table 6:4.

Percentage oCcurehce

.. each category per

session.

Day 1

Day 3

Day 8

Day 12

H

12.40

.12.33

11. 40

9.20

E

6.47

5.07

4.74

5.47

30.66

29.73

25.93

36.80

8.07

14.80

17.86

17.27

14.40

13.93

12.93

8.80

Sct

9.47

9.94

13.53

10.13

Scb

13.06

4.26

4.07

6.26

5.47

9.94

9.54

6.06

H

18.20

10.86

10.81

9.87

E

2.67

4.47

7.07

5.87

36.26

25.06

31. 60

38.53

4.27

6.74

11. 67

13.06

17.87

11. 00

17.30

9.47

Sct

6.33

10.47

8.94

8.40

Scb

1. 73

21. 80

6.74

9.60

12.67

9.60

5.87

5.20
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qvailability of food.

The other cqtegories of behaviour

also show a relativelY:stable pattern, with 5, Sct and M
showing little variation across the different sessions.
Scb shows the influence of individual differences (F2
engaging in this behaviour more than Fl) •

The combined

stationary categories of Hi and I occur at a high level
(of the order of 35 - 50% of all observations) , . al though
some individual differences appear.

Significantly Hi is

a frequent behaviour in both animals, showing that these
animals spent much of the time resting with their heads in
the food receptacle (as is shown in the following section
dealing with the temporal distributions of the various
overalltategories) •

The category M reflects the great

range of low frequency behaviours in ferrets
on one occasion) compared with the rats

(up to 13%

(where this

category never exceeded 2% of the observations) •

This

high occurrence of category M in ferrets may be partially
attributable to the greater range of behaviours that
ferrets demonstrated in the experimental situation, and
partially to the difficulties experienced in categorizing
and recording their behaviour.
(b)

The cumulative temporal distributions of over-

all categories.

The patterns of behaviour shown in

Figures 6:5 a-d and 6:6 a-d reveal several different
features to those of the rats.
Ca tegory 1 -

[immedia.:te 6ood-oJtiented behavioUftl

shows a

similar pattern to the rats, with the ferrets rapidly
learning the temporal probability of food delivery.

This

pattern is predictable, since the occurrence of this
category of behaviour must directly relate to the delivery
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of food in food deprived animals .•
Category 2 -

[..6ta.tiona.,;uJ beJtavioUJt,6) differs from that of the

rats in that grooming does not contribute to this
category in ferrets

(in all, no more than a total of 60

observations of grooming were ever observed in the
ferrets over all sessions).

Category 2 in ferrets was

comprised of protracted bouts of immobile behaviour, and
was the most frequently recorded overall category in both
subjects.

Furthermore, this behaviour increased in

frequency over the inter-food interval, and reached a
probability of near unity in the last quarter.

Instead

of grooming, sniffing or ambulating in the latter portions
of the interval (the pattern observed in rats), the
ferrets simply lay down until the next food portion was
delivered.
Categories 3 - (Sni.66ingl,

4

(ScJtatc.hing be.haviowt} and 5

( mL6c.e1£ane.oU6) all show a similar temporal distribution,
and can be considered together.

These categories appear

with an approximately equal probability in the interval
immediately following category I

be.havioU/t.,6)

rimme.diate. 6ood-oll.ie.nte.d

and show a decline across the inter-food

interval as the probability of Category 2 (..6::ta..:UonaJty

be.haviouJll,) increases.

At the point of their maximum

probability of occurrence these categories occupy the
position where schedule-induced pOlydipsia occurs in rats.
Thus the difference between the rafs and ferrets in this
portion of the interval is expressed as one behaviour
becoming predominant (polydipsia) in the rats, and several
behaviours occurring without one predominating in the
ferrets.
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In general the temporal
various behaviours

bet~een

dist~ibutions

of the

the two species show a different

pattern after the food is delivered and consumed.
rats, a limited range of

b~haviours

In the

occurs, until the

latter positions of the interval where categories 2 and 4
occur with approximate equal probability_

In the

ferrets the post-food interval is characterised by the
occurrence of a range of behaviours, with their rapid
diminuition as the animals developed one exclusive
pattern towards the end of the interval (i.e. immobile
wai ting) .

Whereas the rats developed polydipsia, the

ferrets did not direct their behaviour to one specific
aspect of their experimental .environment.

This suggests

that either there is a phylogenetic/ecological factor
operating in ferrets to prevent their attending to a limited
range of behaviours in this situation, or that the
experimental situation did not provide these animals with
an appropriate object to direct appropriate behaviours
towards.

This suggestion is further considered in the

next sec tion.

(E) General Discussion.
The results from the observational study are important in that they illuminate the patterns of behaviour of
the respective species in the experimental situation.
The development of schedule-induced polydipsia in the rats,
occuring in the period following eating, increases in
magnitude over successive sessions to the exclusion of
most other behaviours.

In the latter portions of the

inter-food interval the polydipsic behaviour declines,
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and the rats engage in either -6:ta.;tiono)uj behaviowu,
(grooming and sitting still }or

ac.tive inve-6tigcdolLY

6enaviowu, (ambulation, rearing and sniffing).
The interval following the delivery and consumption
of food in ferrets is characterised by the occurrence of
a variety of behaviours, none of which develops to the
exclusion of all others.

This suggests that a process of

behavioural variation is operating in this portion of the
interval.

Towards the latter portions of the inter-food

interval the ferrets developed a pattern of immobile
behaviour, remaining so until the next food delivery.
This behaviour rapidly developed to the virtual exclusion of
all other behaviours (in a manner akin to the development
of polydipsia in rats, although later in the interval).
These results relate closely to the speciesgenerality of adjunctive drinking, as they show that the rat
directs its behaviour towards the drinking tube when

eding

is delayed, whereas the ferret exhibited a pattern of
variability without anyone behaviour predominating.

In

terms of Staddon and Simmelhag's model (and that of Garcia
et at ) the drinking in rats and the variable behaviours in
ferrets occurred in the period associated with interim
activities, as predicted in section c

(4).

It may be speculated that these differences in the
interim activities reflect ecological features of these
respective species, the rat persevering with a limited
range of behaviours (in keeping with its natural pattern
of sustained food.seeking), while the ferret engaged in
a range of behavioun (as might be expected of a species
that has to "start over again" should it miss it's prey
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at the first attempt at capture) ,

.

The behaviours\exhibited in the latter portion of
the inter-food interval also suggest a strong ecological/
phylogenetic influence.

The rats engaged in

behaviowv.. and ac.tive btveotigatoJtlj behaviowv..

~t~OMAlj

to an equal

extent, except when the drinking tube was removed, and
then a marked increase in grooming and "freezing"
occurred (implying some sort of mediating behaviours were
predominating) ,

The ferrets were almost exclusively

engaged in protracted bouts of remaining immobile, usually
with their heads resting in the food hopper.

This pattern

of quiescence has been noted elsewhere in the cat.
since·thesetwo species both share the carnivorous mode of
living, it is reasonable to assume that some cornmon features
exist between the cat's behaviour and that of the ferret.
Breland and Breland (1966) note that cats often become
immobile if a delay in food delivery is imposed upon them
in the laboratory setting: 4
IIAlso, because the cat does not course his
game, his persistence for food at anyone
time is not too long-lived.

If we require

the cat to make a response requiring a larger
outlay of energy, he will go through one
sequence but then may very well lie down and
go to sleep if he doesn't achieve success
in the first trial ll
4.

•

(p. 90).

The
behaviour in the laboratory situation usually
involves a strong learned component as to when feeding
occurs, as opposed to the behaviour in the wild where
feeding is related to availability of prey etc.
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This pattern of sleeping in

~atsl

in situations

involving "thwarting" qr "frustration" of consummatory
behaviour, has been considered as a form of displacement
behaviour of this species.
"In the cat, Parmeggiani stimulated
several different and separate areas
of the forebrain and brains tern and
obtained a behavioural complex
consisting of sniffing, grooming,
lying down, curling up, dozing and
sleeping.

He emphasizes that

this behaviour is normal in unstimulated cats ..•..••.. , Again, Leyhausen
lists grooming, sniffing and lying
down as displacement behaviour for
the cat".
In his

(Delius, 1967).

consideration of displacement sleeping in

cats, Delius notes that the situations that produce displacement behaviour involve an increase in arousal (i.e.
as a result of thwarting, frustration and conflict) •
sees sleep (and other displacement behaviours such as
grooming and lying down) as part of a homeostatic dearousal process:
"I suggest that the occurrence of at
least some displacement activities is
the reflection of a homeostatic process
operating towards cancelling the
arousal increment so generated, through
the activation of an arousal inhibiting
system ...•.• The striking occurrence

He
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of sleep as displacement in several
species may be fegarded as a regulatory
overshoot Ii.
From this statement (and the Brelands' observations)
it may be concluded that, a situation known to produce
displacement sleeping and lying down in.cats, also appears
to produce quiescent behaviour in another carnivore, the
ferret.

As was discussed in section C (4), displacement

and adjunctive behaviours

appear

to be functionally,

causally and adaptively similar, and so the long bouts of
immobility observed in the ferrets may reflect a tendency
amongst some carnivores to remain still when the chances
of eating are slight.
That these

iods of immobility in

occur

in the latter portions of the inter-food interval, after
a period of behavioural variability suggests that
are strong ecological and phylogenetic factors being induced
in the experimental situation.
occurred to

Although immobil

exclusion of most other behaviours, it is

difficult to consider it as an adjunctive behaviour,
according to the usual description of phenomenon.

Firstly,

the periods of immobility were inevitably restricted to
the latter portions of the inter-food interval (instead of
the immediate post-food interval where adjunctive behaviours
are usually observed) .

Secondly, unlike schedule-induced

polydipsia that initially occurred at a low
inc rea

to a high level (from approximate

1 and

10% to 35%

of all observations), immobility initially occurred at a
high level and increased in magnitude to a comparatively
lesser extent (from approximately 40% to 50% of all
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observa tions) .

Thus immobility

di~fers

from schedule-

induced polydipsia in both the temporal locus and in that
it does not develop over successive sessions.

The

behaviour of the rats did not reflect this pattern;
a series

rather

different behaviours emerged, demonstrating

that the rats remained active throughout the inter-food
interval as might be expected of a small omnivore that
has to contend with regular bouts of eating and many
predators.
That species-typical behaviours occur in a situation
involving an intermittence of food availability in food
deprived animals is not unexpected, as Falk. (1977) has
succinctly stated:
"As noted, displacement behaviours are
under the control of facilitating stimuli
and thus not entirely incongrous

with

respect to situational vectors.

Likewise,

adjunctive behaviours are not newly
engendered activities.

They are increased

in the magnitude and probability of behaviours
cU'Aeady pfte-6eYLt M modeJ1..a.te bMe-fta.te fte-6POIt6e-6 to
the. ge.ne.ftat :.Sliua;t.[on.

(Falk, 1971).

Both

displacement and adjunctive activities probably
are produced by much the same stimuli that
produce

e behaviours (drinking, aggression,

nest-building etc,) in other, more usual
situations.

The unus

features involve

the temporal locus of such behaviour and
its apparently nonfunctional exaggeration",
(Italics mine) .
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A question remains as to why-no defined adjunctive
behaviours were

observ~d

in ferrets

excessive drinking in rats) .

(compared with.the

Although several behaviours

were observed in the immediate post-food interval (i.e.
the period of interim activities) none developed to the
exclusion of others.

Two possibilities may account for

this.
Firstly, an appropriate stimulus may not have been
present to serve as a focal point for any potential
adjunctive behaviouri

although two wanipulations that

produce adjunctive behaviour in other species (drinking and
wheelrunning) did not lead to increased behaviour in ferrets.
possibly, schedule-induced aggression might be a suitable
behaviour to examine in this respect, although seasonal,
social, and learning variables are involved in this
particular behaviour in ferrets

(and would require both

extensive investigation and control) .
Secondly, ferrets may not be prone to development
of adjunctive behaviours.

This possibility relates back

to Falk's (1977) prediction, as discussed in the introduction
of Chapter 5, in which he suggested that "the very mobile
hunters with large prey-search times relative to preypursuit times", with "low patch-fugacity thresholds" should
yield food-schedule-induced adjunctive behaviours most
readily".

Assuming that ferrets are indeed very mobile

hunters that fit the patterns described by Falk, then this
prediction has not been borne out in the present experiments.
However, it may also be possible that ferrets are animals
which exhibit a "less mobile mode of foraging", for which
Falk predicts !'less adjunctive behaviour, but it may not be
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inconsequential".

In the absence

~f

firm observational

data of the natural mopes of foraging in ferrets, the
assigning of these categories can only remain speculative.
The only firm conclusion that may be drawn is that under
the experimental conditions imposed upon the ferre

in this

study they did not develop schedule-induced polydipsia
or schedule-induced wheel running, whereas rats did develop
polydipsia.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

Durabil

(A)

Ie-Induced Po

sia.

The experimental manipulations necessary to produce
schedule~induced

polyd

ia in rats are

The research reported herein has repe

ly demonstrated

the simplicity of induction, and the rna
phenomenon.

and simple.

Every rat developed polyd

tude of this
sic responding

within six to eight sessions, and all consumed water markly in excess of

normal daily home cage level in

the space of approx

tely two and

quarter hours.

Despite the ease with which schedule-induced
polydipsia can be demonstrated, a
and the exper
reveal that no s
sts.

ew of the literature

discussed in

earlier chapters,

explanation for this phenomenon
ing

Rather, the nature of the variables inf

schedule-induc

polydipsia, and the relationship between

this phenomenon and other behaviours

(e.g. displacement

activities and

im activities), suggest that a complex

interaction

exogenous and endogenous stimuli,

motivational systems, and phylogenetic factors are involved.
Beyond demonstrating schedule-induced polyd
in every subject tested, the
research conf

sia

edure used in the present

previous findings that response-conting-

ency is not necessary for the induction of this behaviour.
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.
The s

fied procedure, without the familiar lever of

operant research, and without retractab
produced reliable polydips

drinking tubes

and permitted an investiga-

tion of the temporal locus of this behaviour in a satisfactory manner.

Thesimplic

of this manipulation

raises a question as to the necessity to use bar-pressing
(itself a potential adjunctive behaviour;

Wayner and

Greenberg,1973), and retractable water sources (Flory and
O'Boyle, 1972;
potent

Gilbert, 1974) when these items are

sources of confounding the results (through

acquiring the properties of discriminative stimuli themselves, as noted in Chapter 4).
The levels of polydipsia obtained in this research
were not as high as observed by other researchers (e.g.
Falk reports increases of the order of 300%-400% in many
cases) but this may be a consequence of the tyne
As noted in Chapter 2, the presence

pellet used.
sugar in

of food

pellets reduces fluid int

s relative to

the intakes obtained with sugar-free pellets (Christian
and Schaeffer, 1973a, 1973b).

The pellets used in this

research contained 11% dextrose by weight, and this may
have contributed to the lowered levels of polydipsia,
although it was

It that these particular pellets had

the benefit of standardised size and content, compared to
wheat (used in the pilot study) .
In general the features and development of scheduleinduced polydipsia observed in this research, confirms
Falk's 1972 observation that:
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produc~

"The conditions that

schedule-

induced polydipsia are not complex.
The experimental des

is simple, yet

the behavioural. effect

strong and

durable" .

(B) The Temporal Locuf'of S

e-Induced Polydipsia.

The results reported in

s 4 ano 6 confirm

t under the procedure used, s
predominantly an immediate pos
sugges

e-induced polysipsia
llet phenomenon, as

by Falk (1969), although not exclusively so,

as some responding does occur throughout the latter
portions

the inter-food interval.
ese results suggest some consideration of

methodolog

1 factors is necessary in studies that

purport to examine the temporal dis

tion of polydipsia.

Firstly, as has been discussed above,
press

use of the bar-

e (and of retractable levers etc.) is a

possible source of confounded results,
responses must
of polydips

Second

so have an influence on
as a consequence of simple logi

the animal has to perform a number of responses f
drinking.

, these
1 locus
s, since
t before

A good example of this is Killeen's (1975)

studies on the temporal locus of polydipsia, in which he
sought to,
"determine

the time course of

schedule-induc
to that of
behaviours

polydipsia corresponds
interim and terminal

••••••

"!:

••

"
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In his experiment, water was .. obtained via a barschedul~(

press on a CRF

and the rate of responding on

this lever was included in the analysis of the data based
upon a mathematical

model of temporal responding.

He

concluded that,
IlS c hedu

induced polydipsia is often

characteri

as a "post-pellet

phenomenon".

The present experiments

belie that description and show that,
wh

e there is some post-pellet drinking,

the maximum rate of drinking occurs halfway through the interpel let interval".
De

ite the elegance of the data analysis, this

conclusion

questionable on the grounds that the animal's

drinking was made more effortful because of the bar-press
contingency, and this may have served to extend the drinking further into the inter-pellet interval.
clear why Kil

It is not

used a bar-press measure of response

rate, when a simple drinkometer could provide the same
data without resort to increasing the complexity of
experimental situation.
Beyond methodological questions l

the data from the

present experiments indicate that schedule-induced polydipsia occurs predominantly in that interval where interim
activities have been described, and thus confirm the
relationship between adjunctive behaviours and interim
activities.

This relationship is most evident from the

observational studies reported in Chapter 6, on the polydips

behaviour of rats, and suggests that Staddon and

Simmelhag's model has considerable application to these
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.

findings.

(C) SChedule-Induced

BehaViour.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the finding that rats
would respond at a high rate to a licking tube without
drinking being possible was both unexpected, and not
clearly understood.

The responding to the licking tube

was often indistinguishable from that recorded on the
drinking tube (i.e. pOlydipsia) in terms of magnitude
of licking and temporal distribution.

However, individual

differences were greater with schedule-induced licking.
The extent of individual differences in scheduleinduced licking, and the fact that the choice experiments
show a clear preference for polydipsia, suggests that
licking may be a subsidiary response to drinking.

This

possibility also draws support from Segal's (1973 , pers.
comm.) suggestion that two separate but related topographs may be induced.

If the licking response was a sub-

sidiary component of drinking behaviour, it may be speculated that some innate hierarchical organisation
behaviours is being invoked when an animal
usual experimental situation.

these

put in the

Support for such a view may

be drawn from the research on stimulus-bound behaviour (e.g.
Valenstein, Cox, and Kakolewski; 1969, 1970), in which
these authors discussed the results

electrical brain

stimulation studies, finding:
"Hypothalamic stimulation does not
activate only one specific behaviour
pattern.

The stimulation seems to
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excite the substrate for a g:l'"OUp
responses

th~t

in a given species

are related to a common state".
(Valenstein

e;t a1.,

1970; cited in

Staddon and Simmelhag) .
Further support for such a hierarchi,al

tern may

be drawn from the ethological research on "disinhibition"
in displacement behaviour (e.g. Andrew, 1956; McFarland,
1966).

This view is well summar

by Hinde (1966):

"when mutual incompatibility prevents
the appearance of those types of
behaviour which would otherwise
have

highest priority, patterns

which would otherwise have been
suppressed are

rmitted to appear",

Staddon and Simmelhag note that this view has
relevance both to interim activities and adjunctive
behaviour.
Beyond consideration of possible explanations for
schedule-induced licking behaviour is a more immediate

sue

of why licking occurred at such a sustained level in the
present experiments, when other researchers report neglible
licking when water is not available (e.g. Stein, 1964).
Although Cook and Singer (1976) reported some
the drinking tube was empt

, the levels obtained were

markedly less than comparable levels when
were polydipsic.
and polydips

se subjects

The present data show licking behaviour

to be frequently indistinguishable in terms

of licks recorded and the tempo
responding.

cking when

distribut

of

Control sessions data tended to rule out
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rewarding drinkometer current effe
Cook and Singer) since-

s continued to lick at

the tube even after 6
disconnected.

(as suggested by

the drinkometer being

Another

sibility, schedule-induced

tongue-cooling effects (Mendelson and Chillag, 1970)
cannot be discounted, although the magnitude of licking
tube effects seems too,

to be accounted for by this

factor alone.
Clearly s

e-induced licking behaviour

requires further
what the caus

investigation to determine
factors are, as this question cannot be

determined by

present data.

However, these findings

do suggest a s i n f l u e n c e of oral features in this
behaviour, and

sibly in schedule-induced polydips

(D) The

of Schedule-Induced

The failure to demonstrate schedule-induced
polyd

ferrets joins the findings from guinea
, Zec and Mendelson,

and
as

, 1975)

I

1977~

and pigeons (Whalen and

s that do not exhibit

ions

golden hamsters (Wilson

thi~

,1977)

behaviour under

produce it in rats and rhesus monkeys.
e resu

add weight to Wilson and Spencer's sug

"more comparative research is needed
the underlying determinants of
schedule-induced polydipsia are to
be discovered!!.

stion
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However, there is an implicit
in a
.. danger
.
comparative examination of schedule-induced polyd

ia,

and this relates to a point that Hodos and Campbell (1969)
have raised regarding the reasons for using the comparative
method of study.

They note that much comparative

research appears to be

sed upon comparisons between

species,
"that have been selected for study
according to rather arbitrary
considerations ... .... " 1
Accordingly,

basis by which various spec

s

are selected for a comparative investigation of scheduleinduced polydipsia is .important, as consideration of the
animal's mode of living may determine its suitability for
such investigations.

It may be speculated that

desert-dwelling animals would not develop polydipsia
because of the way in which their physiological systems
are adapted to the conservation of liquids, and that the
browsing ungulates of the African savannah (e.g. eland,
antelopes, z

etc ) also might not show this behaviour

because of their adaptation to infrequent drinking in this
drought-ridden niche.
The choice of the ferret as a suitable subject can
just

ied on the basis of Falk's prediction (as noted

in Chapter 5) regarding
behaviour of

fferent spec

propensity to adjunctive
s from various ecological

niches.
1.

For an expanded discussion of this issue see page 14
of Appendix 1.
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without the comparative observationi!i.l study reported in
Chapter 6, the results. from Chapter 5 might appear somewhat trivial, since they would not have shown the variable
behaviour after eating and the long bouts of immobility
before food delivery.
Ecological factors may be significant determinants
of whether schedule-induced polydispsia occurs, and
.
('

whether other

~djunctive

'

behaviours develop, as is

recognised by Falk (1977).

It would seem that the close

relationship between eating and drinking in

rat has

a major bearing on polydipsia being a highly probable
adjunctive behaviour.
in other spec

In this species, and presumably

, the likely form of any adjunctive

behaviour must relate closely to the "natural" (i.e. innate)
organisation of behaviour.

This point is recognised by

Falk (1977) when he states that,
"adjunctive behaviours are not newly
engendered activities.

They are

increases in the magnitude and
probability of behaviours already
present as moderate, base-rate
responses to the general situation".
This comment leads to a consideration of the adaptive features of adjunctive behaviours, since at the initial
level schedule-induced polydipsia appears both maladaptive
and toxic to the well

ing of the animal.

HO\vever, as

discussed in Chapter 4 (p. 24), Falk has emphasised that
the "environmental

rcumstances - the ecology of the

situtition" has an important bearing on whether adjunctive
behaviour can be considered as a creative or toxic

7:;1..0

response.

Thus schedule-induced p61ydipsia may be

considered, not as a pathological propensi

in rats to

over indulge in drinking( but as a peculiar property
of the unnatural experimental situation that the laboratory
specimen is placed in.

Because of the features of the

experimental situation, a normally adaptive behaviour
becomes exaggerated and apparently nonfunctional.

Yet

the underlying mechanism, in the "natural" environment has
an advantage to the animal in that it stabilizes a number
of activities in situations of moment to moment instability,
as Falk (1977Y has described:
"Thus, adjunctive behaviour can either
stabilize pre-existing, adaptive behaviour
in an otherwise unstable situation or be
so invasive in vulnerable situations that
it eliminates other species of behaviour.
Whether this latter outcome

1S

creative

or toxic for the organism depends upon the
overalladjustive value of the newly
dominant behaviour".
As adjunctive behaviours appear to have an adaptive
value to the organism, and are related to displacement
behaviours

then they conform to the evolutionary

principles governing Ii

in a changing environment.

It

is to this adaptive value that consideration of the
species-generality of adjunctive behaviours needs direction.
"The reinforcement intermittence and
thwarting conditions that y

Id

adjunctive and displacement behaviours
increase the organism's probability of
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.

responding in strength
to other
.
possibilities in the environmental
context by increasing the gain on
operant units receiving relatively
low, but apprec

, facilitation

from current environmental stimuli.
In this regard, Armstrong (1950) comments
that 'a species which is able to modi
its behaviour to

changed circum-

stances by means of displacement, rather
than by the evolution of ad hoc.
modifications

from scratch,

will have an advantage over other
species.

Therefore,

c.e;teJI.JA paiU.bu.6

J

a displacement-prone species will be
more adaptable, and consequently more
successful, than a species not so
equipped',
observes:

But he also ironical
'No doubt many dysgenic

displacements have been eliminated with
their performers in the course of
evolution' ".

(Falk, 1972).

(E) Suggestions for Further Research.

The technique adopted to inves

gate the temporal

distribution

schedule-induced polydipsia in rats was

both simple

effective.

in this

The main difficulty encount

imentation related to

drinkometer records onto data

transcription of
, a process that wou

7:12

be

tly facillitated

if an arrCl.¥ of counters were

.used to record the actual number of licks in each
successive 'bin'.

This modification would have an

advantage beyond making

recording easier, as the

overall technique could be applied to assessing the
effects of various pharmacological agents on the general
behaviour of an animal.·
Schedule-induced polydipsia has been used to
obtain high levels of alcohd ingestion in rats (indeed
the second publication describing this phenomenon used
a 5.6% (w/v) solution of ethanol, see Lester, 1961) and
high leve

of self-intoxication obtained in rats by

this procedure are unique in many
the anima

cts.

Not only do

ingest alcohol "somewhat voluntarily", but

after sustained consumption of ethanol by this procedure
they appear to develop withdrawal symptoms when access
to it is denied.

(Hawkins, Schrot, Githens and Everett,

1972; Falk, Samson and Winger, 1972).
The significance of these findings is noted by Hawkins

ex

a1., who comment,
"To our knowledge, no similar observations
of possible alcohol deprivation effects in
rodents have been reported.

This is sub-

stantiated in a recent review by
(1968) .

10

There have been only a few

suggestions that alcdlol depr

ion has

produced demonstrable behavioural or
physiological changes in any animals
other than man ...•.... Our observations
are only a tiny suggestion that it is

7:13

possible to produce

physica~

dependence in r,ats, but these
results are extremely encouraging".
An analysis of the temporal distribution of
schedule-induced alcohol consumption over time may reveal
both the effects of intoxication, and the physiological
impairment due to this ingestion.
(

Beyond investigating the effects of alcohol, the
effects of known dosages of various pharmocological agents
on the nervous system might be investigated through an
analysis of the temporal distribution of polydipsia.

Of

empirical interest is the sensitivity of the temporal
distribution of this behaviour to various factors that
change the internal state of· an animal.

If this measure

is found to be sensitive it may have an advantage over
various other measures that use learned responses

(i.e.

bar-press, key pecks e.t.c.).
In considering a further investigation of
adjunctive behaviours in ferrets, a number of empirical
directions are suggested.

The occurrence of manipulative

behaviours in this species (e.g. scratching and scrabbling)
suggests that some sort of manipulanduw could be provided
in the experimental situation towards which these activities could be directed.

An auditory attachment to such a

device (perhaps a simple ratchet) might be required in
order to give some sensory feedback to the subjects.
Another variable that might be manipulated is the
palatability of the liquid provided in a potential polydipsic situation, although the present data suggest polydipsia is a very unlikely behaviour in this species.

7;14

An
b~haviour

~ltern~tive

.

approach to investigating the

of ferrets wbuld

il making the experimental

environment more complex,2 through the provision of
several recesses, objects to climb on, and

'numerous mov-

able objects to manipulate, in

to see whether the

natural playfulness and curios

rved in the home-

cages (the "destructive ingenuity"

scribed in Chapter

5 regarding the development of the activity wheel) might
prevail over the tendency to remain immobile.
situation an observational analys
also give some indication of

In this

the animals may
extent to which the lack

of complexity in the usual experimental environment
influences the patterns of behaviour.
The results of the observational study, while
demonstrating some aspects of the behaviour of ferrets,
s extending to examine changes in

inter-food

interval, as this variable is known to have importance to
behaviour of rats

(e.g. Falk, 1966b;

Githens and Everett, 1972).

Also, a

igation of the size of food portions is
so a significant variable in the behaviour
(e.g. Falk, 1969).

, Schrot,
investI

as this
rats

It may be speculated that, small food

tions that are made available on an

basis,

not have the same importance to a species that normally
s its total meal in one sequence of behaviour (i.e.
a

susta
eco
2. A s

compared with an omnivore (that is
food-seeking behaviour consequential to its
1 niche) .
consideration also applies to rats.

to

7;15

Finally, in testing

's (1977) prediction
food~schedule-induced

regarding

propensity to

behaviours

carni vores, .the

appropriate subject.

adjunctive

may not be an entirely

Although ferrets are carnivores, the

evidence presented in Appendix Two suggests that this species does not make extensive use of visual cues when hunting
in the natural state.
lS

great in th

The role of smell in prey-searching

species, and this may have considerable

bearing on the results obtained in the present research.
It may be. more advisable to use

domestic cat as a

subject, since this species is more visual, and can
considered a very mobile hunter.

so, unlike the ferret,

a substantial body of research has been accumulated on the
behaviour of cats, and this may be of assistance in understanding the experimental data obtained.

(F) In Conclusion.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the
research reported in this thesis.

Investigations of the

temporal locus of schedule-induced polydipsia in rats reveal
this behaviour is predominantly a

llet pheno-

menon, although not exclusively so, as some minimal drinking
does occur in the

segments of the inter-food interval.

Furthermore, this finding has been achi
es

lly simple

many methodological di

with an

rimental paradigm, and circumvents
iculties of other techniques that

have examined this question.

Additionally, an unexpected

discovery was made, that the subjects continued to respond
at an equivalent level to a tube which did not permit
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drinking to occur,
ation.

i~

. This finding

contrary to expect-

The similarity between the magnitude and

temporal distribution of responding on both the drinking
and licking tubes suggests that a closely re
phenomenon was being induced

both situations.

schedule-induced licking was not fully inves

ga

present data suggest t,hat this 'phenomenon could
subsidiary response of drinking

Although
, the
a

which is deni

1

expression by the particular nature of the licking tube.
The re

from both schedu

induced polydipsia and

licking suggest that these behaviours are highly prepotent
in the rat, as
develop.

indicated by

This implies the influence of some innate

organisation

these behaviours in this species.

Further evidence
behaviour of
induced

vigour with which they

polydips

this view can

drawn from the

ferrets, where

to induce schedule-

were met with

lure.

Despite these negative results from ferrets, an
observational study revealed that

behaviour of this

species has a definite organisation, with a number of
species-typical behaviours in evidence.

Where rats

directed their attention to drinking, ferrets engaged in
a range of behaviours.
importance to any

These findings have a great

lanation for schedule-induced poly-

dipsia (and adjunctive behaviours generally).
The demonstration of a limited

ies-generality

must crucially influence any theoretical account of this
phenomenon, since many explanations have been couched in a
"general process" framework.

such approaches are clearly

invalid, since they are unable to account for the limited
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of this behaviour.
theorising,

schedule~induced

In !act, despite extensive
polydipsia has only ever

been reliably produced in rats and certain species
monkeys.
This observation, and the present results,
an unavoidable conclusion:

to

any theoretical explanation

for schedule-induced r~lydipsi~ must necessarily account
for the 1

ted species-generality of this phenomenon, or

else be

lIed as 'yet another theory' of rat

behaviour.
The overdependance upon the rat has been a
frequently cited criticism of

imental psychology.

The present results support such a criticism, as the data
only become understandable when considered in conjunction
with the na

behaviour of the two species studied.

When viewed from the perspective of the variability,
and adaptiveness of behaviour, these differences between
rats and ferrets serve to emphasize
laboratory-

need to relate

procedures to the

I, evolutionary

and ecological origins of animal behaviour.
As is discus

in an essay in Appendix One, the various

approaches to

study of animal behaviour have often

pursued courses that have frequently been characterised by
acrimony and polemics with little interchange between the
fruitful spirits

each viewpoint.

current state of

harmonious interchange between these approaches is both
laudable and neces

if the advancement

of animal behaviour

to succeed.

been stated;

but perhaps most clear

the science
view has often

by Daniel Lehrman,

In a volume dedicated to the memory of T.e. Schneirla,
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and which may serve as an epilogue.
.

.
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eveV!
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Al;l

A N I MAL

CUR R E N T

B E H A V IOU R:

ISS U E S

As has been discuss

AND

SOU E

PRO B L E

J:.1 S.

in the Introduction, a re-

appraisal of Animal Behaviour has been evident in the
1970's and contrasts with the earlier polarization of the
different theoretical approaches to the subject.

These

differing disciplines embrace a number of methodological
and philosophical approaches that have often been
irreconcilable, and have often generated acrimonious debate
that has

tended to

rather than eluc

e.

This

essay considers selected aspects of the study of animal
behaviour, with a particular emphasis upon the
facing comparative psychology.

This emphas

sues
does not

imply a pre-eminence of comparative psychology over other
approaches to animal behaviour;

rather it indicates a

personal view that this particular approach reflects
the greatest reappraisal of the theoretical and methodological issues in contemporary thinking on the behaviour of
animals.

(A) An Historic

Perspective.

Historically, observations of animal behaviour
predate writing, as pre-historic drawing indicates an
interest in

subject apparently from viewpoints of

Al:2
survival and worship.

(See Warden, 1927, for a consider-

ation of these early Historical aspects of animal
behaviour) .

However, religious considerations pervaded

evaluation of the topic until the time of Darwin, for until
this point the systematic study of animal behaviour was
related to theological necessity.

Debates as to the

likely possession of a soul may have been beneficial to
theology, but served li

value to understanding why

animals behave as they do.
the behaviour of animals
from this

Despite the disinterest in
pelt.6

e t important concepts emerged

iod, and many of these set intellectual

precedents in the contemporary thinking on the· subject.
Most notably, these include;
(i)

Aristotle I s Sc.ala na;tWLae (the precursor
of the contemporary phylogenetic scale) .

(ii)

Instinct and intelligence (attributed to
the medieval scholastics circa 1400 A.D.) .

(iii) Descartes' formulations on the mind/body
problem

(the mechanistic philosophy often

reflected in Behaviourism) •
(iv)

Lamarck's theory of evolution (in which
behaviour was systematically embodied as
a subject into a biological theory).
However, it was the contribution of Charles Darwin

that provided the most significant impact upon the early
study of animal behaviour.
Darwins' theory of evolution instigated an
unparalleled reappraisal of scientific, theological and
philosophical issues, producing a major transformation of
the existing body of knowledge.

Animal behaviour was seen

Al:3

to be a legitimate topic in

s own right, devoid of

theological considerations, and important as an agent of
1

evolutionary change.
in "The. VMc..e.1'Lt

on

Man"

in Man and :the. AnimaL6",
II

This was particularly emphas
(1871), and "The. ExpJtM.6ion

on

:the. EmoUoYL.6

( IS 7 2) •

Darwins I own main cont,ribution, the

theory of selection, also involved
essential relationships between
behaviour and evolution.

He saw

and illustrated with many examples that
the behaviour

animals is often

determined, and always circumscribed,
by theirhereditYi although he knew even
less than we do about the mechanisms
involved.

The behaviour of animals

also obvious

and crucially involved

in their survival and success in
reproduction.

Thus natural selection

provides another way, less direct, but
truer than the supposed Lamarkian way,
in which behaviour is bound in with
changes in heredity that constitutes
evolution".

(Simpson, 1958, P.S).

The study of intelligence was among the first topics
to benefit from this theoretical approach, efforts being
directed towards the discovery of signs

incipient

mentality in animals, that would be expected if the mind
of man was on the same continuum as them.
study of instinct featured prominently.
were of fundamental importance to the

Also, the
These two topics

ter subjects of

Al:4
comparative psychology and ethology.
The post-Darwini~n era was characterised by a
flourishing

st in animal behaviour from a

theoretical and research viewpoint, in 'Vlhich the prime
consideration was based upon further elucidation of
evolutionary processes through the study

behaviour.

And along with this expansion in interest in animal
behaviour came contentious debate over various issues;
in particular the use of anthropomorphism and the anecdotal
method.

Stemming from the writings

G.J. Romanes, a

large number of papers appeared in which the existence of
"higher" behaviours in animals was discussed, often on a
level of incredulity rivalling the statements of the
Roman author Pliny,

(who would have "dogs howling at the

moon in worship", and"

ephants ritually bathing at

evening to purify body and spirit".)

To the biologists

studying animal behaviour, such conclusions ran contrary
to their training in scientific objectivity, and the use
of anthropomorphism and anecdotalism were rejected as
being unreliable, subjective, and scientifically
disreputable.

However, a deeper issue was implicit in

this dispute - the basic philosophical discontinuity
between mechanism and vitalism.
"law of parsimony"

(Lloyd

~1organ,

The promulgation of the
1894) had great impact

upon consequent approaches to animal behaviour, and
provided a cornerstone to this science (with its most
extreme expression being found in the contemporary
philosophy of radical behaviourism) .
The. differences between mechanistic and vitalistic
philosophies had significance beyond the rejection of

anecdotal methods, for this issue focussed upon the
differences between the biologists (who were seeking
further exploration of the evolution of instinct and
intelligence) and the early psychologists (who were
primarily of philosophical outlook) .

.Of this period,

Scott (1973) notes:
"In this era work was at first dominated
by biologists;

before 1890 there were

few individuals who called themselves
psychologists, and even these were still
creeping out of that mother fold of
sciences, philosophy.

The collection of

data was dominated by two concepts,
the evolution of intelligence, and the
evolution of instinct, which were seen
as forming a distinct dichotomy.
However, the interest in behaviour by the biologists
was soon to diminish, as Mendel's research on genetics
was re-discovered at the turn of the century and led to the
theories of chromosomal transmission of heredity and of the
gene within a few years.
"Most of the biologists (including
T.H. Morgan himself) switched
their attention away from animal
behaviour and devoted it to the
new science of genetics, which
was so promising of fruitful results".
(Scott, 1973)
About this time another significant change in
emphasis occurred, one which strongly influenced the

AI: 6

development of animal psychology.

Pavlov's research

on conditional reflexep focussed interest upon the
process of learning, and away from considerations of the
evolution of intelligence.

Hence the psychological

tradition of learning research became established, along
with the use of standard laboratory animals to study
learning·processes, and the advent of "rat psychology".
"Since most psychologists of that
day were poorly supported, they
used the cheapest available mammal,
which happened to be the Norway
rat, rather than the dog".

(Scott,

1973) •

A concurrent development was the setting up of
research laborato)t::'ies and teaching courses in animal
psychology, most notably in the U.S.A., where this
learning-oriented tradition has remained steadfast since.
No specific time or event can be defined when the
contemporary approaches to animal behaviour became
specifically identified;

rather, a gradual coalescence

of methodologies and philosophical adherences came about,
leading to the various "schools" of study.

Generally,

these schools can be identified under the headings of
Comparative Psychology, Behaviourism, and Ethology_

(B)

CO~PARATIVE

(1)

Introduction and Origins.

PSYCHOLOGY.

The term comparative psychology was first used by

Al;7
Flourens in 1864 as the ti
views

thi~

e of a book.

Jaynes (1969)

book as the starting point of the subject:

"It was partly a rewrite of an earlier
work (Flourens 1861), but he added
among other things a new first chapter
and probably, to counteract the nonCu~ier

connotations of ethology founded

6 years earlier, re-titled the book
P61jc..hoiogie CompaAee.

While it

possible

that the term may have been used earlier
in a trivial way, this is the first
attempt to found comparative psychology
as

~

new science.

In the first

chapter, Flourens is quite conscious
of this.

Comparative psychology is to

combine human psychology as it is
represented in Descartes, i.e. from a
mechanistic neurological stand-point,
and animal psychology as it has been
represented by Reamus, Leroy and Cuvier".
In the decade
books publi

1875-1~85

there were no fewer than five

d with campara ti ve psyc

as the

ti tl'e;

Joly (1877), Vignoli (1877), Espinas (1877), Tissot (1878),
and Bascom

(1878)~

and the term was also used as the

title of an article by Herbert Spencer in 1875, while
Romanes had made clear reference to it in two of his books
published in 1883 and 1884.

It is difficult to

ine the beginning of comparative

psychology~

rather its

development was one of a coalescence of a number of
theoretical concepts, and the first products of experiment-

Al:8
tation, as is suggested by Jaynes,
"It is impossible to know when a new
name for something is needed.

But

how quickly it is taken up, if at all,
is certainly an indication of that
need.

And immediately the phrase,

comparative psychology, was spoken
of everywhere".
Although Romanes was the first major name associated
with the term (following the Darwinian ambition to
demonstrate the continuity of mental traits over the
phylogenetic scale) his work was criticised on the grounds
of subjectivity, and the emphasis became centred upon
experimental and laboratory-based research principles.
Lubbock is generally credited with being the first person
to employ laboratory techniques in his research, and he
led the way for an approach focussing upon what animals
were capable of doing under a set of rigidly controlled
laboratory principles.

with a shifting emphasis away

from naturalistic settings towards the experimental
laboratory carne the rise into pre-eminence of the
American schools of Comparative Psychology to a position
they have occupied ever since.

Naturalistic approaches

to animal behaviour did however, remain popular in Europe,
although these two divergent viewpoints did not come into
mutual contact until the 1950's.
In 1898 E.L. Thorndike, a distinguished comparative
psychologist, commenced pUblication of his work, while
concommitantly, Kline started the first laboratory course
in this subject.

In the following year another
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distinguished comparative psychologist,

R.~1.

Yerkes,

established his laboratory at Harvard University, and
in 1903 the founder of Behaviourism, J.B. Watson
further

followed suit at Chicago University.

consideration of these early researchers see Tobach, Adler
and Adler, 1973).
The history of comparative psychology has
characteristically been fraught with issues and disagreeIn general, these disputes reduce to a few issues

ments.

that may be summarised as relating to what subject areas
are subsumed under the term llcomparative psychologyll, as
to whether inter-species

fferences are a main concern of

this approach, and as ~o

meth

constitute valid tools of research.
over the

ogic

manipulations

Numerous writings

st sixty years have proffered divergent opinions

as to what Comparative Psychology was really concerned
about, and this question is

11 unanswered.

The

contemporary student of this discipline may justifiably
claim doubt as to whether it really exists, as is
exemplified by the titles of the following papers, all
published

the early 1970

IS:

ReMec;Uono 011 the 6ail 06

Compa.itC{tive. P.6yc.hotogy (Lockhard, 1971)., CompaJLa;t{.ve P.6yc.hotogy

,u 110t dead (Adler

&

Tobach 1971).,

011 the. de.m,u e. 06

nail

CompaJLa;t{.ve. P.6yc.hotogy

(Harless, 1971)., 011 the

CompaJLa;t{.ve. P.6yc.hotogy

(Boice 1971). ,compaJLctilve. P.6yc.hotogy live,/.)

011 Ul1deA al1 aMume.d name.

06

(Wilcox, 1972).

Beyond the emotive claims and counterclaims of such
artic

s there remains a substantial body of research and

theory about comparative psychology that has been accrued
over this century_
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For a comprehensive review of research and historical
developments in Comparative Psychology reference should be
In~oduction

made to the following texts:

P.6yc.hology (Morgan, 1904).,
ArUma! Intei.ligenc.e
l~oduction

and Men

(Thorndike, 1911).,

(McDougall, 1923).,

(Tolman, 1932).,

TJteati.oe

ArUma! Intellif)enc.e

to CompahaUve P.6yc.holiJgy

on P.oyc.hology

to CompahaUve
(Romanes, 1910).,

BelutvioUlL:

(Watson, 1914).,

&

Ouiline

PUlLpO.6ive BehavioUlL in ArUmw

Compahauve P.6ydlOlogy:

(Warden, Jenkins

An

Warner, 1935).,

Anima! P.oyc.hology (Maier and Schneirla, 1935).,

A CompJtehen.oive

Ph..i11Uple.o on
The ArUma! ULnd

\Washburn 1936)., ArUmw and Men: studie.o in CompMauve

P.oyc.hology (Katz, 1937).,

Compaftative P.oyc.hology

CompahaUv~P.oyc.hology (Stone, 1951).,

ArUmai...6

(Thorpe, 1956).,

O~oss,

1942).,

LeahrUng and In.ound in

Anima! BelutvioUlL (Scott, 1958).,

Ph..inuple.o on CompahaUve P.oyc.hology (Waters Rethlingshafer and
Caldwell, 1960)., CompahaUve P.oyc.hology
1964)., ArUma! BelutvioUlL

(Ratner and Denny,

(Breland and Breland, 1966)., ArUma!

BehavioUlL (Breland and Breland, 1966)., ArUma! BehavioUlL
(Hinde, 1966).,

CompahaUve P.oyc.hology a;t IMue (Tobach, Adler,

and Adler, 1973).
(2) Contemporary Problems.
Unlike the abovementioned texts, which generally
contain information on a more mundane and prosaic level,
a number of recent articles have appeared .that criticise
comparative psychology on a number of issues.

These

issues are often seen as being interrelated, but generally
can be separated into three problems areas, namely,
(i)

an overdependance on the white rat and
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learning process studies,
(ii)

the theoretical basis for making
phylogenetic comparisons and the
assumptions of a "phylogenetic scale",

(iii)

and, the semantic confusions relating
to the use of the word "comparative ll

•

These problem areas will be considered separately.
(i)

IlSubject and behaviour-process myopia."
In his classic paper "The Snark was a Boojum"

Beach (1950) introduced a debate about the overdependance
on the white-rat and learning process experiments in
comparative psychology.

His strictures as to the

inadvisability of relying upon the laboratory rat as
an experimental subject have remained to the greater
extent, accepted, as papers in the

Amweaft P-6yehologi.6.t indic-

ate (e.g. Dukes, 1960; Whalen, 1961; Bitterman, 1965;
Yeager, 1973).

These papers have analysed the type of

experimental animals used, and the type of behaviour
studied, over successive pUblications of the
CompcUta.:Uve aftd PhY-6.iolog.ieal P-6yehology.

]oUJmal 06

They confirm that there

is a preponderance of learning and conditioning studies
based upon the rat, and these conclusions have been used to
"reaffirm Beach's message of subject and behaviour-process
myopia"

(Yeager, 1973).

The consequences of this limited

approach to the study of animals and their behaviour appear
to have been serious for comparative psychology, alleges one
author.
IlAccording to Lockhard (1971) it was
the questioning of these and related
dogmatic traditions which inevitably
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resulted in the replacement of
comparative psychology with a new
evolutionary-concious field, animal
behaviour" •

(Yeager, 1973).

The veracity of many of

points raised in these

papers notwithstanding, some questioning of the methods
used to quantify trends in comparative psychological
research seems necessary on a number of grounds.
most of these papers investigating the "trend

Firstly,
contents"

of the JOUlLnai.. of) CompaAative and Phlj.6iologie:ai.. P.6Ijc.hologlj appear
to ignore other publications that contain animal-related
research, such as: BehavioUlL, P.6Ijc.honomic. Sc.ienc.e, The
P.6Ijc.hologic.ai.. Rec.ofLd, Phlj.6iologlj & BehavioUlL, The loU/mai.. of). GeneLlc.
P.6Ijc.holog Ij and Animal BehavioUlL.

As Yeager states,

"an implicit assumption has been
made, namely that the scope of
American comparative psychology
is exemplified by articles
published in JCPP".
He presents evidence which shows a "paucity of
concern with the rat conditioning and learning" in a
similar analysis conducted on

BehavioUlL.

of the adjective "comparative" in the

Secondly I the use
Ie of the

JOUlLnai.. of) CompaAative and Phlj.6iologic.ai.. P.6Ijc.hologlj seems

inappropriate, as this journal publishes few articles of
a comparative psychological nature, such that its' editorial policy must be questioned:
"Rather than comparative psychology
in ;toto

being criticized for an

unwarranted empha

s on the rat and
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on learning, the editorial policy of
a journal professing to publish work
of a comparative nature may be
criticized, ..•..•

with this in mind,

perhaps the editors of JCPP would do
well to delete the work "comparative"
from the title of that journal and
thus attain a more meaningful
description of its contents".
(Yeager)
Essentially this statement is a reaffirmation of
Lorenz's (1950) views on this journal:
"I must confess that I strongly
resent it, not only from the
terminological viewpoint, but also
in the interests of the very hardworking and honest investigators,
when an American journal
masquerades under the title of
"comparative" psychology, although
to the best of my knowledge, no really
comparative paper has been published
in it".
Thus some questioning of methods used to assess
the "limited scope of comparative psychology" seems
necessarYi

but these questions aside, it would appear

that there are valid criticisms of this approach, that are
perhaps best summarised by Schne

la (1966) who, in

speaking of the range of species published in the

06 CompCUtilive. and Phlj!.:liologic.at P!.:lljc.hologlj,

JOUAnai

was moved to note
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that,
lIdevotion is strong to specialised
problems along restricted lines,
but is

weak to problems of

comparative significance".
(ii) The species studied: phlyogeneticrelatednes$.
Beyond Beach's criticism that an over-reliance upon
the rat promotes a limited outlook in comparative
psychology, have been other papers that have challenged
the use of this species on the grounds of;

the peculiar

genetic basis of selection in this animal (Lockhard, 1968;
for an expanded discussion of this issue see Appendix Two) ;
that parallels drawn ·from rats to other species promote
"capricious comparisons"

(e.g. Ratner and Denny, 1964;

Hodos and Campbell, 1969; Lockhard, 1971); and that the
traditional conc

of a phylogenetic scale along which

animals may be arranged is at variance with modern views
on evolution (Hodos and Campbell, 1969).

This latter

point provides an important challenge to the reasons for
selecting various species for study, as Hodos and Campbell
(1969) state:
"However, much of the current research
in comparative psychology seems to be
based on compa

sons between animals,

that have been selected for study

aeeoJtcUng :to JtathVL aJtbiliaJty c.on6ideJta.tion6
and appeaJr.f.. .:to be wUhout any goal. o.:thVL
.:than .:the c.ompCViMon
.oake

06 eompMMon".

(Italics mine) .

06 animaLs 60Jt .:the
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They demonstrated that the Aristotelian ambition
to

all species along a dimension of increasing

0

complexity has long been implicit in the theory of
comparative Psychology, that this view does not concur
with modern biological knowledge on evolution, and that,
"The widespread failure of comparative
psychologists to take into account the
zoological model of animal evolution
when selecting animals for study and
when interpreting behavioural
similarities and differences has
greatly hampered the development of
generalizations with any predictive
value" .
Hodos and Campbell strongly criticise the apparent
confusion of comparative psychologists ·in failing "to
distinguish between data obtained from livingrepresentatives of a common evolutionary lineage and data from
animals which represent divergent lineages", and they
recommend a series of alternatives to correct this
problem.

These include a description of the behavioural

capacities of organisms throughout the animal kingdom,
emphasis upon finding systematic trends in behaviour
capable of varying reliably with other taxonomic indices,
ts to reconstruct the historical development of
behaviour, and an analysis of the general mechanisms of
adaptation and survival.

Beyond providing these

ternatives, they challenge practices that have,
the

"had

ect of over-simplifying an extremely complex field

of research".

This is interpreted as a criticism of the
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tendency to indulge in unwarranted and invalid generalisation.
Generalisation between species, or within species,
presents a

ulty relating to what Ratner and Denny

(1964) term "capricious comparisons", in that

1S

frequently invalid to apply generalisations to arbitrary
groups of animals.

This problem is discussed by Harlow,

Gluck and Suomi (1972), in which they note:
"Most biologically trained scientists
are of the opinion that generalisation
from nonhuman behavioural data to man
is justifiable, and they differ only in
the degree to which they believe this
to be true.

Some biological scientists

are convinced that there are behavioural
areas beyond the pale, whereas other
scientists pale at any suggestion
relative to interspecies generality.
There is only one way to test the limits
of interspecies generalization and that
is by experimentation:

.......

From

the point of view of cold facts - and
most facts are - it is commonly believed
that some animal data general
and some do not.
is that of se

e to man

The only problem then
ting between or among

the data that generalise and those who
do not.

This

never an easy task

since there is no completely logical
or objective way to make the separation".
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While Harlow

e;t aX

correct in that there are

no simple rules govern,ing

species generality, it

would seem advisable to base any generalisations upon some
clearly defined theoret

al basis, and not engage in

"capricious comparisons 11 as a perfunctory routine without
Hodos and Campbell take except-

regard to overall theory.

ion to naive generalisations about phylogenetic relatedness,
citing Bitterman (1965a, 1965b) as a culprit who applies
labels such as "fishlike", "ratlike ll to comparative data
without regard to

evolutionary processes that have

operated upon his various experimental species to produce
similar

sand d

ferences in their respective behaviours.

In general,

would seem that comparative psychology

has often ignored the findings of biology when generating
theory and

practices, especially where a choice

of species to compare is concerned.
from such

may have been naive and precipitat.

(iii) Semantic

ision:

Discussion of the
in
indi

Also, generalisations

the definition of

usage of the adjective comparative

ychology is not solely a

recent phenomenon, as

by the following quotation:
"It seems wholly desirable, therefore
we discard the present

usage of

comparative psychology and employ the
term to designate the study of consciousness, behaviour, or the products of
behaviour - no matter what the type
organism concerned - by the method
comparison .......

This note on
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definitions is wr
it may help to

with the hope that

~arry

into oblivion the use

of comparative psychology as synonymous
with "animal psychology", and bring about
the substituion of the natural, logical
usage

which the terms comparative and

psychology, when linked, suggest".
(Y er ke s , 19 13) .
Since this statement was made, questions as to what
the comparative approach entails have continued, and
numerous definitions and methodological polemics have been
issued.

Compare

terse and strict definition of

Lorenz (1950), with

generalized view of Gottlieb

(1976).
"Since the days of Charles Darwin the
term "comparative" has assumed a very
definite meaning.

It indicates a

certain rather complicated method of
procedure which, by studying the
and disimilarities of

simi

homologous characters of allied forms,
simultaneous
as to

obtains indications

phyletic relationships of

these forms of life and as to the
historical origin of the homologous
characters in question",
(Lorenz, 1950, cited in Gottlieb,
1976) .
"A liberal and workable definition of
comparative psychology is desirable.
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To be meaningful, such a definition
must involve evolutionary considerations
in the sense of lineages, selection
pressures, problems of conveyance and
divergence, the adaptive character of
species - typical behaviour, and the
like" .

(Gottlieb, 1976).

A review of the literature reveals two key issues
In this debate (a) what is the comparative method (?), and
(b) whether a distinction should be made from animal behaviour (?).

Inevitable, these questions are inter-relat-

ed to some degree, although specific points are raised by
each.
(a) What

lS

the comparative method?:

Relating to Yerke's

definition, in which "the method of comparison" was
emphasised, is the criticism that semantically this
adjective can only apply to studies in which comparisons
are made between two distinct groups.

As Hodos and

Campbell (1969) have noted of Beach's (1950) suggestion,
"the term comparative psychology should
be reserved for experiments in which
organisms of different species are

e.o mpaJLe.d,

II

and they have suggested that a specific emphasis of this
approach would be,
"on the similarities and differences between
various taxonomic groups of organisms " .
This view paraphrases a frequently cited description by
Schneirla (1966), who again emphasizes "similarities and
differences", but who introduces a wider extension

of this
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method beyond

lI

animals on all phyletic levels ll to include

lIindividual abilities ,and behavioural intergration within
groups!! .

This method has been summarised into

basic points by Russell (1973)/ namely/
are at least

"

basis for

inition: first/ that comparative
psychology is a

body 06 knowie_dge

about behaviour in a variety of
spec

of animalsi

second/ that

comparative psychology is a

methodoiogiQai apphoaQh to

study

behaviouri and third/
ative

psycholo~y

may be

comparas

employing one 06 the iogico 06 J.JueJ1ti6iQ

method" .
This statement seems to embody important elements
in the subject/ without overly empha

sing anyone/ and

permits a comparative analysis between any suitable
groups since this satisfies both methodological and
theoretical requirements.

Furthermore it permits

fulfilment of one of the basic functions of the comparative
method/ the establishment of general/although as
previously discussed/ this depends upon a suitable
theoretical jus

fication.

(b) Distinctions from Animal Psychology:

Debate continues

as to whether the term comparative psychology should be
reserved for experiments in which interspecies comparisons
are made/ and that other studies should be referred to as
"animal psychology" (e,g. see Hodos and Campbell/ 1969i
Lockhard/ 1971).

This issue has generated divergent
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opinions, such as that of Dewsbury (1973) who favours
retention of the

ter~

comparative psychology on the

grounds of tradition:
"I am reluctant to discard a name
that is associated with a great
tradition, even though we may be
in a period of great change.
Tradition is one thing that is
in a name".
In comparison, Ratner (1972) notes two issues,
firstly that,
"Comparative psychology is in need
redirection and reformulation.
The second is that a distinction can
be drawn between (a) an approach to
comparative psychology typical of
Zoologists and many animals
behaviourists that emphasizes
evolution and (b) an approach to
comparative psychology that deals with
behaviour of organisms and emphasizes
the diversi

of behaviour and its

analysis by means of the comparative
method" .
Ratner emphasizes that the comparative method is
seen,
"as a sequence of stages of inquiry
ranging from collecting background
information about behaviours of
organisms to postulating general
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mechanisms to explain diversity of
behaviours" .
and he further elaborates that the,
"content of comparative psychology
is drawn from studies of behaviours
of organisms by animal behaviourists,
general - experimental psychologists,
and comparative psycholgists".
While he has admirably described the general
features of this approach,

seems tautological to

fine

the content of comparative psychology as being drawn from
the work of comparative psychologists.
Zeigler (1973) delineates two rationales for the
study of animal behaviour, both involving an evolutionary
framework, but one of which does not concern itself to
any extent with evolution, preferring to elucidate "general
principles, general mechanisms, and general laws ll

The

•

other rationale is integrally involved in evolutionary
processes, in which "the similarities and differences
among species constitute the very subject matter" of this
approach, and in which "the comparative method is one of
its prime research techniques".
In contrast to Ratner (1972), Zeigler sees evolutionary processes as the basic framework upon which the
comparative method is applied, and thus distinctions between
this, and general animal psychology are defined according
to whether a gene

process is sought, and whether such

generalized laws are anthropocentric in nature.

This topic

of anthropocentrism is a further issue in the debate as to
what is comparative psychology, and what is simple animal
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psychology.
In comparing these differing approaches Zeigler notes
that the psychologist who tends towards anthropocentrism
finds the behaviour of animals of interest,
"only to the extent they exempli

a

series of successive approximations to
such hUman processes as learning, memory,
emotion, aggression, and so on.

He

is therefore concerned primarily with
similarities among species, and is
relatively uninterested in differences
between species that reflect adaptations
to diverse environments".
Clearly such an approach cannot be considered
comparative, because of the specific approach to the
subject material, and because of a lack of interest in
evolutionary processes

pM he.

Yet studies are published

purporting to be comparative psychology that do not meet
this criterion.

This is succinctly described by Thorpe

(1973), who notes,
II • • • • • •

a great deal of what has

been called by this name is not
comparative psychology at all.

The

simple procedure of taking an animal,
whether

be a cat, a rat, a fish,

a snail, or an insect, and exposing
it to a problem situation of a type
that is primarily designed to test
the responses of a human being does
not necessarily and by itself
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constitute an experiment in comparative
psychology".
(3) An Overview.
In reviewing the issues raised, it is apparent
that comparative psychology has always been subject to
debate on its aims, methods and theoretical emphasis.
However, many of these criticisms are couched emotively,
and may be of less value as a consequence.
"While the articles of self-criticism
are good car.thartics, compara t:lve
psychology should admit to the overwhelming influence of Watsonian
environmentalism around us.
Animals will perhaps always have
limited value as models for human
behaviour, but only as models, not
animals".

(Boice, 1971).

"Could it be that Lockhard's
extreme viewpoint makes him a bedfellow of the Skinnerian who is
similarily content with, nay insistent upon, explanation only at some
particular and limited level?
(Plotkin, 1971).
"Perhaps the analysis of Lockhard
and others should be received by
comparative psychologists with
delight rather than dismay.
There has been some very radical
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rethinking in comparative
psychology during the past decade.
Psychologists working in other
areas of the discipline may even
come to regard it wi th envy".
(Wilcox, 1972).
Such writings also reflect the changing emphasis
and structure of comparative psychology, in which the
lack of agreement as to the appropriate goals of this
approach become 'apparent.

Apart from referring to a

specific scientific method (the method of comparison
between two groups), the term "comparative psychology"
has become synonymous with "animal psychology"

(in which

case the emphasis has been upon generalised learning
abilities in a range of species without specific reference
to evolutionary theory).

Consequently, spurious and

naive generalisations, upon a limited range of species and
behaviour types have been common.

Contemporary thinking

on evolutionary theory has often been ignored, such that
the Aristotelian concept of a phylogenetic

~Qa1a

natUftae has

remained a central concept in comparative psychology,
although Biology had long rejected this as being naive,
oversimplified, and anthropocentric.
The semantic useage of the words

"comparative

psychologyll also reflects confusion, with divergent views
being common.

It is suggested that the term comparative

psychology should be reserved for studies that use the
comparative method, that such studies should relate to
general biological approaches (e.g. evolution, genetics,
ecology), that the study of animals is a legitimate subject
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in its own right, and that those studies using animals in
a noncomparative

mann~r

be subsumed under the general

heading of animal behaviour.

In attempting these goals,

comparative psychology may achieve the goal originally
proposed by Darwin, though long neglected in practice and
theory.

In general, the changing fabric of comparative

psychology reflects the adoption of biological theory and
the evolutionary perspective, with a consequent strengthening of the comparative approach.

One may speculate that

comparative psychology has at last been reunified with
the philosophy of Biology and regained the vigour so
evident in the early work on the evolution of behaviour,
evident in the period 1875 - 1900.

(C) BEHAVIOURISM.

(1) Orlgins.
The term "behaviourism" was first used by Watson
(1913, 1914), to describe a mechanistic approach to
psychology which

challenged the then current popularity

of introspective and mentalistic methodologies.

His

choice of this term seems somewhat apologetic, as the
footnote on the first page of

his

I vtVwduc.tion to CompaJta:tive Eo yc.hology

book

BehavioU!L: An

( 1914) would indicate,

"A few new terms have been used in
this discussion of behaviour - such
as behaviourist, behaviouristic,
behaviourism.

While it is admitted

that these words sound somewhat
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barbaric on a first hearing, they
at least have

~he

merit of being

expressive and natural".
Al though the relationship to oartesian mechanism is
apparent in his writings, watson indicated in this book
his familiarity and association with Darwinian principles,
as Herrnstein has noted in his introduction to the 1967
edition of this text.

This view contradicts that of Kuo

(1967), who implies that watson was a non-Darwinian, and
who ignores the considerable naturalistic research that
Watson had conducted upon birds (see Gray, 1971}.

with

respect to the study of animals, Watson clearly defined
his Darwinian sympathies, as is evident in the first
paragraph of his book, in which he states,
"Psychology as the behaviourist
views it is a purely objective
experimental branch of natural
science.

Its theoretical goal

is the prediction

and control

of behaviour ...... The
behaviourist attempts to get a
unitary scheme of animal response.
He recognises no dividing line
between man and brute.
The behaviour of man, with all
of its refinement and complexity,
forms only a part of his total
field of investigation".
Also this quotation indicates the mechanistic goal
of "objectivity" and "prediction and control".

The
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basic issues in contemporary behaviourism are familiar,
and reference to the rejection
of
,
(Ruo, 1921, 1924;

tinctive behaviour

Dunlap, 19l9), the influence of

Pavlovian reflexology (Pavlov, 1927), and an adherence to
laboratory-based control (Skinner, 1938) require no further
elucidation.

Unlike companative psychology, behaviourism

started from a defined methodological

.

(and theoretical

I

)

viewpoint, such that its pre-eminence in the psychological
studies on learning is understandable, especially in regard
to the contributions of researchers such as Tolman, Hull
and Skinner.
(2) The search for an all-encompassing theory.
The theoretical \ po

tions of Tolman and Hull

reflect to some extent the differences between vitalistic
and mentalistic approaches, for although both promoted a
S-O-R formulation (with the 0 being defined as "intervening variables"), Tolman held that all behaviour, other
than reflexive, was "purposive ll i.e. goal-orientated.
In contrast, Hull formulated a highly structural model in
which the intervening variables modulated the input (S)
and the output (R) in a quanti

able and empirically

testable manner, since his model was d
logic.

ved from symbolic

Whereas Tornrnan saw his intervening variables

as being not directly observable, Hull speculated and
enumerated seventeen parameters thai
1.

had deduc

from

Although Skinner disputes a theoretical adherence
in his approach, it seems evident in his later
writings that there is a considerable theoretical
foundation to his thinking (e.g. Skinner, 1969).
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his manipulations of logic.

Both theorists purported to

account for all behaviour, since both theories were aimed
at

ucidating the generalised laws governing the

behaviour of higher organisms. e.g.
"all behaviour of the individuals of
a given species and that of all
species of mammals, including man,
occurs according to the same set of
imary laws"

(Hull, 1945 cited in

Hinde, 1973).
In common, both theorists used laboratory based
with the rat as a subject

princ
formula

to achieve their

, and both used statistical and mathematical

manipulations to give support to

ir conclusions.

As

Hinde (1973) has noted, their approach to behaviour
typified that of the neobehaviourists of the thirties and
four ties which was "characterised by a

bel~ef

in the

possibility of constructing a comprehensive theory of
behaviour".

In the search for generality, such theories

were critici

as being simplistic and naive,

Lorenz, 1965;

Sigman, 1970):

(e.g.

and Hinde (1973) cites

Tolman as remarking,
"I think

days of such grandiose,

all-covering systems is psychology
as mine attempted to be are, at
least for the present, pretty much
passe I

".

Because the

formulations were explicit, the

theories of Hull and Tolman were quickly attacked, and
found lacking, s

their deductively-based predictions
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were not supported by empirical evidence.
(3) Skinner and the

sis of behaviour.

The contribution of Skinner has been more enduring,
. largely because he eschewed explicit theory and the use
of statistical manipulations, and because his views were
inductively based upon the data his subjects produced.
However, his position as a general process theorist has
precluded consideration of species-typical behaviour in
favour of

elucidating generalised laws of learning.

This

is clear in his famous statement in 1959, in which he
proclaimed:
"Pigeon, rat, monkey, vlhich is which?
It doesn't matter.

Of course, these

species have behavioural repetoires
which are as different as their anatomies.
But once you have allowed for differences
in the ways in which they make contact
with the environment, and in the ways in
which they act upon the environment, what
remains of their behaviour shows astonishingly similar properties!!.
It is difficult to reconci

his acknowledgement

of species-differences with the care he has taken to minimise such differences.

While ignoring the importance

of phylogenetic-factors he simultaneously refutes the
possibility of these (denied) factors affecting his
formulations.

In this quotation he explicitly proclaims

minimal interest in species-typical behaviour, yet in his
1969 book

CoVlilnge.nMu on Re..-tnn0Jtee.me.i1X he states,
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liThe ways in which animals behave
compose a sort:of taxonomy of
behaviour comparable to other taxonomic parts of biology.

Only a

very small percentage of existing
spec

has yet been investigated.

(A taxonomy of behaviour may indeed
be losing ground as new species are
discovered) .

Moreover, only a small

part of the repetoire of any species
is ever studied.

Nothing approaching

a fair sampling of species-specific
behaviour is therefore ever likely to
be made II

•

This seems contradictory, since he has previously
extoled the similarity of behavioural data obtained from
species, and then he decries the lack of interspecies research and denies the body of knowledge carefully
compiled by such researchers as Schneirla, Lehrman,
Tinbergen, Hinde, Lorenz etc.

confusion

added

when Skinner (1969) counters criticism as to the overreliance upon pigeon and rat data, obtained from these
highly domesticated species in the Skinner box:
IIDomesticated animals offer many
advantages.

are more easily

handled, they thrive and breed in
captivity

they are resistant to

the infections encountered in
association with man, and so on.
Moreover, we are primarily interested
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in the most domesticated of all
animals

~ man.~

Wild animals are,

of course, different - possibly as
different from domesticated varieties
as some species are from others, but
both kinds of differences may be
treated in the same way in the study
of basic processes u

•

Thus hi s vievl is homocentr ic, placing spec ies
differences on a level of unimportance, since such
differences can be accounted for by understanding the
basic processes alone.

This view is merely are-statement

of the cartesian mechanism in a slightly more contemporary
form.

Beyond the philisophical quaintness of his view,

his understanding of evolutionary and ecological processes
seems naive, since he adamantly adheres to a belief in the
suitability

the laboratory environment

~s

the best way

to study behaviour:
liThe behavioural taxonomist may also
argue that the contrived environment of
the laboratory is defective since it
does not evoke characteristic phylogenic
behaviour.

A pigeon in a small enclosed

space pecking a disk which operates a
mechanical food dispenser is behaving very
differently from pigeons at large.

But

in what sense is this behaviour not
"natural"?

If there is a natural phylogenic

environment, it must be the environment in
which a given kind of behaviour evolved ..... .
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Current environments are almost as "unnatural"
as a laboratory.

In any case, behaviour in

a natural habitat would have no special claim
to genuiness.

what an organism does is a fact

about that organism regardless of the conditions
under which it does it.

A behavioural process

is none the less real for being exhibited in an
arbitrary setting".

(Skinner, 1969)

Such a viewpoint is questionable on several
grounds; it seems to deny the adaptiveness of behaviour in
the non-laboratory environment; it assumes that behavioural
evolution occurred a long time ago and has now ceased to
operate (ignoring the very plasticity of behaviour as being
an evolutionary product itself):

it presumes the limited

behaviours examined within the laboratory are identical to
those found without;

and it presents the danger

that the

laws obtained in this arbitrary setting "may not be
general, but peculiar to arbitrary events"

(Seligman, 1972).

The issue of the arbitrary nature of laboratory settings
has been discussed by

Seligman (1970 , 1972), in which

he has argued that many of the premises of such research
are tenuous and liable to major criticism (for an extended
review of this topic see Seligman and Hager, 1972).
Seligman's arguments are an extension of those of Breland
& Breland, and complement those of Garcia et ai
1972)

I

Rozin and Kalat (1971)

I

(1966, 1968,

Bolles (1970, 1972~ Brown

and Jenkins (1968), Williams and Williams (1969), Falk (1968),
Shettleworth (1972)

I

Glickman and Schiff (1967) and Staddon

and Simmelhag (197l).m the face of such wide-ranging research
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and established results, the cherished amition to elucidate
the generalised laws that govern behaviour seems to have had
limited success, although Skinner still maintains that his
approach has achieved these goals:
"Reinforcers are chosen which are
indeed reinforcing, either positively
or negatively.

In this way species

differences in sensory equipment, and
in possibly disruptive repetoires are
minimised.

The data then show an

extraordinary

uniformity over a wide

range of species".

(Skinner, 1969).

In restrospect the above quotation restates
Skinners' 1959 position, i~dicating the Skinnerian approach
has avoided examination of the critical issues cited, and
that it does not accept species differences as being of
sufficient merit to warrant specific research.

Thus the

contribution to the study of animal behaviour by Skinnerians

res~largely

on their enormous consideration of

instrumental learning phenomena.

It is difficult to deny

the importance of research on processes such as schedules
of reinforcement, discrimination learning, and the modifiability of behaviour, but, the apparent lack of generality
of these findings to other phenomena, and their interactions
with evolutionary influences ma.kes much of this approach of
limited value.
(4) A Changing emphasis.
In the light of the abovementioned criticisms of
the traditional Skinnerian position, a major change in
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the emphasis of Behaviourism has recently been suggested.
Herrnstein,

(1977) pub.lishing in the AmeJU.C.Qn.

P!.Iyc.hofog..Ls.t

has acknowledged the body of research that,
" •...•. seem to be finding boles
in the fabric of Skinnerianism".
His thesis concerns the way by which Skinnerian
behaviourism has minimised the importance of four sources
of variance

behaviour.

He summarises these sources

as;
(a)

the varying susceptibili

s of stimuli and

responses to conditioning,
(b)

the structure of stimulus and response
classes ,.

(c)

the inventory of drives, and

( d)

the hedonic value of stimuli

sing in

behaviour.
these four points, he states:
"All four depend on inborn motivational
dynamics and all doubtless vary both
within and across individuals in a species.
Although behaviourists have from time to
time recognised the

stence of these

factors, they have tended not to study how
they feed into the quantitative laws of
behaviour until quite recently.
engineering, resting on simp

Behavioural

fying

assumptions now shovm inadequate, is bound
to have trouble with these innate motivational
dynamics as long as they are ignored, as the
Br

ands warned in 1961".
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As Herrnstein is an ex-student and a contemporary
colleague of Skinner1s, his criticisms have had a strong
effect upon behaviourists, provoking comment from no less
than Skinner himself.

The tone of Skinner's rebuttal is

a curious mixture of denying that he made various
statements, appeals to misinterpretation, and personal
discredit, as is exemplified by the following excerpts
from his paper in reply to Herrnstein:
"When one has published nine books
setting forth a scientific position,
it is disconerting to find it
misunderstood.

To be misunderstood

by a former student and present colleague
is especially puzzling.

Yet I do not

recognize the views attributed to me by
Pro

ssor Herrnstein (1977) in his

explanation of a "rising tide of antiSkinneriarism" (pS93) in the evolution
of behaviourism .....•
. ..... Herrnstein (1977) finds The

Behav-toWL 0b

Oh.9a'~m!.J

"too grandiose a

title for a book about lever pressing
by albino rats"
so are Pavlov's
I I1ve!.Jtigailo 11

0

(pS96).

It is.

COI1dLt[ol1ed

And

Re_6-texe!.J: AI1

b the. Phy.b-toto g-tCM ActivUy 0 f:,

the Ceh.e_bh.aX Corte_x

(a book about sal-

ivation in dogs) and Sherrington's

The. Integ.l!£Ltive Aw,ol1 06 the

Neh.VOUlj

SY!.J.tem

(the bulk of which is about the
simplest part of the nervous system
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and only in cats and dogs) .
I suggest, is

~The

And so,

Evolution of

Behaviourism", unless Herrnstein is
contending that his own

of drives and

reinforcers is the wave of

future ....

.... Herrnstein (1965) is co-editor of a
distinguished source book

the history

of psychology.

icular case,

In this

proximity seems to have in
objective evaluation".

with an

(Skinner, 1977).

Thus a new controversy appears to

arisen, but

one that hardly seems likely to end in an ungualif
success for

Skinner'~

position in the light

biol-

ogically-based evidence of recent research.

in's

summary in his first 1977 paper ends with the statement,
Ilrrhus refined, behaviourism appears
to merge with the main lines of
ethology as a more complete science
of behaviour than either one alone
has been".
And yet, this comment merely echos

the sentiments

of the founder of behaviourism,made sixty three years
earlier.
"Without developing the subject further,
it would seem obvious that there is no
conflict between field work and laboratory
work.

The field is both the source of

problems and the place where the laboratory
solutions of these problems are tested".
(J.B. Watson, 1914, P31).
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(D) ETHOLOGY.

(1) Origins and emphases.
The first popular usage of the term 'ethology' was
in the sense proposed by J.S .. Mill to refer to the study
of national and collective character (Jaynes, 1969); this
usage remained in the English-speaking world until the
1900

The now accepted

IS.

usage

arose out of the debates

between Cuvier (a laboratory-oriented anti-evolutionist)
and Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire (an evolutionist and naturalist)
in which Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire (1859) used the term to
refer t.o the IIstudy df living things in their natural
habitat".

Although the naturalistic position was upheld

and studied by a number of subsequent scholars, ethology
as a specific discipline did not receive recognition until
the 1940's, when Lorenz, Tinbergen, Baerends, and others
used the word as a designative for their studies of animal
behaviour in the natural environment.

For an account of

the historical origins of ethology see Jaynes, 1969.
Although the formal discipline of ethology is most
readily identified with the writings of Konrad Lorenz and
Niko Tinbergen, it has strong methodological and theoretical
antecedants in the works of a number of biologicallyoriented scientists who studied animal behaviour.

In

particular the works of Whitman (1899, 1919), Craig (1918),
Spalding (1873), Selous (1905), Howard (1929), Huxley (1914),
Von Uexkull (1921, 1937), and Verway (1930) have been cited
as being of importance (Beer, 1963;

Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1972).

Ethology arose out of a reaction to the controlled
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laboratory-based analyses of comparative experimental
psychology on the

on~

hand, and vitalistic (purposivistic)

schools of European psychology (i. e. the Gt!.J.ltatfut
approach) on the

These origins are clearly

summarised by Beer (1963, 1964), in which he note:;.;:
nBy and

ge the psychologists had

looked for behaviour, in animals,
that conformed to the categories of
learning

that had been

worked out
found Ii

humans, and had
else;

or they had

dismissed the possibility of a
satisfactory analysis of animals
other than humans because such
animals cannot introspect and tell
us about

motives (e.g.

Bierens de Haan, 1947).

:physi

The

sts, working at the level

of simple reflexes, had generalised
the

results to the point of saying

that all behaviour can be reduced to
description or explanation in terms
of

stimulus-response connections •

nervous links between specific receptors
and specific effectors (e.g. Pavlov,
1927) .

It was largely a reaction to

these teachings which established
existence of ethology .... The Gutaft
people were convicted of vitalism, of
retreating into mysticism be

the
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limitations of a scientific
analysis had been tested.
behaviourists were pra

The

ed for

their tough-mindedness but censured
for their narrow-mindedness.

If

they had taken the trouble to
accurately observe their animals,
Lorenz

aimed, they would have seen

that much of the behaviour was spontaneous
- not dependant on changes in the immediate
external stimulus - and that reaction to a
stimulus was rarely constant".
This statement summarises the main differences
betvleen ethology and other disciplines studying animal
behaviour, and alludes to a most significant emphasis of
ethology;

the innate (instinctive) basis of behaviour.

However, the key to the

finition

this discipline is

the emphasis upon the biological adaptiveness of behaviour;
this strategy being clearly described by Beer (1963) as,
lIProperly to understand a piece of
behaviour we have to appreciate its
function in the life of the animal
and its position in the whole behavioural repertoire of the animal.
This necessitates study of the animal
in its natural situation or in
conditions that do not disguise the
biological relevance of its
behaviour".
It has been this emphasis upon the biological
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relevance of behaviour that has led to the most widely
accepted de

nition

ethology, namely.

"the biological study of behaviour"
(Tinbergen, 1963).
Tinbergen elaborated this definition further by
adding,
"By this I mean that the science
is characterised by an observable
phenomenon (behaviour or movement),
and by a type of approach, a method
of study (the biological method)".
He further noted that the major problems with which
ethology concerns itself are, causation, survival value,
evolution, and ontogeny.

In presenting his viewpoint he

qualified his arguments by stating that ethology is a
science that was still in its infancy.
The relative newness of ethology as a formally
recognised science can be assessed from the years of
inception of the major ethological journals;

6Wt TiVtpllljc.hoi-ogie (1937);
AMmaf BehavioWL (1953)
195 8);

BehavioWL (1948);

(later to become

Re vue du CompolLtlnen..t An.imaf

Zuuc.lVl.iQ;t

BJUtUh JOWLI1M

AMmaf BehavioWL

nOh..

in

( 19 66) .

(2) The era of controversies.
Despite its' youth, ethology rapidly became involved
in

a series of major controversies, in which the

ethologists chall~nged many of the cherished assumptions
of behaviourism and comparative psychology.

To

a large

extent it would seem that the ethological criticisms were
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both valid and instrumentalin bringing changes to these
other approaches.
However, there was one major area where the
ethological theories were shown in bad light, the LorenzTinbergen models of instinct and motivation.
is well reviewed;

(1950) i

sue

for further consideration see Lorenz

Tinbergen (1951)

(1953, 1955);

This

i

Beach (1955a,

Schneirla (1956);

1955b);

Lehrman

Hinde (1956, 1959, 1960b).

It may be speculated that the greatest significance of this
controversy does not relate to the discrediting of the
theoretic

models, but rather to the value that was gained

from the exposure to the scientific community of the
ethological viewpoint, and the subsequent changes within
ethology itself.
The work of the modern ethologists, up to the time
of this controversy had been overshadowed by the
personality and the enormous contribution of Konrad Lorenz.
Such was his standing that Tinbergen (himself a great and
meticulous ethologist) was moved, in a paper dedicated to
Lorenz on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday, to bestow
the title "father of modern ethology" upon Lorenz.
"Lorenz can with justification be
said to be the father of modern
Ethology - even though he has had
his forerunners;

there is nothing

amazing about every father having
had a father ll
However

(Tinbergen, 1963).

the challenge to Lorenz's and Tinbergen's

formulations served to change the directions that
ethological research was taking, and tended to dispell the
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often dogmatic views that a few ethologists propounded.
As Beer (1964) has coinmented of the rebuke Lorenz received
from others who studied animal behaviour,
"It is a nice irony that Lorenz, who
claimed that it was possible (let alone
an 'invariable law') for science 'to
begin with. pure observation, totally
devoid of any preconceived theory and
even working hypothesis'

(Lorenz,

1950, 232), should be taken to task
for selecting examples to demonstrate
a pJUot'Li principles and for failure to

take account of the facts because of
rigid and preconceived ideas (Lehrman,
1953) ".
The. general outcome of these controversies that
befell ethology was a resynthesis of much of the theory,
and the opening of a fruitfull dialogue with other approaches to animal behaviour.
(3) contemporary features of ethology_
In 1956, Hinde observed that,
"It does not seem over-optimistic to
suggest that ethology is now
entering a period of rapid
expansion - a process which may,
however, require a thorough revision
of some of the concepts which have
grown up with it and seen it through
its teething troubles".
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Hinde has gone-on to be the successful author of
an authorative and comprehensive text entitled "Anima£.

Be.havioWL:

A .oynthe.ilM

o~

ethology and c.ompCVta.:Uve. p.oyc.hology".

(1966, 1970), and has also co-edited a significant text on

"CoM.tJr.ain:t6 on Le.CVtning"

(Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, 1973).

A number of books have appeared since 1966 that
contain information of both an ethological and psychological
nature, and all seem to achieve compatibility of theory and
method .

Examples of these include;

.Be.havioWL

(!1arler and Hamilton, 1966):

Anima..€. Be.ha.vioWL (Jvlanning, 1967),
(Seligman and Hager I
Klopfer, 1973);

1972);

Me.c.hani.6m.o

o~

Anima£.

An In.tJwcluc.tion to

Biologic.a..€. BoundaJ1.ie.il

o~

Le.CV!.ning

Pe.JL6pe.c..:tLVe.il in Ethology (Batson and

Ve.vu.opme.nt and Evolution

o~

Be.havioWL (Aronson,

Tobach, Lehrman and Rosenblatt, 1970).
Furthermore, several papers have appeared in ethological and psychological journals that are a combination of
both approaches, and indicate that the methodological rlgour
of psychology has been successfully grafted onto the
evolutionary, adaptive and species-specific formulations of
ethological theory.

And the ethological subject areas

(such as displacement behaviour, imprinting, and motivational causation) have been accepted into the general areas of
interest to psychology.
The use of the observational technique has remained
a strong methodologic

principle in ethology, but also has

found favour in psychology.
statistical analyses

The application of powerful

(a strong point in psychology) has found

popularity amongst ethologists who have used some techniques
with success in the analysis of complex patterns of
behaviour.

Examples of this can be found in papers by
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Delius (1969) ~ Perdeck (1960) ~ Sl~ter and Ollason (1972),
Blurton-Jones

(1968)~

and Hazlett and Bossert (1965).

A

further extension of statistical analysis is found in the
work of D.J. McFarland who has applied the mathematical
principles of electronic control - systems analysis to the
causal factors relating to motivation (with hunger and
thirst being the main focal topics), see McFarland (1971,
1974) .
Clearly, the dialogue between comparative
psychology and ethology has been of mutual benefit; while
the inter-relationship between ethology and behaviourism
has tended to develop at a slower pace, but seems to have
found support over the last few years.
Schwartz (1974) in a revievl of Seligman and Hagers'

BiologiQa!

Boun~e.6

06 Lealtning

(1972) has commented on the

lack of mutual interchange between behaviourism (the
experimental analysis of behaviour) and ethology, and
has concluded:
"This is not an optimal state of
affairs.

Ethology and the experi.-c

mental analysis of behaviour are
both fundamentally concerned with
the origins of adaptive behaviour,
and they should be able to
contribute to each others' development.

Fortunately, a rapidly

growing set of laboratory observations
over the last few years may provide
the basis for a new dialogue between
ethologists and psychologists".
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The pUblication of a volume entitled . NaX~tie

Viewpoinuin PI.Jtjchologieal. RUe.aJLeh (Willems and Rausch (eds) ,
1969) is also significant in that it synthesises

Id

observations of animals and humans with traditional psychological theory, and again emphasises the current harmony and
fruitful advances that exist between these differing fields.
of study.

Such evidence can only support a negative

answer to a question raised by Beer (1964),
"Is ethology losing

identify as

a separate field of study then?1I

(E)

IN Sm1MARY.

This essay has examined specific aspects of the
main approaches to the study of animal behaviour.

The

contemporary student finds himself in an area of general
acceptance of differing theoretical, methodological and
philosopical attitudes to this science.

In a manner akin

to the "hybrid-vigourll familiar in genetics, a vast
resynthesis has occurred over the last fifteen years, with
a consequent benefit to knowledge.
The traditional approaches to animal behaviour have
each received criticism, and have embodied change as a
result.

Comparative psychology was critisized for the

poor biological basis to much of its theories, and its
archaic view of evolution.

Behaviourism has been

accused of an unwarranted over-emphasis on too few species
and an over-simplification of the experimental environment.
Ethology, the most recently recognised discipline, was
challenged over its poor methodological practices, and its
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naive theorising.

All three have benefited from this

process of enquiry.
Many differences may never be truly se

; it is

difficult to imagine a rapprochement between mechanism and
vitalism, even though the expression of these mutually
irreconcilable philosophies is

a minimal level in many of

the approaches to animal behaviour.

But it is reasonable

to expect a further increase in the mutual exchange of
knowledge from laboratory-based,

naturalistical-orient-

ed research.
This has been eloquently summarised by Menzel (1969)
in a discussion on his research into primate behaviour from
both a laboratory and field per

In many re

his views echo the sentiments of Darwin, in that they
emphasise that animal behaviour is inextricably woven into
the process of evolution in all its guises.
"until we

discovered all that

is involved in the existing animalenvironment complex, it is impossible
to determine to what extent we are
breaking down this complex by

inging

the animal to

Insofar

as a spec

laboratory.

s is not restricted by ecological

barriers it has either placed
we can find

If where

,or is there because of

an unbroken chain of ancestors, possibly
for, millenia, were in related situation.
These facts (or rather, the necessity
for understanding what sucb facts entail)
make the field a prime test situation
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for anyone who takes biology and evolution
seriously.

La,bora tory tests can be

justified to the extent that they provide
models of events that are found more
generally and help us discover what in
one way or another has been there all
alongi

but attempts to invent new

organisms, environments, or behaviours
for their own sake would border on
travesty.

It is not our artifacts

and inventions but nature's products
that are the subject matter of animal
psychology_

(Menzel, 1969, p81).
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A P PEN D I X

TWO

OF RATS AND FERRETS.

The experimental work presented in this thesis
has been based upon two species of mammal, the laboratory
rat, and the ferret.

Each species is an example of a

defined ecological type, one being an omnivore, and the
other a carnivore.

The literature on the biology and

behaviour of the rat is vast, since this species is
probably the most popular of all laboratory animals, a
situation that has led to a major criticism of Psychology
because of an over dependence upon it in research (see
Appendix One) .

The ferret has not been widely used,

although it has a long history of domestication, being a
popular game catching animal.

This chapter will

selectively examine aspects of the biology of each species,
and review some of the relevant literature pertaining to
each.

The Rat (Railuo noftveq,[cuo valL. a.tbblUO).

The first recorded use of the albino rat in
experimental research was by Steward in 1898 (Lockhard,
1968) .

From this time the use of the rat has increased,

so that the scientific information about its behaviour
probably exceeds that of any other species (with the
possible exception of man) .

The close association with
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the affairs of man has been a feature of the rat from an
early time and emphasizes an

important feature of ORDER

Rode.nt-La as a whole, namely their success at adapting to,
and exploiting fully, different· environmental conditions.
Apart from a global distribution in which they have
colonised continents and remote islands, rats have adapted
their lives to survive well in human communities.
fea ture of the

A key

Rode.ntia is their high breeding rate, which

enables them to displace competing species by sheer weight
of numbers.

Typifying the importance accorded to the

Rode.ntia, the following statement exemplifies many found in
texts on evolutionary biology:
"The criteria of evolutionary success
are various.

We like to think of

ourselves as the most successful of
all animals, for in our own way we
rule the world.

Yet we are but a

single species, and the great
dominance we now enjoy has been a
development of the last thousand
years.

As contrasted with the

evolutionary success of man, or of
the order primates, or of any other
mammalian order, the rodents have
been supremely successful during
most of the Cenozoic times.

If

the range of adaptive radiation,
the numbers of species are a
criteria of success in evolution,
the rodents far outshine all other
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mammals .....•....

All these

considerations point up the fact
that the rodents and lagomorphs
have been

extraordinarilv success-

ful animals during the last fifty
or

xty million years.

From. the

evolutionary viewpoint these animals
represent the climax of mammalian
(Colbert, 1961).

success."

The rat is a member of the Superfamily Mwwidea,
which is comprised of the famil
the laboratory rat

s CIUc.e:Udea and MwUde.a;

belonging to the latter.

The terms

"rat" and "mouse" are more a function of size, than of
taxonomy, as both families contain species referred to
by these names (Dewsbury,

1974).

The

MwUde.a emerged

in the late Mioc.e.ne. era, approximately 15 million years
ago.
Apart from being a relative newcomer to the

RoderdA-a

the rat differs from the majority of the

rodents in that it is an omnivore, rather than a herbivore.
Rats have been known to occupy a variety

habitats,

ranging from semi-aquatic burrows to the transportation
systems of man;

it has been this latter habitat that has

provided them with a major vector in their spread over
the globe.

Within these habitats they capitalise and

exploit any available food source.

Although they are

voracious eaters, they also exhibit caution when
encountering novel food in a familiar environment, a
factor that protects their survival when attempts to
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eradicate them with poisoned bait are made.

This

caution of new food ha.s been termed "neophobia II
(Barnett, 1963), although this term also refers to the
general avoidance of novel objects in their environment.
In these situations, wild rats show a reluctance to
approach a "new" object for several days, and when
contact is made, it is initially brief.
There are two types of wild rat, the brown or
Norway rat
house rat

(RcdtLM YWJtvegicLM BeJtR.enhout), and the black or
(Ra;t;tLM Jta;t;tLM LinnaeLM J •

Of these two species,

the brown rat is the more common, although the two species
can occupy a common geographical environment, e.g. in
dwellings. YWJtvegicLM may· Ii ve in the floor and sewer level,
whilst Jta;t;tLM may reside in the walls and ceilings (Lockhard,
(1968) .

These two species may rarely intermate, but do

not develop viable foetuses.
lUX/ttL//)

In the laboratory situation

is rarely used, as it does not easily domesticate.
Both

I10fLvegicLM

and

Jta;t;tLM

originated in Asia, and

were unknown in Europe until the time of the Crusades,
when travel and commerce assisted in their spread.
was the first to appear in Europe, rapidly becoming a
common pest, and through the fleas it carried, transmitted
bubonic plague.

Although

noJtv~icLM

was a later arrival,

by 1790 it had also become a major pest.

Because rats

were a nuisance, they were caught in great numbers, and
used in the sport of rat-baiting.

Because of the

popularity of this sport and the difficulty in maintaining
a supply of rats, attempts were made to breed these
animals in captivity.

(Richter, 1954).

Consequent to

breeding in captivity, the occasional albino mutant was
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kept out for novelty and show purposes, and this led to
the domestication of the rat.
Because of

tractability, and the ease with it

bred in captivity, the rat was ah obvious choice as a
laboratory animal.

Lockhard (1968) records the history

of their experimental use as beginning with Philipeaux
(1856), and that the first psychological research with
the rat was by Steward (1898), Kline (1899), and Small
(1900) .

The first authoritative book on the rat was by

Donaldson (1915, revised in 1924), in which the results of
his research over the years 1893-1924 were suwmarised.
It was from Donaldson's colony in Chicago that Watson
obtained his subjects for his early experiments.

Another

important researcher was crampe, who conducted breeding
experiments between 1877 and 1885.

This research later

led to the discovery of 3 mutant genes that were
transmitted by albino females when crossed with wild malesi
these being c

(albino), a

(nonagouti), and h (hooded).

The nonagouti (or black mutation) is accompanied by
gentler behaviour, and most albino strains possess this
gene, although the albino gene prevents its expression.
Hooded rats are not markedly different from aXbinM,
although they appear to be more reactive to their
environment.
The result of this continued research on the rat
has culminated in a vast library of knowledge on every
aspect of behaviour of these animals, with their learning
abilities being most represented.

This research is well

summarised in a number of books and scientific journals,
and in particular:
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The. JoWtna1. ob CompMwve. and Phy!.lioJ:ogic.aj, P!.lyc.hoJ:ogy (previously
ti tled The. JoWtna1. ob CompMwve. P!.l yc.hoJ:ogy), The. JoWtna1. ob .:the.

ExpeJLime.11.:ta1. Ana1.y!.li!.l

.:tabJ:e.!.l

0b

Be.ltavioWt, The. hat;

Va;ta. and he.b eJte.nc.e.

(Donaldson, 1924), MateJtna1. Be.havioWL in .:the. Rat (\\7iesner

and Sheard, 1933), Handbook, 06 P!.lljc.hoJ:ogic.a1. Re.!.le.aJLc.h on .:the. Rat
(Munn, 1950), The. Rat:

The. AJ:bino Ra.:t:

A S.:tudy in Be.havioWL (Barnett, 1963), and

A Ve.6e.IUJ.b£.e. Choic.e. Oh a Bad Hau-f...:t? (I,Qckhard,

1968) •
A major criticism of the rat as a laboratory animal

stems from the fact that the albino variety is a far
different animal from its wild counterpart, from which it
While wild rats are able to breed with the

was derived.

albino varieties, they are markedly different in their
behaviour.

Lockhard (1968) considers these differences,

which may be summarised as follows:
l'lild 110J1.Ve.gic.U6 differ from a1.binU6
wavs including;

in a number of

they are more excitable, they have heavier

skeletons, suparenal glands, testes, and ovaries;
a larger brain and spinal cord;
the wild

nOhv~ic.U6

they have

the social organisation of

is complex and well developed whilst that

of a1.binU6 is immature and poorly developed;

((lbirlU6

has

lost a number of the sterotyped behaviours common to
~hve.gic.U6:

the fits and convulsions that certain strains of

a1.binU6 exhibit are unknown in

nOhve,gic.U6 :

nOJ1.ve.gic.U6 has a

greater range and degree of vocalisation which is poorly
developed in a1.binU6:

the activity of nOhve.gic.U6

is markedly

greater under conditions of food deprivation than it is in
a1.binLV~;

muricide is common in

no/[ve.gic.U6 and rare in a1.biI1U6;

and neophobia is very reduced in a1.binU6 while it is a
significant feature of wild

nOhve.gic.LV~.
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Apart from the abovementioned criticisms, Lockhard
points out that the population of a£blnM itself is not a
homogeneous sample, and therefore the argument that
a standardised subject is invalid.
In summary, alblnM is not one rat,
but many, depending upon the source.
Types popular with psychologists are
heterogenous, with wide individual
ferences, in contrast to recognised
strains designated by combinations
of capital letters and numbers.

The

statistical properties of a colony's
gene pool change with

, making

last decade's data out of
from animals no longer existent.
And a£blnM is not nOfLveglc.Mi it is
rapidly evolving, and it is only a
matter of time until it is recognised
as a separate species.

It is

dly

a random sample from the population
of "organisms lf

;

it is more 1

a

commercial product. (Lockhard, 1968)
Further criticism comes from Beach (1950), who
challenges

view that the use of the rat is purely

an arbitrary choice and suggests that what has happened
to experimental psychology is that it

become a

"science of rat learning",
"To sum up, I suggest that the current
popul
subjects

of rats as experimental
in large measure of the
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consequence of historical accident,
Certainly it

not the result of

systematic examination of the

avail~

able species with subsequent selection
of this particular animal as the one
best sui ted to the problems under study".
(Beach, 1950).
Another cogent criticism of the use of the laboratory
rat is that the rigidly controlled world of the animal
laboratory alters the behaviour of the subjects, and if
they come from stock with many generations of such living,
then they are different animals from the

wild counterparts.

A number of proponents have suggested that

s may be true,

including: Richter (1959), Barnett (1963), Kavanau (1964),
Lockhard (1968), and Wagner (1971).

The latter author

demonstrated that the sugar preferences of wild kangaroo
rats completely reversed over a period of months in which
they adjusted to laboratory living, so that the subjects
demonstrated sugar preferences that "were qualitatively
similar to those of other laboratory-bred rodents".
He concluded that care is needed in generalising from one
species to another, and within species if some consideration
is not given to what laboratory living does to an animal.
"It is suggested that laboratory
living produces a different animal
and that this implies the need for
the exercise of extreme caution in
reporting general laws of motivation,
learning, or development based on
studies of the behaviour of laboratory
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bred or reared animals and also for
caution in making too few or too
brief examinations of the behaviour
which may often change due to
adaptation or sens

zation to the

experimental situation".

(Wagner,

1971) .
An assumption of this criticism is that only the
ss dominant and adaptable animals have been caught in
the first stages of domestication, and consequently the
gene pool is based upon less active mewbers of the total
population: i.e. domestication has militated towards
degeneracy, both through a biased gene pool, and because
the environment does not provide those selective pressures
necessary for the development of behavioural variability.
This assumption of domestication equated with degeneracy
is strongly argued by Lockhard (1968, 1971).
However, Boice (1972) has challenged this assumption,
with its attendant corollary that degeneracy reflects a
decrease in learning ability.

He presents evidence that

suggests that "the domesticated rat is a better learner
than his wild progenitor"

(Boice~

1968~

1970) and concludes:

liThe results, which must be considered
preliminary, are supportive of the
notion that domestication in the Norway
rat has induced an adaptive fitness
rather than degeneration."

(Boice, 1972).

Thus, it may be speculated that the adaptiveness
that aided the rats' spread across the world, may also be
operating within the laboratory environment to promote
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domesticity, and accordingly
provide science with a good
~

model for the-study of domestication.

As Boice (1972)

notes:
"It may be, for example, that the
domesticated rat is more fit than
its progenitor for research
(Tinbergen, 1965;

Dobzhansky, 1967)

and more appropriate for generalisation
to domesticated man, assuming man is
domesticated (Richter, 1959;

Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, 1970)."
Clearly this issue is unresolved, but irrespective
of whatever theoretical and experimental directions
behavioural research may tend towards in the future, it
seems unlikely that the contribution to the subject matter
of science by the rat as an experimental subject can be
overlooked.

The numerous criticisms of rat-oriented

psychology notwithstanding, it is unlikely that the use of
this animal will diminish in the forseeable near future.

The Ferret

[MMte.1a.. putof11..M hlj{Y<vi..d).

The ferret belongs to the family
MU6te£a.
stoat

MMtilida.e.., genera

(to which group the weasel (MMte.1a.. vu_valM) and the
[MU6te£a. eJunina.)

also belona} .

These species are

representative of typical primitive carnivores, as Ewer
(1973) observes,
liThe MMtilin.a.e.. include the most
predacious species and, in relation
to their size, the weasels and stoats
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are killers as formidable and
efficient as

th~

larger Felidae.

II

(p. 171) .

The ferret differs from the stoat and weasel in
size (being longer and substantially heavier), and is
easily domesticated (whereas the stoat and weasel do not
take well to captivity) .

The ferret has a long history

of domestication, its contact with man dating from at
least the time of the Greeks.
"Aristotle mentions that polecats
are easily tamed but there is no
suggestion of true domestication.
Thomson (1951) regarded the earliest
mention of ferrets as being in Strabo's
GeogJtCtph1c.Ct, dating back to the beginning

of the Christian era.

Strabo describes

how rabbits can easily be killed by
using an animal believed to be a ferret
to flush them from their burrows."
(E,,.,rer, 1973, P. 398).
Because of their value in controlling the rabbit
population ferrets, weasels, and stoats were liberated in
New Zealand over the period from 1882 to 1897
1963) .

n~arshall,

This introduction of mustelids was deemed

necessary to control the rapidly burgeoninq rabbit
population in New Zealand, as there were no natural
predators to control them, and the rabbit had rapidly

be~

corne a serious pest to the newly developed pastures and
grazing lands.

Due to the urgency associated with the

need for their introduction, the ferret was imported from
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Great Britain (but the stock may have included specimens
from the EurOpean Continent, as well as true polecats,
MU6teia nuJto Li.JtYlae.U6; see Marshall, 1963 for further

discussion) .

As a consequence the feral population of

ferrets in New Zealand are probably a hybrid group of
MU6te1.a pu;tofLiU6, Mu/.deia nuJto, and possibly

Pu;tofLiU6 pu;tofLiU6.

Since this issue has not been clarified, the ferrets
used in this research will simply be referred to as
MU6teia pu;tofLiU6 hybfLid, in recognition of the potential

var

tions in their genetic make-up.
Despite the fact that ferrets have had a consider-

able association with man, they have not achieved
popularity as a subject in behavioural research.

In many

respects this is unfortunate, as they present minimal
difficulties in terms of husbandry, are small and easily
handled and are sturdy and able to tolerate experimental
manipulations (e.g. food deprivation, injection of
pharmacological agents).
The bulk of research on the ferret has been
concerned with their predatory behaviour patterns, social
development, exploratory behaviour, and their performance
in learning situations.
The predatory behaviour in a number of carnivores is
closely linked to play behaviour when the animals are young,
since the predatory behaviour has a large learned component.
"In the acquisition of adaptive
behaviour, carnivores must go
through a stage of education, as
Ewer (1971) calls it, in which
they learn to make a living for
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themselves.

The end result must

be behaviour which is adaptable in
a variety of situations, therefore
the "economical way to achieve this
is to restrict the endogenous
components to something approaching
the minimum required to make the
animal act in such a way as to ensure
that it will learn the rest

I!

Without risk of serious injury from
the prey (Ewer, 1971).

A great

part of the learning that perfects
predatory behaviour is rapid;
Leyhausen (1965) compares it to
imprinting phenomena, e.g. the ease
with which the killing bite "clicks
into place", after one or very few
successes, quite unlike the typical
learning curve, which describes how
an animal learns what it is not
especially programmed to do (Ewer,
1971)."

(Eaton, 1972).

In the case of the ferret, the predatory "killing
bite" has to be learned, and this learning is facilitated
by the opportunity to engage in play with litter-mates
(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1955c, 1963, 1975).

The predatory

neck-biting behaviour also has importance in mating
behaviour, where an inexperienced isolation-reared male
has to learn this response by trial and error through the
females defensive reactions (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1963).

The
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patterns and development of aggressive play, aggression,
and soc

1 play are described in papers by Poo

1972), Lazar and Beckhorn (1974), and in

(1966,

Eibl~Eibes

ldt

(1975) .
Attack behaviour towards prey appears to be
part

ly in response to movement (Eibl-Eibes

ldt, 1975),

and partially to smell (Raber, 1944; Apfelbach, 1973a,
1973b).

These references indicate that the ferret has to

learn both the smell of the prey, and the mode of attack.
In feral animals it would seem that smell takes precedence
over movement as an attack eliciting stimulus, as Pollard
(1968) has cited Ward (personal communication) as observing,
"We have often seen ferrets hunting
by day, moving from one burrow to
the next, and although rabbits have
been sitting nearly above ground,
they have taken litt

notice of them

and concentrated entirely on hunting
down burrows.

I!

This observation is consistent with the findings of
Pollard and Lewis

(1968) in which they noted that ferrets'

performances in the Hebb-Williams maze 1tlere similar to the

.

behaviour of nocturnal rats and possums in this setting,
"Suggesting that they made little use
of available visual cues"

(Pollard and

Lewis, 1968).
This finding does not imply that ferrets are poor
visual learners, since

Pollard, Beale, Lysons and Preston

(1967) had found that ferrets were able to learn visual
discrimination problems in a Yerkes discrimination
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apparatus, although their performances were different
from those of hooded rats in several respects;

and the

authors concluded,
"that some ferrets may sustain a figureground reversal of some stimuli but that
this is by no means characteristic of
visual organisation in the species."
Another aspect of visual and learning behaviour
to be examined has been the

s' responses to novel

situations (i.e. their exploratory behaviour) .
(196Sb) examined the responses to

Hughes

ferrets in a

spontaneous alternation situation, finding that the
subjects engaged in spontaneous alternation by entering
the alternate arm of a Y-maze to the arm they intially
He also found ferrets would respond to brightness changes in a similar situation (Hughes, 1964, 1965b,
1967) .

These findings were extended by Eastment and

Hughes (1968) with an observation that
"the more visually complex of

ets will enter

2 Y-·ma ze arms more often

during a 60-sec period."
In general there does not appear to be much research
on other aspects of the behaviour of

, possibly

because several of the usual psychological manipulations
(in the area of learning research) have been unsuccessful
with this
on the diff

ies (e.g. Pollard and Lewis, 1968, comment
ulties experienced when trying to teach these

animals to emit sustained bar-pressing behaviour:
Chapter six
Given
ferrets is

further discussion).
degree by which the adult behaviour of
luenced by learning experiences in
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early life, through play behaviour and manipulation
within their

environme~t

(e.g. aggressive, predatory,

and mating behaviour), these animals would seem ideally
suited to "d

ivation~type"

experiments where isolation

from conspecifics and other species at various points
of development are imposed upon the subject. Such studies
would be of benefit to the understanding of the ontogeny
of behaviour and the role of spec

specific behaviours.

Also t~e ferret would seem to be suitable as a subject for
stud

s examining mechanisms of adaptation, as proposed

by Hodos and Campbell (1969). These authors state of
this approach:
"This method is based on the study of
living animals, selected because
they possess differing of specialization (adaptation) with respect
to some particular charac

stic

such as development of sense organs
or central nervous system, the
amount of postnatal care given
to offspring, complexity of courtship patterns etc."
Because of their size, robustness, and general
reactivity to

environment, ferrets would seem to

be an ideal subject for laboratory studies
carnivorous mode of existence.

the
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l\PPENDIX

T H R E E

A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The research was conducted in three bas
experimental chambers that differed in dimensions to
suit the species used.

These chambers were made out of

lcm wooden ply for simplicity and ease of modification,
and were adaptable to accommodate various pieces of
equipment as the research required.
The initial research using rats was carried out in
Ra;t

CnambeJt 1., but this chamber was replaced in later

experiments by Rat CnambeJt 2., when it was found to have
inadequate ventilation, lighting, and drainage for the
copious urine produced in polydipsic sessions.

1

research with ferrets was conducted in the FeJl.JLe:t CnambeJt
which was found to be suited to the experimental programme.
Control of food delivery was determined by a sol
state electronic control console, which provided accurate
timing of delivery.

This console also controlled a

number of SUbsidiary functions;

in particular, the

duration and timing of signals warning of food delivery,
the transformation of electrical signals from the various
sensing devices (e.g. the drinkometers and the running
wheel) to mechanical signals on the event recorders and
counters, and the mechanical recording of the

nu~ber

of

food-portions delivered over the experimental session.

All experimental situations were provided with
white noise

generator~

that masked sounds from outside

the laboratory.

(A) The Experimental Layout.

control console and the Rat Chambers were
same room, along with the various

located in
recor

ng devices, counters, white-noise generator, and

maintenance equipment;
si

while the Ferret Chamber was

in an adjacent room, with the necessary control

wiring running to and from it through a hole in the wall.
A floor plan of the layout is given in Fig. A3.l.
control console permitted
both

The

simultaneous operation of

Ferret and Rat Chambers, without any disturbance

to the subjects in either apparatus.

Both rooms were

centrally heated with an ambient temperature of 23 + 20 c
being recorded.
The control console was a locally assembled solid
state device marketed by PYE Ltd., Auckland, and sold
under the name of Pye High Level Industrial Control
Equipment.

This sytem operated on a 230V AC power

supply, with an internal logic power system of + 40V DC.
The timing devices in this system had an error
specification of + 5%.

The timing and control functions

of this system were found to be reliable over the period
that this equipment was used.
white noise generator used was a Lafayette
Instrument Coy. Model 15011., with a speaker in each
research room that masked extraneous noise.

Two Esterline-Angus Event recorders were used for
the mechanical recording of various events.
Because of the variety of control, sensing, and
recording equipment used, each with differing power
requirements, several electro-mechanical relays were
built into the system to permit simultaneous operation.

(B) Rat Chamber 1.

This chamber measured 38cm x 38cm x 25.5cm high,
and was constructed of lcm wooden ply, with a clear
perspex door on the front wall.
gloss black, whi
light grey.

The floor was painted

the walls and roof were painted matt

A polythene food delivery tube of 5.6cm

diameter entered into the chamber through a hole in the
roof, and was butted into a similar hole in the floor.
The floor of the food tube was of opaque perspex, with
a light beneath it to serve as a signal for the delivery
of food.
Internal lighting was provided by a 230V 60W lamp
sited on the roof, which spread diffuse light into the
chamber through a piece of opaque perspex in the roof.
A side view of the apparatus is given in Fig. A3.2,
and shows the siting of a hole in the side wall for the
spout that was attached to
connected to

drinkometer.

water reservoir and
In order to provide the

inkometer with an earthing contact, a s

me

grid

was attached to the floor in the vicinity of this spout.
A plan view of the chamber is given in Fig. A.3.3,
which the spatial relationship between the food tube and

the water-spout is made c

The minimum distance

between these two was 28.5 cm.

The water reservoir was

graduated to record 30 mls in 1 ml units, and provided a
reserve of water that could be recorded by measuring with
a pipette.

The drinkometer used in this

imental

situation was a Grason-Stadler Model E4690 Al/A2.
Food was delivered from a Davis Universal Feeder
(Model 310), which had a 36 portion capacity (requiring
re

ling during the course of

This feeder oper

experimental session).

on the brush-sweep princ

tted the use of a wide var

, which

ty of foods, although

only two types of food were used with the rats.
The maximum temperature reached in this chamber
o
one hour was 29 c.

The

ivery of food was

signalled by the onset of the light under the food-tube,
and a simultaneous buzzer signal, both of which lasted a
duration of 3 seconds.

The buzzer was attached to the

under floor of the chamber and was audible over the white
noise.

(C) Rat Chamber 2.

This chamber measured 6lcm x 38cm x 38cm high, and
was constructed out of 1 cm wooden
on all surfaces.

, painted light grey

front wall was made out of

transparent perspex and permitted a clear view of the
subject.
sur

The floor had a steel mesh grid over most of its

e to permit the use of drinkometers at several

points in the chamber and to facil

drainage.

A

perspex food delivery tube of 8.0cm diameter projected

through a hole in the roof to a receptacle in the floor
(a

similar arrangement, to that in Ra;t ChambeA 1), and the

floor of this food receptacle was made of a piece of
opaque perspex (covering a signal light as in the other
apparatus)

A side view of this chamber is given in

Fig. A3.4

and shows the arrangement for lighting through

the roof.

Internal lighting was provided by a 230V 22W

circular fluorescent lamp.
is given in Fig. A3.5

A plan view of this chamber

and shows the positioning of holes

In the wall for water-spouts used in the polydipsia
experiments.

This chamber had the capacity for the

simultaneous operation of two drinkometers, during which
occasions the Grason-Stadler drinkometer was supplemented
with a Lafayette Model 5808 unit.

Each drinkometer

provided a record on the Esterline-Angus recorder, as
well as having a mechanical counter to record total licks
made on each spout.

(D) Ferret Chamber.

The ferret chamber was made out of lcm ply, and
measured 60cm x 60cm x 38cm high.

The floor was painted

gloss black (to facilitate cleaning) while the walls were
painted matt grey.
perspex.

The door was made out of clear

Selected parts of the floor were covered with

steel mesh to permit the use of a drinkometer.

Food was

delivered via a vertical perspex tube measuring 8.0cm in
diameter and of similar structure to those used in the
rat chambers.

The floor of the food receptacle was made

of opaque perspex.

A side view of the chamber is given in

. 11.3.6

and shows the s

ng of a circular entrance to the

activity whe

A plan view of the basic chamber

given in F

A3.7.

Because of the

size of this

chamber it was not necessary to provide any internal
lighting.
As was discus
activity wheel

ln Chapter 5, the design

the

sented a number of problems as it was

required to be sturdy, but not heavy, since the
rotational inertia of a heavy structure would make it
difficu

for the animals to stop.

structure

proved

However, a light

vulnerable to activities of the ferrets,

and was subject to several modifications before it was
found to be satisfactory.
The wheel meas

75cm's in diameter, with an

internal treadle width of 15cm's.
via a bearing f

Rotation was effected

d to the centre of the wheel, and this

revolved around a brass axle fixed to the roof of the
experimental chamber.

The wheel was constructed of

aluminium diamond mesh, with a fine wire-gauze flooring
provided on the treadle floor to prevent the subjects'
claws being caught in the mesh.

Revolutions of the wheel

were recorded through a fixed magnet on the wheel causing
a depression
experimen

a reedchamber.

automatic counter.
to

tch sited on the roof of the
The reed-switch was wired into an

A side view of the wheel

relation

experimental chamber is given in Fig. A3.8, and a

plan view in Fig. A3.9.
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THE HOUSING AND DIET OF THE SUBJECTS.

The rats and ferrets used in this research were bred
in the animal house of the Department of Psychology.
These animals were under the care of two technicians who
were responsible for the breeding and general maintenance
of the animal colony.

The experimental subjects cited in

this thesis were the responsibility of the author who
attended to their feeding, and controlled their food and
water intake, as determined by the experimental requirements
at that time (eg. maintenance at 80% free-feeding weight) .

(A) Hous

and Maintenance of the Rats.

The rats used in this research were New Zealand
Black/White strain originally from stock bred at the
Medical School at Otago University.

The animals were

housed in same sex groups until required for experimentation, when they vlere put into individual metal cages
measuring 18cm x 19.5cm x 18cm high.
flooring of wood

sha~ings

These cages had a

which were changed weekly.

The cages were located on metal racks in two rat rooms
which were maintained at a temperature of approximately
0

23 C.

A reversed

ght/dark cycle (12 hours light

starting at 7:00 pm and going on to 12 hours dark at
7:00 am) operated in these rooms throughout the year.
The rats 'i'lere normally maintained on ad libitum
food and water, unless they were being deprived for some
experimental manipulation.

The basic diet comprised

pellets of food sold under the name of T.V.L. Rat Diet.
(manufactured by Archer and Sons, Rangiora, N.Z., to a
recipe
N.Z.) .

supplied by T.V.L. Laboratories, Christchurch,
A breakdown of this diet is given in Table A4.1.

This diet was supplemented once a week by additional food
in the form of bread, raw vegetable, and dog sausage,
such that a balanced diet was maintained.

Subjects on

food deprivation were given some of this supplement whenever it was possible, and also received an occasional
Vitamin Supplement in their drinking water.
The. general health of the rat colony was good,
with a low mortality rate being recorded.

Those deaths

recorded were usually young rats found to be suffering
from a congenital hydrocephaly (approx 5% of all births) .
One periodic disease which did affect research was a
form of respiratory infection which gave symptoms similar
to catarrh, and which adversely affected the performance of
one rat in an isolated portion of one polydipsia experiment.
It was thought to be due, in part, to dust from the wood
shavings, and was found to be controlled by administering
"Tylan" (tylosin tartrate) to the animal's drinking water.
Because the animals received regular handling from birth,
emotional behaviour was minimised, and the subjects found
to be agreeably tame over the course of experimentation.

(B) Housing and Maintenance of the Ferrets.

The ferrets were bred in the animal house from
feral stock which were originally acquired in 1961.
The policy of mating local stock with feral animals
caught during the year has been followed ever

since, so

that the established gene pool has been supplemented
regularly

in order to guarantee viable stock.

As a

result of this breeding policy, and with the husbandry
experience gained over this period, a very high success
rate has been achieved with the breeding of these
animals, enabling the Department to become an established
supplier of ferrets to other places.
The animals were kept in mixed sex groups of about
6 - 10 animals, and were separated into single sex groups
in mid-August when the females showed signs of coming
into oestrus.

This separation of the sexes continued

until the end of January when the breeding season ended.
It was possible to group-house males over the mating
season provided there were no females in close proximity
to their cages;

during this period instances of aggressive

behaviour increased.

When group-housed, the animals were

kept in large cages which had an inside compartment (with
a quantity of straw for bedding), and an outside compartment
(with a layer of straw on the floor).

When the animals

were individually housed, they were put in either one of
the above mentioned cages or in a wooden cage measuring
51cm x 136cm x 51cm high located inside the animal house
in a well lit and ventilated passageway.

These cages

were cleaned out weekly and plentiful amounts of straw

and sawdust replaced, as these animals otherwise posed a
considerable sanitation problem.
The animals were fed daily, and received 30-40 grams
of a locally produced Dog Sausage

'BARKO'

Criterion Animal Food, Ashburton, N.Z.)

(manufactured by
A table of

contents of this food is given in Table A4.2.

Water was

available on an a.d UbUum basis from bottles attached to
the cages, with a glass drinking spout projecting into the
cage.

This method avoided the spillages found to be so

cornmon when dishes of water were placed in the cages.

The

animals also received 15-20 mls of milk every second day,
and mutton bones once a week.

Castor oil was given

monthly.
Because of the need to house these animals in open
spaces it was not possible to institute a·n artificial
daylight regime, so that natural lighting was used.
Although these animals are most active at dusk and dawn,
this

was not found to influence their suitability as

subjects in any way.

Due to the variety of diet, and to

the husbandary techniques used, there was a very low
mortality rate amongst the ferret colony.
source of illness stemmed from

The main

ected lesions arising as

a result of aggressive behaviour bebileen group hous
animals.

These

ions occasionally produced abcesses

which were liable to cause paralysis if not treated.
The standard treatment was a course of 'Penstrep'

(procaine

penicyllin and streptomycin), which proved effective if
given as a series

intra-muscu

Due to their being handled regularly

ections over a week.
from birth,

animals were extremely tractable, and could be sa

th~se

handled by the experimenter without gloves.

(e) An Analysis of the Experimental Session Foods.

i

Rat Foods:
Initially, wheat was used in the pilot study, but

its use was discontinued in the ensuing experiments
because of the availability of a standardised cornrnerciallyprepared alternative.

This product was sold under the

name of Animal Food Pellets (manufactured by Sterling
Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Auckland, N.Z.).
these pellets is given in Table 4.3

A breakdown of
Each pellet

weighed 40 mg, and they were found to be stable over long
periods (not becoming stale) .

They appeared to be highly

palatable to the rats.
ii

Ferret Foods:
In the first experiment with ferrets pieces of raw

mutton were used as food portions.

These portions were

cut into pieces of 1.0 - 1.5 gms weight, and were dipped
in cod-liver oil to prevent their drying out (and
consequently adhering to the food dispenser).

Although

the ferrets avidly consumed these portions, it was found
that the oil was producing a problem with stickiness in the
food delivery equipment, which required constant cleaning
of the apparatus.

Also, it was difficult to control for

portion size, moisture content, and meat content (i.e.
gristle and fat were often present) .

Thus portions of

'Barko' dog sausage were substituted, and were found to be
most suitable, as constant portion sizes could be obtained
easily, the food was of a lower moisture content than raw

meat, and did not require cod-liver oil to prevent drying
and adhering.

The ferrets indicated an immediate

acceptance of this food.

TABLE A4.1

Composition of T.V.L. Rat Diet.

Meat and Bone Meal.

12.00%

Lucerne Meal.

5.00%

Linseed Meal.

5.00%

Molasses.

2.75%

Butter Milk Powder.

7.00%

Dried Blood.

2.00%

Pollard.

5.00%

Wheat.

30.00%

Barley.

30.00%

Salt.

0.25%

Vitamin Premix.

1.00%

TABLE A4 2

Composition of 'BARKO· Dog Sausage:

Minimum Crude Protein.

10.0%

Maximum Crude Fat.

27.0%

Maximum Crude Fibre.

0.7%

TABLE A4.3

sition of •

Food Pel

Milk Powder.

11. 00%

Dextrose.

11.00%

Calcium Phosphate.

25.00%

Farex.

50.00%

Gel

ine.

Magnesium Stearate.

0.70%
2.30%

Table 6:1.

A Summarv of the cat e gories of behaviour.

A: Rats.
lName of Behaviour Symbol Other Names Overall Category
Classification.

!

Analy sis
Catesory
No.

lHead in food
receptacle

II

Immec:Uate

Eating .

E

600d ctUented
b e.hav.i.ouJr..

!Amhulation

A

Sni ffing

S

Amve

Rearing

R

.i.nvutigCLtOltLJ 2.
beitav.i.oUlW .

Drinking

D

Polydipsia/ Sc.hedue.e I 3.
.i.IJduc; ed ro.tqLicking

Grooming

G

Stationary

F

Freezing

~iscellaneous

M

Defecation, ,\I,u.c.eLtanurination,
e.O M.
pica, gnawing, cliITlhing.

l.

Locomotion

d.i.Y.JJ.>-<.a.

~.

S:ta;t(.o nll/tlf
be.hav.i.ou/ll, .

4.

4.

Ferrets.

Immec:Uate

~ead in food
eceptacle

H

F:ating

E

~ead in food
!receptacle but
limmobile

Hi

~mmobile

I

~niffing

S

S.u6Mrtg.

3.

~cratching

Sct

4.

~crabbling

Scb

S CJta.tc.h.<.n 9
behav.i.ou/t .

~iscellaneous

M

M.0~ c.eUan-

5.

6oodoJUented
bellO. v.i.o uJr. •
S:ta;t(o nally
behav.i.oUlW .

Defecation,
licking,
rearing,
grooming,
ambulation.

eoUJ.> •

l.

2.

